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ellsworth, maine, Wednesday afternoon, march 24,

ttonmiBimnuB.
of

*333,089.45
m

for deposits, as esimated
,beft value of resources above liability
......
hv Bank Examiner. Aug. 14. 1PW...
the first days «f March. June, September,
interest
on
g**es

f33,l4f-.uo

Money

first Monday of Jane and December.
inv^UMoNdeelan d ami credited
money sent and money withdrawn by mall.

Reopened,
particulars address

Aon>imiscan

for lull

i

Hanooo k

FOR

I

ONE RESIDENCE

AT

IN

BAR HARBOR.

ELLSWORTH.

ONE STORE

ELLSWORTH.
C. W. & F. L.
Pint National Bank

O.

j

MASON,

I

Building.

W.

I

Kllnwoith, Maine.

TAPLEY,

Inauranoo airtd
Real Estate.

E. E.

Mrs.

Augusta
Rowe.

SMI
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HOUSE CLEANING TIME
is about here, and with it come thoughts
for new Wall Papers and Carpetings.
Do not make your selections before lookover our

large

and attractive assort-

ment of

Wall

Papers,

days
Harry E.

few

a

last week with her son,

in

Clara
of
Frank
fr.
A., widow
Davis, formerly of Ellsworth, died at her
home iri East Poston Saturday, after an
illness

Curtains, Rugs, Carpetings,

Mattings, Oil Cloths
and Linoleums.
SALE

Thursday

tional

club of

will

church,

I

tbe

Mrs. Sarah

are

being

was

a

Fannie

meet with

afternoon, they
jury.

were

The girls’ basket ball teams of the Ellsworth and Bar Harbor high schools met.
for their third game of the season at Hancock hall Friday evening. The Ellsworth
team won by a score of 8 to 3, their game

showing the result
W. E. O’Connell,

CongregaMiss Grace

are now

of recent

c

oachhig by

ForLand.

of

between

even

New

of the

England

New

states

will be the

guests of the alumni association of the New York
university law
school at its annual dinner at the Hotel

M. Pennell, mother of Mrs.

Maine;
Saunders,
city,
Frank N.
Parsons, of New Hampshire;
her home in Mu-bias Sunday, March 21,
John W. Rowell, of Vermont; Marcus P.
a'ed eighty-eight years.
Kuowiton, of Massachusetts; Edward C.
James E. Parsjns and wife, w ho have Dubois, of Rhode Island, and Simeon E.
speut the w inter w itb their daughter, Mrs. Baldwin, of Connecticut, will be enterFrel A. Coombs, iu East Orange, N.J., tained and will make speeches. Other
arrived home this morning. Mr. Parsons, speak3rs will be Judge Willard Bartlett, of
many friends are glad to know his health the New York court of appeals, Justice
is much improved.
Almet F. Jenke, of the appellate division
All Ellsworth citizens who possibly can in Brooklyn, ex-Judge Alton B. Parker,
Judge Francis J. Swazey, of the New
are urged to attend one or both sessions of
the farmers’ institute to be held at Han- Jersey superior court, and Martin W. Litafternoon at 2; tleton.
cock hall to-morrow
Arthur 1.

sacriticed on all.

WHITING BROS.

of this

Astor.

Chief-Justice

died at

Emery,

of

—

i

|

Money

|

deposited

in our

€

Savings Department

j

draws interest from the

■

t

FIRST DAY OF EACH MONTH

J

3*4%

rate of

at the

f

g

]

FROM MUNICIPAL TAXATION.

!

UNION TRUST COMPANY

<

I

ELLSWORTH.

g

g

evening at 7.30.

It

prosperity

vicinity.

close of
will

ing

stock at
from three to five

A few bundles

half-price.

rolls,

with

border,

J.
goortf8Uite1a'ie,;eEricet,?sr
from 10c. double
roll to <5c.
M

8«TT0HS

MADE TO ORDER.

S,M-^rp..1n,iii,dk^

r^lT
*L'CE M. HOOPER,
,aM
manning ILKK,

ELLS WORTH.

Now

very

con-

cheap. You

A. THOMPSON,
„

,

w

^ay and

»

T

n

golden

»

»

t

come

the DAFFODILS” and other
spring Bowers.
Ellsworth
Telephone «.

CrppnhnUSfi
Ul CCIIIIUUOO.

the talk

much

to the

the

March

committee

tea iu the

vestry parlor.
Kev. H. B. Haskell, district auperintendent, will conduct the services in the
Methodist church next Sunday morning.
Milton Beckwith will speak in the evenserve

ing.

The

pastor, Kev. W. F. Emery, will

be out of tow-n

on a

short vacation.

Harry J. Joy, son of Capt. and Mrs. H.
Joy, of this city, who has been emp'oyed in the telephone office iu Bangor
for the past year-and a half, left last night

J.

fo San Antonio, Texas, w here he will enter the employ of the Southern Bell Telephone Co.
H. Hodgman. who has been an
officer of the literature club during her
seven years’ residence here, was given a
delightful surprise party by the club before her departure. Mrs. Hodgman left
Monday for Bath. She will be missed in
the many circles here in which she has
Mrs. C.

a

cheerful and useful worker.

steamboat lines ere
offering greatly reduced rates from all
points in eastern Maine to Ellsworth and
railroad and

The

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN,
latest Styles in Wall Paper.

of this

means

Mrs. N. C. King w i’l give a talk on “O d
China and Old Days” at the vestry of the
Congregational church on Wednesday
afternoon, March 31, at 4 o’clock. At the

been

,®e last year’s

Royal Baking Powder convey* to food the most healthful of fruit
properties and renders it superior in flavor and wholesomeness.

WEST

COMING EVENTS.

ELLSWORTH.

Mrs. Isabel Smith is seriously ill.
Harry Seeds is at Bangor at work.

ELLSWORTH.

Thursday evening, March 26, at Od«l
Fellows hall—Sociable by Dona^ua lodge;

Roy Plaisted lelt for York Friday.

Asa

M. Barron is

Mrs. Belle

Thursday, March 25,

2 and 7.30 p. m., at
hall—Farmers’ institute. Subject : Potato raising. Free supper to outof-town attendants at Odd Fellows halt
Hancock

visiting His cousin,

Eldridge,

at

Franklin.

Florence Moon, of Bar Harbor,
risited Miss Martha J. Barron Sunday.
Mrs.

at 6.

Friday evening, March 26, at Hancock
hall-Basket ball, Ellsworth high school
girls vs. North?ast Harbor.

Mrs. Eva Meader, of Trenton, who has
caring for her aunt, Mrs. S. P. Stack-

been

p>le,

went home

P.

K. of

John C. Meader is confined to the house
with a bad cold.

Saturday.

Saturday evening, March 27,

Mrs. Minnie Trueworthy, of Norridgewock is spending a few days with her sister, Mrs. Octavia Stackpole.

Society

at

hall—Dance.

Friday, April 2, at

8 p. m., at

Congrega-

tional vestry
Lecture by Prof. Harry
C. Emery, of Yale. Subject: “Socialism;
its Cause and Significance.” Followed by
—

Mrs. Jane McFarland came Saturday to
sare for her sister, Mrs. Octavia Stackpole,
who is ill with bronchial pneumonia.

Tickets, 26 cents.
^•tnrday, A nril 3, at county court house;
Ellsworth- County road meeting.
Wednesday to Monday, April 7-12—
Sixty second annual session of East Main*
social.

Honors

these two teams.

York to-morrow evening, when the

chief-justices

Co.

struction

bargains offered in our dry goods department, which we
are closing out, are attracting many shoppers.
This is an unusual opportunity to obtain staple goods at bargain prices. Our
line of Small Wares, Ladies’ Hosiery, Corsets and Underwear is
prices

She
and

j held for the April grand

have gone to Wyoming to enter the employ of the Ambnrsen Hydraulic Con-

The rare

and

weeks.

Nathaniel

worth

Lewis H. Fern«*ld and Everett Quinn

large,

several
of

The only baldng powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar
—made trom grapes—

Meeting Changed
As April 1, the date announced for tl e
county road meeting in Ellsworth, is the
Say on which selectmen are obliged to be
in session for the purpose of receiving
lists of taxable property, it has been deBate of Hoad

1
V

I

Four Per Cent. Interest
i|

Window Shades, Lace

CLEARANCE

of

daughter

The woman’s auxiliary of the Congregational church met yesterday with Mrs. J.
H. Brimmer.
The

Absotalety Tare

The first game at Ellsworth was won by
King this week.
score 9 to 8.
The second
Lejok lodge, 1. O. O. F., will work the Bar Harbor,
Methodist conference, at Ellsworth.
initiatory degree next Friday evening. A gamd, at Bar Harbor, was a tie, 4 to 4.
Another game will probably be played. A
large attendance is desired.
aubrrttscmmt?
dance followed the game Friday evening.
The mayor and aldermen will meet next
The Ellsworth girls will play Northeast cided to change the date to Saturday,
Monday evening to take final action on Harbor at Ellsworth next
Friday evening. April 3. The meeting will be held at the
appropriations for the year.
in Ellsworth at 1 p. m.
The senior class of the Ellsworth high court house
OUR NEXT INTEREST
R. M. Campbell has moved ti» movirg
school gave a musicale at the high school
picture show from the Giles building on
Or. Butler, of Bangor, Bead.
QUARTER COMMENCES
building Saturday eveniug. There was a
Main street to Hancock ball.
Dr. Harry Butler, of Bangor, a widelylarge audience, the proceeds amounting to
APRIL 1, 1909.
will
a
Fifteen girls
dance at Odd
and ear, died
give
$22, which will go toward the graduating known specialist for the eye
Fellows hall on Thursday evening, April
last evening from a complication of disexpenses of the class. The program folI. Music by Monaghan’s orchestra.
He was forty years of age, and
eases.
lows: Duet, Carrie Russell and Bernice
Milton Beckwith with deliver an anni- Djrr: declamation, Doris Halman; solo, leaves a widow and two young sons.
veraity address before the A. O. R. C. Helot; Holmes; piano solo, Erva Giles;
|{iihIu"H4 Votic***.
de -lama; \ m, Julia Barrou; solo, Myrtle
lodge at Bangor to-morrow evening.
ALLOWED ON ONE
PARKER PIANO CONTF.8T.
Donaquu lodge, K. of P., will have a Monaghan; cornet solo, Winfred Joy;
the standing in the piano conis
AND UPFollowing
DOLLAR
and
Elleneen
dance,
(Christinafand
sociable at Odd Fellows hall to-morrow song
test at W. R. Parker Clothing Co.’s store at
WARD IN THE
Doyle; solo, Owen Duffle; duet, Annie and noon to-day:
evening. Music by Clark’s orchestra.
8/1 via Hurley; solo, Phyllis Macomber;
SAVINGS DEPARTThe
sociable and entertainment anMiss Annie Emery, Ellsworth.
1.
Miss M. A. G/eely; solo, Mrs. E.
nounced to be given at the Congregational reading.
2. Bayside grange, Bayside.
MENT OF
Rassello.
J.
Tito
solo,
Walsh; piiaj
3. Harvest Home grange. West Ellsworth.
vestry this evening has been indefinitely
4.
Pamola grange, Hancock.
Chief-Justice
L. A. Emery w-ill be in
postponed.

Ofllre at Residence, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Maine.

ing

Rowe spent

Baking Powder

ciety.

hearing yesterday

here.

"Royal

social and sale of home-made candy. The
affair is under the auspices of the February committee of the Congregational so-

Milliken. and was born and lived in Ellsuntil her marriage. She leases
two daughters— Mrs. Clarence L. Sweetser,
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
of Bangor, and Mrs. EdwinS. Fairbanks,
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFPIOB.
of East Boston, and one son—Clarence K.
In iffect Oct. .5, 19(>8
Davis, of East Boston. The interment was
MAILS RECHIVED.
at Stoughton, Mass., yesterday.
From Wist—7.18 a m; 4.39 and 8.C8 p no.
Alexander Molloy and Leon Inman,
From East—11.C7 a m; 12.05, 5.55 and 10.52 p m.
claiming Bangor as their home, were arMAIL CLOSES AT POSTOPFICB.
rested in I>edham Monday by Sheriff
Goino W'est—10.45.11.30 a ro: 5.30 and 9 pm.
Slinky and Deputy Sheriff Braun, charged
Goino East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
with breaking into cottages in the vicinNo Sunday mail.
ity qf Phillips Lake. The complaint was
made by F. 13. Cates, of Bangor. Molloy
Mrs. L. J. Backus is visiting in Water- and Inman have been living in a camp in
the vicinity the past winter. Four cotville.
Mrs. Ricker, of Cherryfield, is the guest tage! have been broken into, and articles,
I principally food stuff, stolen. The men
of Mrs. W. H. Dresser.
I were brought to Ellsworth Monday night
Allen Milliken, of Bar Harbor, is spendahd lodged in the county jail. At a
ing his vacation with relatives and friends I

Ellsworth, Maine.

Properties in Ellsworth, Surry, Lamoine, Hancock,
ClITTflN
wU I sUls, Sorrento, Har Harbor, Northeast Harbor, South**•
real estate west Harbor. Also other I’roperties on the Coast.
Timber Lands.
Reprea ntative of theNationul Co-operative Realty Company.
Also Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.

enough have been received to make
a good-sized party.
The lecture by Prof. Harry C. Emery, of
Yale, on “Socialism, its Cause and Significance”, will be given at the Congregational vestry Friday, April 2, at 8 p. m.
The subject is a timely one, and one in
which large interest is being taken at this
time. The lecture will be followed by a

—

j

NEWBURY NECK.

definite date may be made when

a

names

Exec notice—Eat Annis Lee Wister.
O W Tapley Insurance.
Whiting Bros—Seeds, carpeting, wall paper.
W R Parker Clothing Co.
Ellsworth Greeuhouse.
Ellsworth Falls:
W S McCartney— Farm for sale.
E P Lord—House for sale.
Lamoine, Me:
E G Deslsles—Launch hull for sale.
Buck sport. Mb:
E B Gardner & Son—'Ins statements.
Banoor, Mf.:
Eastern
Tru|t & Banking Co.
Skowheoan, Me:
L L Morrisou—Oriental rug works.
Rockland. Me:
Francis Cobb & Co, et als—Notice of foreclosure.
Bath Me:
I
Laundry for sale.
Portland, Me:
I
Portland Pub Co—Portland Daily Press.

ONE FARM
extending from Union River bay
to Morgan’s bay with buildings at

Pmirth
ruurtll ^trPPt
street,

till

Bank.

SALE.

ONE COTTAGE

an

a

Savings

County

that

NEW ADVKKriMKMKNT.S THIS WEEK.

No. 12

abbmMmmtf

those who wish to go are requested to notify the president, Mrs. Oeorgia Leland,

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Last

Semi-Annual Dividend
Per Cent.
HANCOCKMateCOU NX V SAVINGS BANK.
Ellsworth. Maine.
Street,
CHAS. C. BURRILL, Treas.
iftr.CBTUS E. MOORE. Pres.
14.
DEPOSITS Aug.
100*.SJl5.l4R.17
Reserve and Undivided Profits.
2R,i4l»28
Rate

in™:?.°xz,?AZnt

1909

return

during

the East Maine Conference

week, April 6 to 12.
w

ill be

a

large

It is expected there

number of

people

in the

addition to the ministers and
their wives who will attend conference.

city,

in

Friends of Mrs. Lewis Hodgkins were
pained to learn yesterday of her serious
condition which became known through an
examination for a surgical operation by Dr.
Simmons at Bangor. Mrs. Hodgkins came
out from under the influence of the ether
administered, but word received from
Bangor this forenoon brings very little
encouragement.
The ladies of W. H. H. Rice post, G. A.
relief corps, are making arrangemen ts
for a moonlight ride in the near future.
All members are cordially invited, and

R.,

presence of hosts of friends and
associates of the Ancient and Honorable
In the

!

j

artillery company and of the Massachusetts consistory of Masons, the funeral ot>
Capt. James A. Davis, of the Ancients,
was

held

Thursday

last

Lexington,

Mass.

at

The

his

bopie

services

in

in
the

simple, being in charge
of
Roberts, chaplain of the
Ancient and Honorable artillery company,
and musical selections were rendered by a
house

Burrill Nat’l Bank,

Arbutus grauge, Surry.
Marlaville grtiuge, Vlariaville
Nicolin grange, Nic >lin.
Methadist church, Franklin.

5.

6.

7.
8.

ELLSWORTH,

AN UNUSUAL HEAL ESTATE ISSUE.

Saturday, April 3, the Boston Evening
Transcript will contain a vast amount of matter of special interest to persons looking for
summer homes to purchase or to rent; and of
more than usual interest to people desiring to
buy or hire city, suburban or country properOn

ties of various classes.
The real estate agents are being called upon
earlier this year than has been the custom in
the past, for estates in desirable centres, and
the demand seems to more than equal the
supply. The opportunity for giving publicity to properties of all descriptions through
the medium of a newspaper like the Transcript in the issue of April 3 will surely not
Builders of new houses,
pass unheeded.
property-owners who are desirous of selling
or exchanging their holdings, agents and
others will not permit such a chance to pass.
The “Real Estate” and “Houses for the
Summer” advertisements of that date will be
of great interest. Each class will be placed
under respective headings if received in good
season for publication.

the

more

more

eyes

advertisement catches

dollars it is worth.

At the grave commitment serconducted by Col. E. C. Benton,
of the masonic body. The pall-bearers
were Col. Sidney M. Hedges, Julius Rugg,
Fred Purmort, George Bates, G.
Henry
Young, Eugene Houghton, Ronaldo Richardson and Alfred L. Richardson. As the
body was lowered into the grave taps
were

ADVERTISERS AND PUBLISHERS
SAVE TIME and MONEY

by using

labor saving
record books.

Challen’*
did lien a

Ruled, Printed and Indexed for
Entry and Reference.

Quick

Subscription Record, Advertising Record,
Advertiser's Record, Job Printer’s Record.

•Sample’

pages sent on ap-

Published

plication.

E.

A.

&

W.

133 William

E.

St..

by
CHILD,

New York.

Removal Notice!

GEORGE B. STUART, Attorney at Law
gives notice that he has removed his
Law

The

an

quartet.
vices

MAINE.

--

were

very
the Rev. S. H.

I

rooms

ottlces
over

from Giles
the Burrill

block to
National

Bank, Mam street, Ellsworth, Maine.
Telephone: G8-2.

YOUR CREDIT

were

IS GOOD
AT STAPLES’.

sounded.
—--

Special

Salvation

Army Rallies.

$1.00

ill be held
Salvation army rallies
| atTwo
Hancock hall
Monday and Tuesday,
w

A

WEEK

on

March 29 and

30,

under the

auspices of the
on Monday

local corps. The first will be
evening at 7.45, and will

part

of

public

exercises

churches and citizens of

in

consist
which

in
the

Ellsw orth gen-

erally will participate.
Major T. Cowan, of Portland, who has
oversight of the Maine-New Hampshire
division, will give

a

brief outline

o' the

any Edison or Victor talking machine outfit.
Edison combination
l!H)i> models now in -dock.
attachments to play two or four minute records
put on FREE.

on

STAPLES PIANO & MUSIO OO.
31

IVIain St.,

Ellsworth, IV1 e.

in this country. Staff-Capt.
William Guard, the young people’s secre-

army work

tary for New England, will render solos.
On Tuesday afternoon at 2.30, Staff-Capt.

Guard will lecture at the Salvation army
hall in Odd Fellows block to w hich all the
Sunday schools arc cordially invited.
On Tuesday evening the second rally
will take place at Hancock hall at 7.45, all
the churches of the city assisting.
Major
T. Cowan will be in charge, supported by
the local pastors. A cordial invitation
extended to all.
When you find
you sometimes do,

yourself, as I daresay
overpowered as it were
by melancholy, the best way is to go out
and do something kind to somebody or
other.—John Keble,

A GOOD

FARM FOR SALE

IN THE TOWN OF LAMOINE, four miles
from Ellsworth, containing about one hundred
Wood lot, one-story
and fifty acres (150).
and one-half house, eight rooms, good barn,
32x64, carriage house, horse stable, hen house
and packing house; two good wells of water;
with all farming utensils, and a pair of horses.
Cuts about 30 tons of hay. Will sell at a low
price. For reference, CAPT. JOHN KIEF,
Franklin Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

KDITKD BT "ACKT

Fray*r Meeting Teoio For the Week
Beginning March 28, 1909.

interested need not l»e emphasized.
student of history takes great
elight in poring over the standard
•works of history, and so it Is with the

C^be

of

literature,

philosophy

communications, and

books

and

or

all communication*

are

called,

roll is

Thursday, May 6—Meeting of Hancock j
Massapaqua grange, ;

Pomona grange with
South Bluchill.

from woman’s ailments are invited to write to the names and
addresses here given, for positive proof that Lydia E. l’inkham's
Vegetable Compound does cure female ills.

so

send

don Street.
Lindley, Ind—Mm. May Fry.
Kinsley, Kana.-Mrs. Stella Gifford Beaman.
Scott. N.Y.-Mm. S. J. Barber.
Corn wall ville. N.Y.—Mr*. Win. Bonghton.
Cincinnati/Mr*. W.K.Hou*h,7Eai*tvicwA*
Milwaukee, Wi*.—Mr*. Emma Imse, 883 1st
St.. German.
Change of Life.
Sooth Bend. Ind.—Mm. Fred Ccrtia, 1014 9.
Lafayette Street.
Noah. Kentucky.—Mm Lissie Holland.
Brviokfield. Mo. —Mrs. Sarah Lousignont, 207
8. Market St.
Mm. Wm. Somerville, 196
Paterson. N..!.
Hamburgh Avenue.
Philadelphia. Pa Mm. K. E. Garrett. 2407
North Garnet Street.
Kewaskum. Wi*.—Mrs. Carl Dahlke.

the

the following:
—

—

the lawn once more—
That is March.
Neighbots' bens around the door
That is March.
When the snowdrop lifts its head.
Wakes the crocus from its bed.
And we think that winter's fled—
That is March.”
E. L. C.
Bluehill.
C.,of
“Robins

on

—

■especially

time when missionary periodicals
and books were most uninteresting.
They were about as dry as the bones
in the vision of Ezekiel. But the dry
Is
hones have been revived, and there
a

Worcester,

cup of

lamenting

friend
the fart that her three sons had all
gone to sea. She lived far from the
coast, and her boys had never seen the
ocean until they left home to become
sailors. Od the wall of her cottage
hung a picture of a ship In a storm,
with ihe sailors clinging to the rigging. Pointing to this picture, the visitor said. “That was what made your
boys sailors.”
Children, as Tolstoy
says, are In what physicians call “the
first hypnotic stnge"—that Is. they are
easily Impressed. The picture on the
wall had been a constant suggestion to
the.boys to become sailors. Tbe influence of our example In the home or in
business Is Infinitely more potent In
forming the character of oar young
people than all our moral axioms, our
"don’t” and our “do.” in spite of apparent difference a careful analysis of
nur children’s character will often reveal the fact that they are more or
less faithful reflections of our own
nets and thoughts and the environment in which the young people have
It Is the same with a
grown up.
Christian Endeavor society. Emlrnvorers copy the church and the pastor.
They do It unconsciously. Hence one
might almost formulate a law—thus, a
going church, a going Young People’s
society—that Is. if there is one. and
Ihere should be In every “going”
church. A poor society ought to lead
as to ask. “Do the yonng people reflect
the spiritual condition of the church?”
I have yet to see a vigorous church
that cannot get good work out of a
Toting People’s society. The chnrch
makes the society by an Inevitable
law. The relation of the two Is worth
pondering.
Ripple In Christian Endeavor World.
was

to

a

Zilla.

Brownies are excellent; I’ve beeu
; treated to them.
M. B. B. has received one of our pins
and thinks it is neat and pretty.

,

Atwater Station, O.—Mm. Anton Mnelhanpt
Cincinnati, Ohio. Mrs. E. H. Maddocks. 2135
Gilbert Avenue.
Mogadore, Ohio —Mm. Lee Manges, Box 131.
Dewittville, N.Y.—Mm. A. A. Giles.
Johnstown.N Y.—Mm. Homer N. Seaman. 108
E. Main Street.
Burton view, 111.—Mra Peter Langenbahn.
—

Avoid Operation*
Hampstead. Md —Mrs. Joe. H. Dandy
Adrian. Ua—Lena V. Henry, Route No. 3.
Indianapolis, ln.l —Beeale V. Piper. 28 South
Addison Street.
Louisville, Ky.—Mm. Sam Lee, 3523 Fourth St.
South Weet Harbor, Maine.— Mm. Lillian
Robbins. Ml. Desert Light Station.
Detroit, Mich.—Mm. Frieda Rose nan, 544
Meldrum Avenue, German.

Organic Displacement*.

Mosier, Ills.—Mm. Miry Ball.
Loonier, Ind.—Mrs. Elisa Wood, R.F.D. No. 4.
Mm. Clara Watermann.
Melbourne, Iowa.
R. F. D. No. 1.
Bardstown. Kv.— Mrs. Joseph Hall.
Lewiston, Maine —Mrs. Henry Clontier, 56
Oxford Street.
Minneapolis. Minn.—Mm. John G. Moidan,
2115 Second Street, N
Shamrock, Mo Josie Ham. R. F. I). No. 1;
Box 22
Mrs. Geo. Jordy, Route No. 3,
Marlton, N J
Box 40.
Cheater, Ark —Mrs. Ella Wood.
Ocill i. Ga. —Mr*. T. A. Cribl>.
Pendleton. Ind.—Mr*. May Marshall.R.R.44.
Cambridge. Neb.—Mm. Nellie Mo*lander
—

—

—

contributions to it, and count roc as one of
youi nieces.
I agree with Sister B. that it would be fine
to know each other's real names and addresses; perhaps we might find that some are
nearer us than we know of.
I will enclose a selection that perhaps you
may like to take for a text for one of your
nice talks some time when the column is not
crowded with letters.
With permission to give my name to any of
the M. B. sisters, who may request it, 1 am as
Eillkk.
ever, cordially yours,

Faithful through all the years you have
you were one of the earliest

been, and
helpers.

March 6 1 received the letter and conpoem from E. A. G. as her response to roil call. Were these thoughts

cluding

so soou

Brkwkr, March 6,19C9.
Aunt MudQe:
Did I hear you call my name in the roll of
M. B’s., for this month? Well, here I am to

answer

^

—

|

“present”.

To quote Emerson. “1 awoke this morning
with devout thanksgiving for my friends, the
old and the new,” and 1 send hearty greetings
to the sisters hoping to meet them all in reunion some day.
I think I would recognize a few of them—
Grandma G. and Dell (if they have not
changed too greatly since I used to see them
iu my childhood days), Aunt Maria, Novice
and Esther. The others
you would have to
introduce, or rather some one would have to
introduce you and the others, for it occurs to
me that I have never met
you, althongh I feel
that I have known you for many years, ever
since this household column was re-opened
under its new name, away back in the nineties, and yon were so kind to accept my poor

”My three-year-old boy was badly constipated, had a high fever nnd was in an awful
condition, I gave him two doses of Foley’a
Orino Laxative and the next morning the
fever was gone and he was entirely well.
Foley’s Orino Laxative saved his life.” A
\\ oiknsh, Casimer, Wis. G. A. Pa&chkr.

an

bu.inee.Vk,

intereating pr(,m»

KLLS WORTH

MARKKTV

The quotations below five the
ran*,. 0|
retail prices in Kllsworth.

presented an interesting program consisting of a piano solo by Eleanor Kittredge, which was heartily encored, a reading by Villa Boober, which was also

Street.

Cleveland. Ohio —MiM Uxxie Steiger, 8010
Fleet Avenue, 8.K.
W.d’eyviHe, Pa.—Mrs. MaggieEster,R.F.D.1.
Dvershurg.Tenn —Mrs. Lue Hilliard, R.R.L
Bayfield, Va.-Mrs. Mayme Windle.

heartily encored,

Irregularity.

.l..wne Street.
str»*et.

Clarksd-ile. Mo.—Miss Anna Wallace.
Oui *» Hie. Ohio.—Mr®. Ella Michael, R.F.D.3.
Dayton. Ohio .Mr*. Ida Hale, Box 25. National Military Home.
Lebanon, Pa.-Mrs. Harry L. Rittle, 233 Lehman Street.
Svke«f Tenn. —Minnie Hall.
Detroit,Mich.—Mr®. Louise Jung,332Chestnut
Ovarian Trouble.
Vincennes. 1ml.— Mrs. Syl. B. Jerauld. 506 N.
Tenth Street.
Gardiner, Maine.—Mrs. 8. A. Williams, R. F.
D. No. 14 Box 39.
Philadelphia. Pa.-Mr*. Cbas. Boell, 2407 N.
Garnet Street.
Plattsburg, Mi*®.—Mt*sVeroaWilkea,R F.D.I.
Female Weakness.
Willimantic, Conu.—Mrs. Etta Donovan, Box
299.
W«od*ide. Idaho.—Mr*. Rachel Johnson.
Kocklaml, Maine.—Mrs. Will Young, 6 Columbia Avenue.
Scottville, Mich. —Mr® J.G. Johnson. R.F.D. 3.
I hiv ton, Ohio. —Mr*. F. R. Smith. 431 Elm St.
Mrs. J. P. Endllch. R. F. 1». No. 7
Erie. Pa
Beaver Fall*. Pa.-Mr*. W. P. Boyd. 21<»
Seventh AvAiue.
Fair chance. Pa.—Mrs. I. A. Dunham, Box 152.
Fort Hunter, Pa. —Mr*. Mary Jane Shut to
F.»*t Earl. Pa —Mr*. Augustus Lyon. R.F.D. 2.
Vienna, W. Va.—Mr*. Emma Wneaton.
Nervous Prostration.
Oronogo, Me.—Mr*. Mae McKnight.
Camden. N.J.-Mrs. Tillie Water*. 461 Liberty S;r«-et.
Jr»®ejih. < »regon.—Mrs. Alice Huffman.
Mrs. John Johnston, 210
Philadelphia, Pa.
Siegel Street.
Christiana, Tenn.—Mr*. Marv Wood, R. F. D.
No. 3.
Mr®. Ada Young Eggleston.
Pec<*« Texas
Gramteville, Vt —Mrs. Cha*. Barclay. R.F.D.

that

they were up to the standard.
The meeting was held in the new hall,
which is far from completion, but It is
hoped to be finished in about three weeks.

8CHOODIC. 408, WINTER HARBOR.
Schoodic grange held its meeting Thursday evening with forty members present
and visitors from Cushman and
granges.

candidates

same

line

was

arcing
peculiarity

without
A

pressure

is to

over.

of this

cause a

enormous

static

electrical

discharge

from

no

work.

Castine, Rainbow, Highland,
Alainootook, Narrmmissicand North Sedg-

visitors from

At

wick granges.
served.

recess

a

supper

was

After recess the lecturer presented the
following program: Piano duet, Nella
Bridges and Nina Yarnum; illustrated
reading, Hazel Dunbar; tableaux; singing,
Matilda Peterson; illustrated song, B. E.
Yarnum and Grace E. Leach; reading,
Jennie Bridges; singing, choir; pantomime, “Love will Find a Way.”

There were remarks for the good of the
order by many of the visiting brothers
and sisters.
A vote of thanks was extended to the host grange for its hos-

High-

The wires for this high tension transmission are suspended from steel towers
fifty-three feet high and 500 feet apart.
They are insulated with five large porcelain disks ten inches in diameter which
are tested to stand half a million volts

the
there

PENOBSCOT, 240.

Kapids,

the

present,

so

Penobscot grange met in regular meeting Friday evening, with about 125 patrons
Members of Halycon grange
present.
were present by invitation, and there were

Mich., holds the world’s record for high
voltage transmission of electrical energy.
This record voltage is 110,000 volts, and it
is only a few years ago that the 72,000 vi It
pressure over this
est in the world.

not

Lincoln

storm

ing.

Highest \ ullage Transmitted.
Tbe longdistance transmission line from
to Grand

were

the

received.

—

river

to

Three applications were
After the business, a short program was enjoyed. The grange has had
work for every night and is steadily gainwas

—

Muskegon

Owing

«**e.
Freeh

us a

My Dear Friende:
atop to think bow fast the New Year
is passing away? It will not seem very long
before it will be called tne old year. And are
we thoughtful enough for the
welfare of our
souls? lor many of us may be called away ere
another year’s uawn.
1 often think how beautiful the realms of
glory must be to those who are able to enter
therein. May God grant us a place ia His
blessed
kingdom. 1 hope to see a goodly
number of letters from the D.’s and E.'s this
mouth. With best wishes to all,
E. A. G.
Do

we

j

*

Ah, self-deceived! could I prophetic say
W ho next is fated, and who next to fail,
The rest might then seem privileged U* play;
But, naming none, the Voice now speaks to
all.
William Cow per.
lee ted by E. A. O.
—

The C

of the Kyes.
using the eyes for close
work., it is wise to change the focus at intervals and gaze off at a distance; if tbe
When

one

are

is

distant view is of green mountains and
fields it will be most resiful. If the air in
the room can be frequently changed that

will rest the eyes also.
One should never use the eyes for study
work before breakfast or after the
the strength has been reduced by disease
or a nervous strain.
A book should be
held about eighteen inches from the eyes.
The light for work should be steady, and
for an entire room, diffused rather than
or

spotty.- Harperf* Bazar.

Don't let the baby suffer from eczema, sores
any itching of the skin. Doan’s Ointment
gives instant relief, cures quickly. Perfectly
safe for children. All druggists sell it.—Advt

or

*3

laid, per do*.

Poultry.
Chickens.

^ 3

«

row!.
Beet loose, per

J

2

»s

ton

,.*4

•traw.

Loose..
Baled.

le ttuce, head

spinach, pk

’ranges,

4J|

VsffstshlM.
20 Onion*, ft
03 Par nip*, m
us Carrots, ft.
10 C «bha<<«. ft,
SO Squa*h, ft)
C lery, bunch
Frail.

Potatoes, pk
Turnips, ft
B*«ts,

dos

25-40 Lemons dot
II j I
orofsrlM.

Cranberries, qt
ones—per ft

m

1 (a#
£«k
*

Bice, per ft
vinegar. *ai
46 Cracks*] wheat.
S5 Oatmeal, per &
Buckwheat, pi*
-iftfftfl Graham,
.80# S5 Bye meal,
Granulate*! roe* ,%
M«ug OH—per gal—

*

19#.26

Bio.

Mocha,
Jara,

ren— per ft—

Japan,

Ooliong,
sugar— per ftGranulate 1,
Yellow, C

06461*
we«It
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal
45
Havana,

Linseed,
Kerosene,

50
Porto Rico.
Moats and Provisions.
ft:
Herf.
Pork, ft.
15 80
Steak,
Chop,
10 35
Koasu.
Ham, per a
Ws»0
Corned,
.Shoulder,
is
Tongues,
Bacon,
Sait
Veal:
»*25
Steak,
liOrd,
1*'#. 5
Roasts,
Lamb

»

*

$
4
A

j
*
*
£ ^

5„i#
$

lu«!|

Ht« %
,* ■

12*35
L«mb,
Tongues, each
Frosh Fish.
06 C1sm«,

uod,

Haddock,
Halibut.
Smell*, ft>

os

12*1*

ql
Scallop* qt
Oysters, qt

15 I founder*, doz
Flour, drain sud Feon.
Floor— jier bbl—
Oats, bn
f 75 «8 00 Shorts—bagCorn, 100ft bag 1 4-V *' .*0 Mil. feed, ns? 1
'^orn roeai^jas I 45 «* 50
Middling A.bAji,
Cracked corn, 1 4 v 31 5*J

#
s)
j>
ft

5

a

t>)
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LAW KKOAKDINO WXIUIITS AVI* Mi: ami kE*.

bushtl of Liverpool salt s‘'aII weigh 64
a bushel of Turk's Island sail -he.il
lth 71 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order an (It for shipping. Is 60 poundf,
of apples, 44 pound s.
Tbe Niandard weight of a bushel of beans In
goid order and lit for shipping. Is fo pound*;
of wheat, beets, rut* I.obs turnip* and ;
pounds, of corn, M pounds; of onlnn- 4^
pounds; of carrots, fngl'sh turnips, r>t am!
Indian tncal, .*© pounds; of parsnips, 44 j>< ,.nd»;
of barley anil buckwheat. In pounds, .f oau
nt
J-J |H>unds, or even nn-asure as ov ago
A

pounds, and
ti

The automatic egg boilers in the kitchen
the liner Lusitania are able to
jno
•ggs at once. An electric dev ice c s s the
basket containing the eggs to hoj. oul of
of

pitality.

eggs to hop out of the boiling water at any
half minute up to six minutes.
The- self-

HIGHLAND, 364, NORTH PKNOMCOT.
Highland grange held its regular ineeting March 19, Although the traveling
was had quite a number was present, ineluding one visitor. After business and

dumping oyster cooker is another electrical novelty on this same boat.
I-.fore
They had both been marr:
“Yes,” he said, looking at her when she
had finished dressing, “your hat is on

the lecturer

pro tem. presented the
Heading, Mrs. A. L.
Saunders; story, H. W. Lowell; song. E.
E. Gross and wife; locals. Chandler Hutchrecess

following program:

;

ft

.

b\

L.

Roxbary, Mass.—Mrs. Francis Merkle,13 Field

the

chronicles of grange

M. Sargent, reading. C. S. Thomas,
clippings by the sisters, tableaux, ques
tion, “Are our rural schools conducts
according to the standard of our rural
communities?” opened by W. M. Georg*
W. Mayo and discussed by member*.
This discussion brought out many different opinions, but the general idea was

Herrin. Ill —Mr® Cbas. Folkcl.
Winchester, Ind.—Mr*. May I>eaL
Over. Ind—Mrs. Wm. Oberloh. R F. D. No. I.
Baltimore. Md. —Mrs. W. 8. Ford, 1938 lane

Creamery per

n the
straight; your waist is buttoned d
back; your white skirts don’t show I have
the front door key; the furnac lire is

fixed; the back door ia locked; tin light in
Some of the grange sisters are at- : the bedroom isn’t
burning, and I'm
tending the spring term of the normal ready—come on.” “George,” she replied*
“are
vou
sure
have
a clean handkeryou
school at Castine.
chiefT”
Experience had taught them
_1
both a trick or two.
RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKiiVILLK.
Rainbow grange *.et in regular session
ins.

!

Stmrrtisnnn»i»

darkened her

more.

My Dear

prevented

lecturer

The queetion, “Which are more
profit,bu
to farmer*, cow., .beep or hens?"
,u
opened by Bro. Abram Doffy, followed be
other*.

prophecy of the shadow that the transmission wires into the atmosevening, with forty-four mempathway? Two days phere. This discharge causes a crackling Thursday
bers present. During the literary hour
later the companion of her life journey or hissing noise which can be distinctly
there were readings by Vesta Hawes, Jenwas
suddenly removed from her. Our heard for a distance of over a hundred
nie Grindle, H. P. Grindle, Clara Snow and
hearts'sy mpathies go out to her in these ! feet. In tbe dark this static discharge can
j be seen, the wires being luminous with Angie Cousins, remarks by H. P. Grindays of her loss and loneliness.
and Brother Green. There will be de1
little streaks of light where there is a par- dle
work at the next meeting.
Bbooklin, March 6. 1909.
ticle of dust or an irregularity in the cop- gree

she sent

Date Cake—One cup sugar, one-half cup
butter and lard, two cups flour, out- cup sour!
bis eye!
milk, one teaspoon soua, one-haif teaspoon
cassia, one-half of cloves, one-haif pound of Then doubtless
many a trifler, on the brink
dates.
Of ibis world s hazardous and headlong
March 8.
E. 2d.
shore,
to a pause, would feel it good to think,
Many thanks for your response. Shall Forced
Told that his setting suu would rise no
try the first recipe very soon.
_

—

These women are only a few of thousands of living witnesses of
the power of Lydia E. Pinkham’s \ egetable Compound to pure female
diseases. Not one of these women ever received compensation in any
form for the use of their names in this advertisement—but are willing that we should refer to ther i because of the good they may
do other suffering women to irove that I.ydia EL Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound is a reliable and honest medicine, and that the
statements made in our advertise incuts regarding its merit are the
truth and nothing but the truth.

How each would trembling wait the mournful sheet
On which the press might stamp bis next to
die;
And reading here his sentence, how replete
With anxious uieuniug, heavenward turn

Anubl Gingerbread—One-half cup sugar.
oue-fourth cup molasses, one-fourth cup
butter or lard, one egg, one cup flour, heaping,
one level tea-poon soda, one-half
cup boiling
water, add it tne last thing, nutmeg, cassia,
allspice. This mixture is very tniu.

|

A. P Anderson, 1307

PrOnTo! IVrtnrlo.
i. imium, houhi -vo. *.
C*o*t»cn, A ia.— vir*.
Chicago, III.-Mr* Wm. Tully. 465 Ogden At.
Mrs Emma Draper.
p»w Paw. Mich
Flushing. Mich.—Mr*. Burt I<oyd, R-F. D.
No. 3; care of I>. A. Sanborn.
Coffccrllle, Miss-Mrs. S. A. .Jones.
Cincinnati. Ohio.—Mrs. Flora A hr, 1382 Ernst

And yet the transmission wires are
insulated and stretch for so
LAMOINS, 264.
Lamoine grange held ita regular meetmany miles that the friction of the wind
In
will charge them with static electricity ing on Tuesday evening, March 16.
i the absence of the master, Overseer Tbad- I
even when entirely disconnected from the
deua Hodgkins tilled the
chair.
After 1
When a slight wind is blowpower plant.over
business during which it was voted to have
an inch long can be drawn
ing a spark
a drama in the near future, the lecturer
from the wires.
presented a program of readings, recita- j
lions and music.
A Religious Author's Statement.
Rev. Joseph H. Fespermao. Salisbury. N.C..
GOOD WILL, 376, AMHERST.

TRUE’S
EUXIR

per.

so

thoroughly

who is the author ot several books, wiites:
“For several years 1 was afflicted with kidney
trouble, and last winter 1 was suddenly
I'NCRKTAINTY OP TBB NSW YRAK.
| stricken with a severe pain in my kidneys aud
Could 1, from heaven inspired, as sure pre- was confined to bed eight days unable to get
| up without assistance. My urine contained a
sage
thick white sediment and 1 passed same freTo whom the rising year shall prove bis quently day and night. I commenced taking
Foley's Kidney Remedy, and the pain gradlast,
| ually abated aud finally ceased and my urine
As 1 can number in my punctual page
j became normal. 1 cheerfully recommend
Anu item down the victims of the past;
Foley’s Kidney Remedy.” O. A. JPakchrh.

These

J

Street.

Big Ran, Pa.—Mm W. E. Pooler.

sugar, one

Beet wishes to all,

I

—

Southgate

cup of flour, one cup of walnuts chopped, one-half cup of butter (scant),
two eggs.
Hake in a "cake oven”, cool, cut in
squares and when cold take from tin.

The First Hypnotic Stage.
A widow

Maternity Trouhlea
Mass.
Mrs. Dosylva Cot4, 111

Ind—Mm.
Indianapolis,
K. Pratt Street.

Interesting reading In the
world today than the stories of misTheir pages
sions and missionaries.
The* poem on March is very appropriate.
contain wonderful events, stranger, in[Just at this writing the snow predomifiction.
Nowhere
best
the
deed, than
but the first two “ingredients”
found nates,
can more Interesting reading he
mentioned, will be the result when the
disciof
Christ's
accounts
the
than In
sunshine smiles.
the warm spring
ples in their work of evangelizing
Such amiable ladies as the two “C.’a” of
comHis
with
accordance
world in
our column are you m ill seldom meet, but
The life of John G. Paton
mand.
to distinguish them in their writings I
HebNew
of
the
cannibals
among the
have added place of residence to one.
thrillIts
In
excelled
rides cannot be
miraculous
the
for
and
ing incidents
Dear Aunt Made* «nd Mutual*:
account of the way in which God
I>on’t you think during the roll-call would
him
among
power
be a good time to get better acquainted? Like
kept him and gave
Is
true
What
these barbarous peoples.
[ Sister B., I would like to know the Lime and
of Paton's life story Is true of many address of all the clan, sc that when I read a
danI letter I can locate the writer. Now. I would
in
feel
need
others, and no one
such mission- suggest t hat the uame and address as well as
ger of ennni In reading
the pen name be added to the letters during
ary biographies.
roll-call. Then each can make a list for
The benefits to be derived from read- future reference. If this doesn’t meet with
ing missionary literature are also of the approval of all. don’t be backward in
importance. (1) Information. Ignorance coming forward aud entering your protests.
Is the cause of much missionary in- Yes. “Mol.” “Sloppy” is still in the West, and
difference. The reading of first class takes Txe Amekica.n. We pronounced the
C.
missionary literature will dispel this filled cookies good.
ignorance and with it the Indifference.
Some of the nieces are responding by i
No one can read the life of William
Carey or of Judson or Henry Nlartyn. the initial of their nom de plume and I
etc., without having the keenest Inter- some by that of their “truly” name. It i
If makes no difference, if only we hear from
est in missions arousisl in him.
he can, there is something he lacks as you all. The following is from a belated
<2i Inspiration. B. She writes personally:
a disciple of Christ.
Missionary literature is conducive to
••You km>w there are at ways drones in the
great Inspiration. It inspires ns to in- hives of bees (B's), and 1 have proved this by !
creased effort for the advancement of being a drone in our busy hive.”
Christ's kingdom and awakens in many
hearts a strong desire to devote them- I Dear Aunt Madqe and M.
I wish to say “present” that 1 may no longer
selves to the life of the missionary. !
!
the guilty feeling which I have
The reading of the life of David Brain- experience
bad for the last two or three weeks when 1
erd by Jonathan Edwards was the have turned to the M. B. column and noted
immediate influence that led one of huw nobly the sisters have responded to the
j
England's greatest missionaries to go “roll call” and realized that I alone had been
remiss. Charity, dost thou “cover a multito the foreign field.
Missionary literature Is popular to- tude of sina” or reveal them?
I, too, was on the rile to the reunion, faday. Many books have been written
We cannot read them all mous in prose and poetry (?), but did not see
upon It.
the
fire, alias pumpkins, for I was sitting on
and hence should select the very best.
the frt.nit seat. I should have paid more atFirst among all stands the Acts of tention to what was
going on around me,
the Apostles. Among the best of the however, if 1 had known we were
making
others are the biographies of Living- history. The excitement of the trip over, the
stone, Moffat. Paton, Martyn. Carey. pleasure of meeting the sisters, the many
Judson, John Eliot. David Bralnerd. and varied good things to eat. and last, but >
Marcus Whitman, "Beach’s Geogra- not least, our ride home with its variations,
phy of Missions,” "Barnes’ Missions made it a “red letter day" for us all, and one
Before Carey,” "Thompson’s Mora- long to be remembered.
“Ann." your dumplings
are
fine.
My I
vian Missions,” "Pierson's Miracle of
John asked me to-day if I would teach him how !
Missions,” “Presbyterian Foreign Mis- to make them. When I inquired the reason 1
sions,” "Presbyterian Home Missions.” of such au unusual request, he said he
might
Let each Endeavorer strive to rend be camping some time, and that he would
at least one missionary book who has
want to make some, he liked them so much.
That reminds me; 1 wonder if the sisters
if this is done and somenot done so.
thing Interesting of each book Is told ever tried five teaspoonfuls cream of tarter and
at this meeting, it will be Instructive two teaspoon!uls soda instead of the usual
two of cream of tarter and one of soda with
and Inspiring.
the same amount of shortuing, salt and milk
BIBLE HEADINGS.
to a quart of flour. Try it some day when you
Isa. Hi. 7; Nah. 1, 15; Matt, xxvlll, want some extra good biscuits. Will send a
19, 20; Acts 1. 1-8; xiil, 1-3: xvi. 25-34; receipt for Brownies, which 1 think has not
xvil. 10. 11; xix, 17-20; xxvi, 27; Rom. been in the column.
Brownies—Two squares of chocolate, one
X, 12-15.
more

484, WWfT EDEN.
Mountain View grange held ita regular ;
meeting Friday evening, with ninety- :
seven patrons present, including twentyone visitors.
After business the fourth !
degree waa conferred on five brothers and
five sisters. A recess was declared for th<
harvest
feast, after which the lecturer
MOUNTAIN VIEW.

_

Chicago, 111 —Mm. Alvena Sperling. 11 Lang-

••Mud and slush and sleet and snow
That is Ma-ch.
Icy walks where'er you goThat is March.
When the sky o’erbead is gray.
When the winds begin to play.
And the willow cats are gay—
That is March.

Two application* lor
member,
received.
Altar

Country Prod***

The American,
Ellsworth. Me.

absent when

war*

natter.

DATR8.

Timor Rmootod.

be Interested In missions, and nothing
prill so readily tend to develop this interest as the reading of the best missionary literature.
The missionary literature of today Is
worth reading. There was

no

reason.

depends largely

to

Dear A unt ^ edge:
I do not want to be

And
the subject.
Christians and not interested in missions there is all the more reason for
our reading such books, that mission
aroused
sry interest and zeal may be
In us. Every disciple of Christ should

'upon

we

good

support given it In this respect Communications must be signed, but the name o»
w riter will not be printed except by primlesloi
Communications will be subject to approvalot
retection by the editor of the column, but nom
Address
*-111 be rejected without good reason

biographies
if

The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will'be subject to approval by
the editor, bat none will be rejected without

on the

mny other subject on which information Is to l>e found in books. What is
true of other subjects should also be
true of missions, both home aud foreign. If we are deeply interested in
(missions we should read the greatest

.missionary

Itssuccess

chip

This column is devoted to the Orange, especially to the grange* of Hancock county.

MADGE*1

The purposes of this column are succinctly
tn the title and motto—It is for the mutua*
’H»neflt, and altos to l>e helpful and hoj*eful
itelrg f.»r the common good. It Is fsr the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
uirch&nge of Ideas. In this capacity It solicit*

are

tendance.

3mong tl)t Grangers.

“Helpful and Hopeful”

Motto:

Its

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Great missionary books, home
and foreign.—Isa. Ixli, 6-12.
The Importance of reading the best
♦books upon any subject In which we

•student

flbfcffttemnita.

tf'utnal Btnt&t Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

(~

Good Will grange met March 20, with
the worthy master in the chair. Owing to
bad traveling, the attendance was small.
After the grange session f. a nes we; • n-

joyed.

_

477, SOrTH BLUKHILL.
The regular meeting of Massapaljua
grange was held March 19, with a fair atMA8BAPAQUA,

A

A
VI
A

A

I
I

I

Greatest family
remedy for young
and old—In use 58
years. It's the best
Intestinal antisepRetic known.
lleves Indigestion,
Sour Stomach, Dlllousness and Con-

stipation.

Expels

worms.

dfc.K

«■

i

If

I
1
I
I

I
A

j

baton amendment

defeated.

Address In Its Ewvor by Iteprrscntultve Peters, of Ellsworth.
address delivered in
The most important
thus fsr this winter was
the legislature
John A. Peters, of
that of Representative
Ah„.

the Katdn amendment givEllsworth,
the governor power of removal of
failed to receive a twoSheriffs, which
the amendment offered by
thirds vote,
the same fate.
Mr. Peters sharing
on

j'

Mr. Peters

represented

the

republican

been
members of the legislature, having
h,„

n

at

a

caucus the

night previous

to

the viows of the party to the
enforcement quesy(ll„., „,i the liquor
*«« as follows:
tion. Misaddress
,,,

„t

that the rulea he suswe reconsider the action of
porubd and that
this resolve was passed to.
the House whereby
and I make that motion for the
ho »grossed,
of Roillhg a parliamentary stage of
resolve may
be
where the
tht matter
that the House may
amended; and to order
intelligently vote upon the proposition as to
resolve shall be placed
wt,, ther or nos this
I will explain the
win ro it may be amended,
to offer, and which
I
desire
which
3nn miment
will
me the opporif
give
offer
you
I shin!
Mr

speaker, I

mowe

purple

tunityIt ji by Changing

certain worn* nnu

sinning

certain language, and inserting the fol“If the sheriff of any county persistently fa*1* to perform his legal duties, and
tbc governor upon notice thereof and hearing
be sat -tied as to such persistent failures, he
all a special election in that county for
m„
tton of sheriff, and after the result of
the
the election has been determined by the govand proclamation thereof
ernor and council
made by the governor, the term of office of
th<- then sheriff shall cease, and his successor
so elected shall hold office for the unexpired
term or until another is so chosen in his
oat

lowing:

Stead."
The rest of the amendment is more formal,
hut it carries out the idea which you will
catch at once from the proposed change in
the first part of the resolve, which is in substance that instead of the proposed provision
of author uing the governor to remove a sheriff sad name his successor, the governor is
authorized and empowered to call a special
the sheriff is
election in any county wher
derelict in his duty, and the people of the
county fill the office. It is further proposed—
sod if I am allowed .to propose this amendment I shall at the proper time propose an
amendment making the«repeal of the Sturgis
jaw conditional upon the passage of this resolution adopted by the people rather than
upon the previous one.
Now, I desire briefly with your permission,
gentlemen, to state my attitude upon this
proposition, and in a general and somewhat
rough way to explain why I think it ought to
have a passage. I believe we are in accord in
I believe we are all
a great many things.
practically agreed that the prohibition law,
a
law on the statute
as
it
remains
so long
books of this State, ought to be enforced; and
I never have heard of auy political party or
any group of persons, no matter how divided
on other*, to make any announcement or take
any public position contrary to that suggestion. I believe we are all practically unanimous in the idea that so long as the law remains on the statute books it ought to be enforced.
There used to be a falling off-there preto aome extent a falling off of
viously
that idea.
In some localities years ago that
idea did not prevail so strong, but the prevailing and the best idea and opinion, as I
believe, now is in favor of the strict enforcement of the law. I believe without regard to
political partiea we may rest upon that as a
common ground.
I believe that this matter
ia simply a matter of how best we can get at
the enforcement of thia law.
I take it that
we can beat do our duty which we swore to
if when we
when
we
here
arrived
perform
leave to go home we leave behind us on the
books here such laws in relation to the enforcement of this liquor law as are reasonable in our Judgment and wise and effective.
I think we may all safely say that it is proper
for us to get together and see if we can’t
agree on that conrae of action because I think
it is desired by ua.
Of courae thia ia not a question of reaubmia•ion on one aide and prohibition or high license or no license—it ia a question, as 1 look
at it, and 1 give only my point of view aa 1
look at it—it la almply a question of the most
expedient and efficacious methods of enforcing this law and making the statutes carry it
oat.
The so-called Sturgis law, which is one
method of enforcing the liquor law, we have
now had for four
When that law was
years.
first proposed of course it was an eutire experiment; nobody knew Just how it would
work. We are in a better condition to-day to
tell bow much a law of that kind is worth. A
great many people, and a great many democrats, aud a great many republicans—and I
am oue of them—believe that that is an unwise
piece of legislation. A great many believe
that it is un-American and un-democratic,
aud not in accordance with our ancient principles of government, and in operation expensive.
I think that idea appeals to the
minds of a great many people, and I notice
when people have the contrary Idea, that it is
• good law and a wise
piece of legislation. It
is nine tiroes out of ten a man who comes
from a county where the Sturgis law was
never set in
operation.
Now. without going very much into a discussion of this matter of the Sturgis law, I
•ant to
say that I think the hostility to that
Uw is based
upon a reasonable and proper
ground. 1 have observed that wherever that
law was set in
operation it was almost universally the caute of discord and dissatisfacbon, and Id some cases riot and bloodshed,
ft is not a mere coincidence that that
usually
happens when that law is >-et in operation.
The law of chances forbids that; and I think

dljncrtismirntt

Lons ago the

Scotch teamed this.

Scotchman must be
•mused at the recent “discoveries" that
oatmeal is the best food in the world.
Our scientific men have been making
experiments which prove that Ameritans eat too much fat and grease and
The sturdy old

oot

enough

cereals.

it is

explained by the fact that the people of
locality have an inherent and inherited
objection to foreign society, people outside »>f
their locality, coming in and
enforcing or
ntiemptiug to enforce their laws, and exercising police powers of that kind over their people.
any

Now. you will see and remember that
matter how much ardor our own sheriffs that
wt* elect and our own
deputies give to the enforcement of the law, there is no trouble;
there is no riot. Our own deputies ii/
my
locality may knock down and go through
every door in the town and search every
dwelling-house, and there is no riot and no
trouble. There is a feeling of satisfaction
among the people, you will find.
I feel the same way when the officers show
vigilance and activity iu that way, and there
is a feeling of satisfaction that the officers
who we thought were proper men to do this
work and voted for are vigilant in the performance of their duties; but when the other
officers outside come in, then that whole attitude of the local population changes. Now,
that I regard as one of the principal reasons
why this law is so unpopular, and when a law
is unpopular like that it canuot be efficacious; and that 1 believe is a reason and a
good reason why it is desirable to get rid of
it

noiy

‘here are

also other considerations.

There

people who think this is wise legislation
no doubt, but I am arguing from niv standpoint. and I believe it is unwise. Now, if it is
are

and we are pretty well agreed that that
law is unwise, and if we want to get rid of it
uud get something else in place of it, what
are we going to
get? We have tried, and there
has been a vote upon the proposition to substitute for the Sturgis law a law authorizing
the governor to remove a sheriff and put another one In his place; two-thirds of us do
not think that that law was a wise piece of
legislation, and it has failed of a passage this
true

morniug.
Now, let

us

try something else. This is my
Let us look this thing over care-

suggestion.
fully and see if this won’t do. and let me explain to you how 1 look at this matter of the
proposition to authorize the governor to call
a special election. I don’t think very much of
the Idem of authorizing the governor to remove m sheriff and pul another in his place.
(Applause). 1 never have thought very much
ofthmtidem. 1 think there la great objection
to that as a law, aud the fact that I think so
la well known. It haa been my poaltion aince
I came here and was my position, I will
frankly say, in the first caucus that 1 attended; but there are good things in the law, no
doubt.
Abler and more experienced men than I
have advocated it, and I bowed to their
judgment until the determination of the
House conld be had. I believe that that law
haa elements along very much the same lines
as this same Sturgis law, aud I object to haviug in my county the so-called Sturgis deputies coming in there from the outside, and I
would object to the governor coming there
and taking our sheriff and putting another
man in his place without my having a word
to say about it. (Applause.)
Now. upou this matter of the proposed suggestion, 1 think you will Uud on examining it
that there are actually some teeth, and quite
a good
many strong teeth, which will overcome many of the objections to the other

propositions.
It is a «ouu deal, gentleiueu, in tne manner
along whicn modern thinkers have been acting of late, aud along the lined that we
adopted tu this State wheu we changed the
constitution aud carried the referendum and
initiative legislation; it is pretty much along
those lines because it is in a sense aud in a
degree a “recall" as they term it, as political
economists call it, in some states where they
have mapped out a whole new system of laws,
which we cannot do here and ought not to try,
aud where they had all the experience of ages
and the best thought of the world to take into
consideration they have adopted the initiative
and referendum and the recall, which means
of course, as you know, that when au officer
is elected by the people they still have a
string ou him, and if he doesn't do a good job
they pull him back and yank him out of the
chair and put another man in his place.
Now, this is very much along those Hues, as
you will see. It is simply that in case of the
delinquency of the sheriff and persistent
failure to perform the duties of his office, the
governor may take notice of it and may call a
special election in that county and put it up
to the people, and they have the right to pull
him back and put another in bis place. This

does not call for the petition of any particular
number of people. 1 don't think that is necessary. If a man in the office of sheriff persistently violates his duty. everybody knows
it; if a thousand voters send a letter to the
governor notifying him of that fact he would
not know it any better than be did before.
Then I think having that hanging over the
sheriff, and he knowing that his term of office
might and probably would cease upon his failure to perform the duties of his office, would
be just as efficient a club as if bis successor
be appointed by the governor.
What does the retiring sheriff care about who
appoints his successor if he is going out of
office, and if his term of office may cease?
That is all that interests him. Consequently,
I say, it is as efficacious as the other measure
in holding the sheriff down; and I don't bewas

going

to

lieve it will be used once in twenty-five years.
books,
I believe if we have this on the
the very fact that it is ou the books will
take
notice
and
to
look
sheriffs
the
up
cause
and to perform tbeir duties vigilantly.
Now, in regard to the other end of it, the
election and substitution of another officer I
think is important. I think it is democratic
and 1 thiux it is in accordance with our ancient principles of government, aud I believe
in it; aud I suggest to you whether or not it is
wise way to get a condition established so
that wlieu we elect a sheriff aud he issworu
iu aud gives his boml he cannot sit down and
and
say: “I have this office for two years
nothing can disturb me. and if I want to run
this thing to suit myself I can do it.” That
condition 1 thiuk ought to be abrogated, and
if the people know that they can with the aid
of the governor also elected by them upon the
office of the
proper occasion terminate the
sheriff they are perfectly satisfied.
Of course it may be argued and it may be
a

suggested:

“Why not repeal your .Sturgis

law that you don’t think very much of, aud
Now, this Sturnot put iu something else?”
this State
gis law has been in operation in
There is a certain tenfor four years.
tends to
which
dency when a law like that
is
supersede the regularly elected officer
for
passed—there is a pronounced tendency
those officers to step aside aud uot be active,
law diand say: "Here, you have passed a
iu here,
recting those other fellows to come
natis
That
only
work.”
and let them d° the
ural. aud it has been the case.
If we change the law and repeal the Sturgis
then there is
law and take out that method,
officers will
a hole left, so to speak, that the
aot again be rushing back with that vigilance
this
which they always have had before
into operation. It
was
law

The Scotchmen say: “Look at our
nation as proof. The sturdiest nation
oa earth.” Still we have one
good point
to make. We make better oatmeal than
•fie Scotch.
They buy Quaker Oats and consider
** the leader
of all oatmeals to be had
•oywhere. Quaker Oats is sold in famput
Uy size packages at 25c or at 30c for Sturgis
someseems to me that is one reason why
tke package
fine
of
a
piece
containing
else is needed in place of
ofima. The regular size package sells thing
*t 10c.
Follow the example of the
—Curt
Dr. Daniels —Horse Colic
eat a Quaker Oats breakfast
dealers;
cures or money back— at any^
•venr day.
Insure your horse against Oollo.
Ail grocers tdl Quaker Oats.
—

COUNTY NEWs.

called 8turgts law. It seems to me the practicable proposition—and I tell yon that we
are practically bound to pat somethin* else,
all that we can that is reasonable, lnT»lace
of the other law, because we want to have
the law enforced, and If there is any way
that we can enforce It by a proper and
reasonable law, we want to do it.
If we, do not believe the Mturgls law Is a
reasonable law, then get rid of ft; and when
you get rid of it let us see what reasonable
and proper laws we can substitute for It, and
I say that it is a reasonable and proper and
effective law which I should like to see substituted here. Of course the same reasons
will awply to this as to other similar legislation.
It is unnecessary to say that the governor is
required by the constitution to see that the
laws are enforced; it is unnecessary to say
to the legislature that he has not much power
in repealing this law; it i>j not necessary to
say that if we give him this hold over the
sheriffs, if we give him this power behind the
sheriffs, making them responsible to him in a
sense, he then does have a certain power in
his hands which ho can use to help enforce
the laws which he was sworn to enforce.

for additional

SALT LAKE.
of

Great

the

Inland

Salt Sea.
Bird Island is the name given to a great
the Great Salt Lake, forty
miles northwest of Saltair, having a surface area of five acres. It is entirely destitute of vegetation, and although thus barren and seemingly uninviting, it is nevertheless the nesting-place of hundreds of
thousands of water fowl which daily carry
to the place tons of fish caught by them in
the Bear and Weber rivers and other
streams which pour their waters into the
rock out in

great inland salt
On

sea.

side

the west

Antelope island,
Saltair,
perhaps thirty
is the famjua White Hock, bay, its name
being derived from a great white rock
of

miles northwest of

itself up several hundred feet
Farther to the north are
the mouths of the Weber and the Bear.
And then across the north end of the
lake is the w'onderful piece of railroad
engineering, the Great Salt Lake cutoff,
originally twenty-three miles of trestle
work, but which has since been reduced
by fills to twelve miles of trestle, built oo
piles, from 100 to 200 feet long, and which
necessitated the cutting down of 38,256
trees, or a forest two square miles in area,
which if placed end to end would extend
a distance of &40 miles, the construction
of which required the serv ices of au army
of 5,000 men working twenty-four hours a
day for one year and four months, and
which cost millions of dollars.
This was seen on a most delightful
voyage made on the great salt sea on the
twin propeller Irene, owned by the Great
Salt Lake navigation company. The Irene
is a sixty-foot boat, is equipped with two
which

rears

from the beach.

twenty-five horse-power gasolene engines,
carries a dynamo which furnishes light
electric searchlight, has accommodations for fifty persons during the day, and w hen the cabins
for the boat and for the

completed
night. It

are

at

can

is

care

for

the first

thirty people
one

of several

boats of like build which it is proposed to
put in service on the lake should this one
prove w'hat its builders and owners believe.
Supplies sufficient for a week’s voyage
can be carried, and the company is ot the
opinion that it can build up such a business

that

parties

of from ten to

a
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Dr.

B.

George

have been

on a

Noyes

visit to

and

Mrs.

wife,

groin.

who

Rockland, are home.
Capt. Hamblen, with his schooner Black
Hawk, is at Hagan & Co.’s wharf loaded

In the

|

with

j

low.

in at
1

lumber and sawdust for W. S. Thur-

Mrs. George Walker, after a long illness,
at her home Thursday, March 18.
The remains were taken to New York for
burial.
died

John Benner arrived from Vinalhaven
and William Benner will
run the gasoline launch Blanche Viola for
the Benvenue Co. the coming season.
The stone-cutters’ strike, that has been
on for some time, was settled
Sunday, the
21st, by the managers and stone-cutters,
both parties making concession. The different quarries will probably open for

Saturday. He

work

soon.

Taylor, of Wellesley, Mass., was in
Friday to confer with the committee for the purpose of putting in a
water system.
A special town meeting
C. N.

town

on

been

called to see what action the
on this question.
March 22.
Nihil.

voters will take

season.

present

to be

a

stretch of about

completed.

The junior class of the high school
presented the three-act drama, “The
Vagabonds,” at the town hall Friday
evening, to a good-sized audience. The
parts were well taken, and the play was
a
success in
every way. The play was
followed
by a dance. The cast of
characters follows: Bascorn, the vagabond,
John Scott; Leonard Trevor, an aristocratic
Virginian, Carroll Knowlton;
Major
Thomps, a bluff old soldier, Roy Hendricks; Jonas Dilworthy, a smoothtongued old hypocrite, Hazen Taylor;
Percy, his son, Ledroit Greenlaw*; Barney
O’Toole, major’s right hand man, Charlie
Taylor; Chub Finch, major’s nephew* from
Vermont, George Coolan; Ephraim, coon,
Harry Bye; Alice, betrothed to Leonard,
Merle
Mot he*
Edith
Small;
Carew,
reputed witch, Rachel Haskell; Peggy,
a
only
girl, Agnes Greenlaw*; Charlotta,
a jolly old maid, Elsie Haskell.
March 22.

It

lies

family being

yourself

becomes
Una.
was

childish

not

activity.—Alice Wellington

the Pontneuf river, and then down to near
American Falls, where it emptied into the
Bnake river, then down that river to that
majestic waterway, the Columbia, and its

poured into the Pacific ocean.
history. What of the present?

to hear of his

“Mamma,

known oough remedy when Foley’s Honey and
Tar costs them no more? It is a safe remedy,
contains no harmful drugs, and cures the most
obstinate coughs and colds. Why experiment
with your health? Insist upon£ having the
genuine Foley’s Honey and Tar. ti. A^Pab0*a

M1ANUS MARINE ENGINES

THE OLD RELIABLE
1*4

tell

what time

me

yours!”

cried Mabel

exultingly.

serious

Sunset,
ness

of

Mrs.

Freezers,
Stationary
Engines,

Supplies
and

Repairs

Ask lor

Catalog B

ROCKLAND. MAINE

BRANCH AT

ECZEMA^

HOME CURE FOR
Oil of

Wintergreca, Thymol, Glycerine, Etc., lined
a Simple
Wash.
that

at

so

year out

cure.

once.

Instead of trying to compound the oil
of wintergreen, thymol, glycerine, etc., in
the right proportions ourselves we an
using a prescription which is universally
found the most effective. It is known as
the D. D. D. Prescription, or Oil of Win*
It is made by tha
tergreen Compound.
D. L>. D. Co., of Chicago, and our lozig ex*
perience with this remedy has given O0
EL Q>
great confidence in its merits.

Constipation causes headache, nausea, dizzilanguor, heart palpitation. Drastic
physics gripe, sicket^ weaken the bowels and
don’t cure. Doan’s Regulets act gently and
Ask your drugcure constipation. 25 cents.
gist.— Advt

Moore, druggist, Ellsworth, Me.

OUNSON'S
ANODYNE

LINIMENT]
Croup
COUgllS

may

<

p

I,

I?

>7

“

fj

x

develop

into

something

Shake it off at
once—ta^e a few drops of

Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment on sugar and see how
quickly it will bring relief.

,1“

Cholera

a

I

H

I

^B

^B

j^B
■

Try

CsnHrant<*ed uniter Kooti and Dru##
Uftti. Serial number 6LJ.

Juueao,

■
■

I

Jjp

Good for external pains
,
AStbSia
too. For97yearshascured
Bronchitis sprains. 9trauis, muscular
Influenza rheumatism, sciatica, lumbago, stiff joints,lame back,
Planricv
neUnSy
etc.
it!
ZBc.

I
B

serious.

Catarrh
:

I

Don't let a cough or a
cold get a hold on you—it

^0R
GOluS

p

Act,

Sj^H

battle; large battle holding throe times
as

much. BOc.

Sold evsrywhere.

I. S. JOHNSON & CO,

boston, mass.

very sorry to hear of the illPowers. Her son has taken

his mother to Hebron for treatment at the
sanitarium.

March 20.

H.

KINEO

RANG ES

SUNSET.
Walter

Roy

will

Wilson has gone to Castine.

Snowden

has

t>eeu

ill

with

a

bad

cold.
There have been moving pictures in the
library building this week.
George Manchester, of Northeast Harbor, is visiting Mrs. Johnson Lufkin.

tainville.
March 18.

S.

They that stand high have many blasts
shake them.—Shakeapeare.

to

OB

immediately that wonderfully soothing9
calm, cool sensation that comes when th#
itch is taken away.
Instantly upon a#*
plying a few drops of the wash the rezreay
takes effect, the itch is allayed. There in
no need of experiment—the patient knows

day

ness,

week

were

Ice Cream

Old, obstinate cases, it is true, cannot
be cured in a few days, but there is aba#"
lutely no sufferer from eczema who eiw
used this simple wash and did not flndi

“Well,”

«_

health.

PRICE RIGHT
rumps.

bound to

said Jack puzzled for his answer for a
moment only, “what’s the use of being
born before it’s time to get up?”

sorry
illuess at his home

Nellie W’alker, who went to New York
with Mrs. McGuire, is now at home caring for her mother who is in very poor

IS H.P.

many
witk
eczema, when it is now no longer a secret
that oil of wintergreen mixed with thy*
mol, glycerine, etc., makes a wash that 10

Rol

in the

to

It really seems strange
people suffer year iu and

I born?” “At 2 o’clock in the morning, dear.” “And what time was I born
at?” asked her brother Jack.
“At 7
o’clock.” “Huh! My birthday’s longer’n

are

fifty-one miles wide and thirty feet
deep in the deepest place; that it contains
400,000,000 tons of salt, thirteen ounces of
common salt in every five pounds of water,
Amos T. Small celebrated his seventyand every three years the entire body of
eighth birthday Wednesday evening.
water is drawn from the lake by the sun.
Mrs. Ernest Snowden has been visiting
her mother, Mrs. R. P. Davis, at MounHow can any person risk taking some unand

Hay's Harttna Soapcuw piupka
red, rough and chapped hands, and all ■nts»V«*^
Krepe skin fine an soft. 25c. dngriua
taut 2c for fm bonk “The Care oftbe sitfa.”

was

iu Oceanville.

But

this is
Ask a Utah man
Ask a Salt Laker.
about the great dead sea as to its dimensions. He cannot tell you although he
might tell you about the Dead Bea in the
Holy Land. Yet this dead sea in Utah,
this great salt sea, covers an area larger
than the*state of Rhode Island. It covers
2,000 square miles, is eighty-one miles long

Send 2clor freabook “The Careot the Hair.’*
Philo Hay Spec. Ca, Newark, N. J. m

Mabel’s birthday, and, moved by
curiosity, she suddenly asked,

ill.

Byron Small, of Appleton, w*as here this
looking for a place to buy or rent.
A great river at that time had its origin He is planning to bring his mother here
in this fresh water sea, and its waters if he can find a place.
w’ere carried up north through w’hat is
Frank McGuire, superintendent of the
its quarry at the settlement, has, with his
the Bear river valley, where
now
waters cut through the mountains what is
family, spent his vacation in New York.
now
Bear river canyon, thence north He came home Thursday.
through Red Rock Pass into what is now'
Friends of Thomas Powers and wife, of
under water.

No matter bow long it baa been gray
Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out.
and positively removes Daadrnff. Keeps hairaoft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2K times as much
in S100 as 50c. size, b Not a Dye.
91 and Me. bottles, at droMtsta
or faded.

child

Mrs. Viola Garland, of Bar Harbor, is
her sister, Mrs. Austin Smith.
Hatch

ti-'Kte

Never Falls to Restore
Gray Hair to its Natural
Color and Beauty.

on

visiting

The friends of William

cut.
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Health

there when she arrives.”
your

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
all the

fieeji

"ay’*Hair

there

3,500 miles
Khar-

Rex.

Gray’s,

a

ilSBrUi&i

between

Mrs. Charles Pressey, of Presseyville, is
at M. P.

knee, making

March 19.

is restless,
pride
to keep
forcing him
still, but on finding some reasonable thing
for him to do in which his restlessness
When

It

who

the

on

toum, in the British Egyptian Bo udan, to
Broken Hill, a point in Khodesia. It is
estimated that this remaining mileage will
be completed w'ithin three years, and
then the longest railroad in the world,
covering in the neighborhood of 6,400
miles, w ill be finished.
The total cost w’ill be close to £200,000,000, or about fl,000,000,000, but a comparatively small amount when it is considered
what a glorious thing it will be for Africa,
one of the greatest and richest countries
of the world. It will be possible for the
traveler to journey from Berlin or Paris to
Cape Town in ten or eleven days-just
think of that! And then it will open up a
country that is rich in almost everything
in the mineral world-gold, silver, copper
and diamonds. What else they will find
there remains to be seen.
It’s a great work, is this building of
the longest railway, and what it all means
to Africa and t he world is not fully appreciated. To the business man, to be found

if I’m not

The Daniels house has been bought for
a summer residence by Miss Flo Colby.
It is being thoroughly repaired, and a
piazza built around three sides, from
which a fine view can be had of the bay
and harbor.

om

Horace Harding was cutting wood on
Placentia with his fatte r last week, when
his father’s axe glanced and struck Horace

everywhere, and especially those having
affairs in Africa, it will be a wonderful
DEER ISLE.
thing. Where now, in traveling from
An Easter concert will be held at the Paris for
example, he is compelled to
First Congregational church.
take a long sea trip, he wrill be able, after
Capt. William Pickering will go to Bos- the completion of the road, to take train
ton this week to go as mate on schooner to Brindisi, Italy, thence
by boat to
Harry Prescott.
Alexandria, Egypt, and a short journey
Supt. W. H. Patten gave the annual ex- to Cairo, where he will take the train
aminations to teachers in the high school that will land him in Cape Town, at the
southern extreme of Africa, all in eleven
room Saturday.
time the work
days. Just at the
Capt. W. S. Pickering and wife spent is in a rather present
disagreeable country— !
Sunday with their daughter, Mrs. Phil
that is to say, a country w'hich bas a
Small, at Stoningtou.
fair climate, but fever is quite prevalent.
The ice has left the harbor and the gasoThe engineers on the work are German,
line launches have put in an appearance.
American and English, with, of course,
Among the new ones is one just launched the Kaffir ah the laboring factor.
belonging to Walter Haskell.
Capt. Herbert Spofford arrived home
Master-“John!” Servant—“Yes sir.”
Saturday. His schooner, Thelma, made “Be sure you tell me when it is 4 o’clock.”
the trip from Savannah to Philadelphia in
“Yes, sir.” “Don’t forget. 1 promised to
eight days, being one of the quickest trips meet my wife at 2.3J,and she’ll be provoked
thiB

McKinley

Clara Phillips, of Southwest Harvisited her par tits, Dennia Driscoll and wile, returned home Wednesday.

_

Longest Kail road In World.
Cape Town-Cairo Kailway,

F. I. Lamson

at

gun

both

in

were

Mrs.

bor,

striking a rock, discharging
barrels, the charges entering hi g

the

at McKinley om

Colin Uott, of Bernard, with hia family,
spent Sunday with Capt. E. L. Oott.
Charles Harding and wife spent Sunday
with Mr». Harding’s parents, N. Bonaparte Trask and wile, at Atlantic.

Ernest and Albert Thurlow are buildFred Davis, aged thirty years, of Waring a weir at Camp island for the purpose ^ ren, was killed
by the accidental discharge
of catching herring.
of his shot gun while hunting last WedJohn L. Goss, of Dorchester, Mass., has nesday. His (log was guarding the body
been in town the past week looking after when a searching party found it. It was
his granite industry.
evident that Davis had fallen, the butt of

Capt. Coleman arrived Friday with his
three-master from Cape Cod, and will load
stone at Green island.

wee

Will Trask and wife
boeinese last week.

The city almshouse at Gardiner, was
burned Friday.
The eighteen inmates,
two of whom were bed-ridden, were removed in safety. The loss is estimated at
$10,000 with an insurance of $4,500.

Miss Mary Wood goes to Swan’s Island
this week to take charge of her school for
the second term.

to McKinley M

M. ▼. Babbidge
business last week.

re-eiected mayor of Old Town for the
sixth time Monday. The board of aldermen will consist of eight republicans and
two democrats.

Charles Knowlton and wife are home
from Portland, where they have spent the
winter.

went

week on boeiness.

was

will charter the

world at large less. In the long ago, so
scientists declare, and they know, this
Dead Sea of America was 34t> miles long,
115 miles wide, 2,250 miles around, and in
proof of this you are shown the water
marks on the range. At that time the
present site of Balt Lake was 900 feet

GOTT’B ISLAND.

Capt. L. S. Trask

Sunday, aged sixty-three years.
William H. Snow, superintendent of the
local and suburban trolley lines of Bangor,
died Saturday, aged thirty-six years.
Mayor Edgar B. Weeks, republican,

Ralph Thurlow and Minot Goss are home
from Bucksport for ten days’ vacation.

around the

waters

TO

John MacGregor, spool manufacturer,
and the leading citizen of Lincoln, died

Miss Georgia Coombs is at Sedgwick
the guest of Miss Anna Dority.

thirty-five

boats for a cruise
lake, stopping at the several
islands as suits their convenience and anchoring at night in some one of the numerous little bays that indent the islands,
as also the mainland.
And of this great salt sea? The average
Balt Laker 'knows but little about it. The

people

other

Capt. Eben Eaton and wife have gone
trip to Bath and Portland.

has

Peculiarities

icr

STONINGTON.

This is my plan—it may not be perfect aad
probably is not. I have no great pride of
opinion, and if anybody else has any better
plan I will vote for it. I simply put this forward as a proposition, as something in a practical way and perhaps the best way we can
get at it to meet the situation. I believe we
should look at this thing from the standpoint
of Dicers of the State of Maine, legislators
sent here to devise something to help the people out and to enforce the law in this respect.
As I say, if there is any better plan, let us
have it, and we want it, and I will vote for it,
and this is something that comes up because
the other proposition has been voted down.
Now, this proposition you may take and try,
and all I want is a chance to offer this as an
amendment, and in order that I may have a
chance to offer it as an amendment I am
obliged to have the vote whereby this House
passed to be engrossed the resolve re.ousidered, and as it requires a two-thirds vote and
a suspension of the rules to reconsider that
vote I have moved at the beginning of my remarks that the rules be suspended and that
the vote of the House whereby this resolve
was passed to be engrossed, be reconsidered;
and I do that, as I say, for the purpose of
offering the very amendment which I have
tried in a rather rough way to explain to you.

County

V«wi

satisfy the most
They are
quick bakers and concritical.
sume

but

They

are, in

little

fuel.

fact,

the

most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN,

Agt.,
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School (.'«u»u» Discussion.
Ellsworth, Mb., March 24, 1909.
7o the Editor of The American:
In view of the many false and misleading statements published, or circulated

JOURNAL

PUBLISHED

SVEKY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

about the city, in regard to the school
census discussion, we feel called upon to

BY THE

1ANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Man&ior.
W. H. Tiros. Associate Editor.
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ear

reasonable and will be
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edition of Tlie

American is

copies.

Average for the year of 1908,

statement of the present
position in the matter.

brief

letters from the

received threatening
school board, in which he had been told
had

that if he

ItiislnesscontmunlcatlonBshould t*eaddressed
Ss. arid ail checks and money enters made pay
stole t«» thk Hancock county Publishing
Co El U worth. Maine.
This week’s

a

school board’s
There seems to be a widespread impression that the school board asked John A.
Scott to retract his census figures. A news
communication to the Bangor New* from
Augusta last week states that “Mr. Scott

strictly in advance. $1 5»', 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cent-. All aroarages

i

j
;

j

not retract his figures in
the number of school children,
He refused to
be dismissed.

did

relation'to
would

ne

make the retraction and was dismissed”.
The story is put in still more radical
form in reports circulated on the street of

it being in brief that the school
! hoard asked Mr Scott to sign a statement
which practically amounted to perjury.

j Ellsworth,
2,528

1

WEDNESDAY MARCH 24, 1909.

j

These statements
fact".

are

very far from the
w hich the two

knowledge

The first

members of the present school board
bad of the matter w as contained in a threat
The Tariff Bill.
I made by Mr. Scott to Rev. P. A. A. Kiliam,
The new tariff measure which takes the secretary of the school board, which
Ms name, the Payne bill, from Chair- was, in substance: “If they turn me down
as superintendent of schools, I w ill make
man Payne, of the ways and menus
was made the
committee, taken as a wnoK makes them squirm.” This threat
before the meeting of the school
provision for a material reduction of day
board at which Mr. Scott was “turned
the duties imposed by the Dingley
down’ as superintendent and Mr. Kiliam
will
that
it
and
law,
experts predict
was elected, although, as a matter of fact,
at the same time produce an imporit did not come to the ears of the school
tant increase of revenue. It is esti- board until after the
meeting. Mr. Scott’s
mated by the framers of the bill that letter to the committee on claims of the
its revenue-producing power will be legislature, before which the resolve grant”
#335,000,000 rcorn imports and 8275,- ing Ellsworth something like |750 in
600,000 from internal revenue, mak- additional school money was pending,
I
ing an increase in the goverment’s immediately followed.
I In this letter Mr. Scott charged the city
annual revenue of 610,000,000.
or city officials of Ellsworth with fraud
The provision for a graduated infalse
and attempt to obtain money on
I
heritance tax, similar to that of New
| pretences.
York, is the most striking innovation,
Our representative m tne legislature,
and the system of maximum and John A. Peters, was shown this letter, and
minimum duties, whereby the prin- immediately
wrote to
Mayor Simon*
ciple of reciprocity is to be carried ton, who called the attention of the
cot practically automatically, is an- school board to it. The charge of fraud
on the part of the city, thus advertised
other innovation.
throughout the State through the legislature (the resolve having passed through
COUNTY OOSSIP.
1
both Senate and House and reached the

!

new

|

|

The stone-cutters’ strike at Stomngton
las been settled, and soon the hammers
will clink

merrily again.

The proposed Taunton bay eel law has
leen wrecked on the snag of indefinite
postponement. The House took the initiative and the Senate concurred. The bear
lounty bill for Washington and Hancock
•ounties is in the same danger with .the
Senate insisting on indefinite postpone-

FROM WASHINGTON.

STATE SOLOS S.

!

governor, and
course, labeled
on

claims)

being
as

was

sent

back

over

its

fraud, to the committee

too serious

a

matter to be

meeting of the school
board was immediately called. Mr. Davis,
the third member of the board, was notified but was unable to be present on acoverlooked.

A

Legislative Sews of Interest to Hancock County Readers.
The bill to set off a lot of land from the

Bucksport and annex it to Dedham was passed to be enacted in the Senate Wednesday.
town of

The act to confirm title to Ram island,
Hancock county, was passed to be enacted
in the Senate

Wednesday.
The bill to provide for a bounty on bears
in Washington county has been amended

to

include Hancock

engrossed

in

county.

Passed to be

Thuraday.
Senate Monday,

House

from the

back

came

the

definitely postpone3. The House

It
in-

refused

coucur and asked for a committee of
conference, in which the Senate joined.
The resolve in favor of screening Toddv

to

pond,

in

Hancock

River lake

in

county, and Spring
Hancock and Washington

Congress Getting Down to Business
Maine’s Delegation Busy.
Washington, March 22 (special)—The
Taft administration is well under way.
This week it has started off with the three
branches of the government in full swing.
It has all come about so easily and so
—

Brunswick, cutting out
$75,000 appropriation fora dormitory
University of Maine, was voted
down and the resolve passed to be enative Stover, of
the

from the

grossed.
The committee has reported favorably
the Deanv bill, which creates a tax district for wild lands, and provides for a tsx
of 1 1-2 mills on the valuation, to be expended for tire protection. This tax will
yield a revenue of about 965,000.
The act to regulate the taking of eels
in Taunton bay was read and assigned in
the Senate Thursday. Passed to be engrossed Friday. The House voted to in| definitely postpone. The Senate receded,
and concurred with the House in indefinite
post pone meat.
The committee on shore fisheries on
Thursday reported “ought not to pass”
oo

on

the act for

protection

of smelts in Ben-

jamin river.

House

offices, day by day, except

members of the Ananias club

are

yesterday.

The act to prohibit the hunting of sea
birds in Eggemoggin Reach and Bluehill

bay by
to be

of

power launches, was passed
enacted in the House Thursday and
use

—

that

return-

ing to obtain their old-time favor.
Many have come, of course, to pay their
respects to the new President. The Maine
met have not been behind in that regard.

Frye dropped

Senator
Senator

Hale

executive.

was

around

Representatives

Allen

Swasey have also greeted the President.
Representative Guernsey hastened out of
town immediately after the inauguration,
planning not to return till just before the
new Congress assembled.
And the new Congress is swinging off in

right encouraging fashion. There are a
few new faces herean<^there, but the same
leaders are in control. The republican
country did not turn out
many of tbeir congressional servants. Of
course there is no change in the Maine
delegation, either in Senate or House. It
does not often happen that a new administration begins witn the executive, judicial
and legislative departments active. But
this is ac extra session of Congress—the
first to be held in the spring for twelve
years. The supreme court is always sitting at thi9 time of year and has at its
hesds Maine man. Chief-Justice M. W.
Fuller. Advancing years have not lessened
voters of the

his

industry.

Eastern Trust &

early.

BANGOR.

away in

_

Maine will probably find something of
interest in the national waterways commission, which Congress authorized and
appointed in the very closing days of
the session that ended March 4.
It was

Banking Co.
MAINK.

Branches at Old Town and Macliias, Me.

ing project* under way in

Maine.

Gov.

Burleigh was instrumental in getting the
appropriation* for those projects. But
that was only part of the work. As far as
his own district is concerned, he keeps in

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite
State House,
BOSTON, MASSACHl/SKTTS.

the progress toward pursites, advertising for bids and
awarding contracts, to the end that the
building may be completed as speedily as

close touch with

chasing

possible.

Every city

of

public building

his district has numerous errands
of that character before the treasury.

size in

CHURCH

NOTES.

BAPTIST.

Often

Rev. P. A. A. KiUam, paetor.
Sunday, March 28— Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday acbool
at 11.45.
Christian Endeavor meeting at
7. Evening service at 7 JO.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
OONOBBOATIOKhL.

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pavtor.
Sunday, March 28—Morning service at
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
service at 7JO.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7JO.
UNION

OONO'L,

lUAffOKTH PALIS).

Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pantor.
Sunday, March 28
Morning service at
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
service at 7.
—

The resolve authorizing the land agent
to convey Three-bush island to Joseph C.
Harmon, of Stonington, was reported favorably in the House Thursday. Read and
assigned Saturday. Passed to be engrossed
in the Senate

The intricate, slow way of paying *10.09 "cash
down" would probably be to hand out a .en-dollar
hill, a live four ones, a tifty-cent piece, a quarter,
with plenty of
two dimes ami four coppers
The simple, quick,
chance to make a mistake
safest way would be to write your check for ihe
amount. Tlmn, too, the catic-lled check is evidence of payment—an important factor in favor
YOU ought to carry a
of the check system.
check-book with you—and use it in place of cash.
I.et ns explain the advantages of a checking
account at our bank—and how we safeguard
deposits—and pay 2 per cent, interest on them.

smoothly -there has been so complete coordination between Roosevelt, retiring,
and Taft entering upon the stage, that it
has almost been as though there had
been no change.
About the same people
arc crossing the threshold of the White

Maine, breathcounties, were given first reading in the
ing in the invigorating March air, which
House Wednesday. Passed to be engrossed
is very restful and wholesome to him after
Thursday. Road and assigned in Senate a winter of arduous effort at the
capitol.
Friday. Passed to be engrossed Saturday.
He did not get around to the White House
Finally passed yesterday.
offices till a little later, but the glad hand
The House voted Wednesday morning.
was outstretched for him there, as it is ;or
to 50, to substitute the bill introduced
73
I
all t^e Maine men in Congress.
! by Representative Hersey, of Houlton, reRepresentative Burleigh was the first
garding the regulation of railroad rates by
member of the House from the Pine Tree
the railroad commissioner for the report
State to pay respects to the
incoming
“ought not to pass’* of the committee on
and
railroads and expresses upon the bill.
The amendment proposed by Represent-

Paying Nineteen Ninety-Nine

Prayer meeting Friday evening

at 7.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. W. F. Emery, pzetor.
Sunday, March 28
Morning service at
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Junior
where there is sufficient
water to turn
league at 3. Evening servioe at 7.30.
large wheels. Primarily its duties are to
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
inquire about the navigability of rivers
eveningat 7.30
and to investigate the possibilities of

given comprehensive powers, especially
with reference to the navigable rivers

—

room*

with hot and cold wster (g.

p.00 per day and up, which in. Iurleu fn*
use of
public ahower baths. Nothing a
equal this in New England. Rooms wit|
private bathe for flJSO per dav and no-

suites of two
day and up.

rooms

and

bath forMOOm
p

Dining
Empean Plan.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone Floors, nothing wood but th« doon.
Equipped with Its own Sanitary Vacroom

and cafe ttrst-claiv

uum cleaning plant.
Long distance telephone in every rooa.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.

Send

for booklet.

8TORBR F. CRAFTS. Manager.

Why Does
UncleSam?

Why does Uncle Nam. in the office of
Friday.
the National Soldiers’ Home it Topu,
The act legalizing the assessment and water-borne commerce. Bat in the meet"You talk about posters ana your ads. upon tinemploy
commitment of taxes of Ellsworth for
ings which the members of the commisfence.
Mr. Ernest Williamson
the years 1903 ahd 1904, was passed to be
sion
have
already held, considerable But they ain't the kind o' mediums that appeal
Mr. Harold Crane
ment.
enacted in the House Thursday and in the attention has been
given to water power
to common sense;
Mr. llenj. S. Pierce
Senate Friday.
and tbe storage of flood
waters which You may talk about your dodgers, and
Mr. Hoy L. Townsend
7001
GOING SOME.
The act to authorize the Bar Harbor A
could develop water power and also encirculars
and
such.
Mr- Chester C. Fowled
The story is told of an Irish farmer who
Union River Power Co. to acquire the hance tbe
But!
calculate
don't
of
rivers.
assist
an
advertiser
Mr. Martin Cusack
they
navigability
was taking to his home by mixed passenproperty and franchises of the Ellsworth
Air. Charles Allen
As there are two loyal Maine men on the
much;
ger and freight a donkey he had just
Power Supply Co., was passed to be en- commission
Mr. William K. Cro»s
—Representative L>. 8. Alex- And especially la winter, when the snow la ou
purchased. As the train pulled into the
the ground,
acted in the House Thursday and iu the ander, of Buffalo, a native of
Mr. Harry N. FossRichmond,
•tation he asked a guard where he should
I wonder where your posters and your dodgers
Senate Friday.
and Representative Frederick Stevens, of
Because their qualifications eminent
put the donkey. The guard, who was in a
can be found?
Amid dramatic scenes the Eaton amendSt. Paul, who came from Bangor, they will But within the
lurry, replied: “Put him behind,” meancoxy homestead, when the parlor ly fit them to rill the duties here rement to the constitution giving the govnot
overlook
such
big rivers as the Anstove's aglow.
quired.
ing for him to put it into a car at the rear
ernor power to remove delinquent sheriffs
droscoggin, Kennebec and Penobscot. The newspaper la read aloud to everyone we : Why are they so well titled for the
wt the train. Pat tied the donkey to the
and automatically repealing the Sturgis
The possibilities of water power developknow."
duties required of them''
■oar buffer, and then got into the carriage
law in case it was adopted by the people,
ment are great on all three of these rivers,
Because they are possessed of tint
Hmself. The train gathered headway and
failed to get the necessary two-thirds by
Statu
ok
Citt
ok
Ohio,
Toledo, /
especially on the Keonebec and Penobscot.
was soon flying along at
important asset, a sound busmen
express speed,
Lucas Cocutr.
\
two votes, the vote being 96 to 51. RepAnd this development would spell great
education
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
when Pat turned to his seat companion
resentative Peters, of Ellsworth, then of- industrial
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney A
Where did theyq ualify themselvert
growth. It might mean the Co.,
and exclaimed: “Be gorra, me bye! That
doing business in the City of Toledo.
fered an amendment to the Eaton amendbuilding of more Maine cities and towns County and State aforesaid, and that said firm AT THE SHAW BUSINESS C0LLE6L
jpckass is footing it some now!”
ment, which provided that upon it coming eventually. It would certainly mean more will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLWhich reminds us of a story told of a
LARS for each and
case of Catarrh that
to the notice of the governor of the State mills and
the attracting of a larger indus- cannot be cured by every
Hancock county man, now dead, w ho was
the use of Hall's Catarrh
that a sheriff is delinquent in his dntiea, trial
FRANK J. CHENEY
population to the Pine Tree State. Cure.
m famous lover of horses and
bull dogs.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
he may order a special election in the
The building of reservoirs for storage presence, this 6th day of December. A. D 1*86.
He alwys had a horse which could “go
county where the fault lies, and that when purposes would also increase the commerand
on
rrrr
his
a. w. gleason.
drives
he was
some”,
always
a successor to the
W. T. BKUHAKKK Man:i,n
delinquent official is cial importance of those rivers.
Sotary Public. J
|
accompanied by a bull dog, which somethe
elected,
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
delinquent sheriff ceases to
It is hardly to be expected that the fedMidway belwwn Broad >». Maiiow
times on a long drive, he chained to the
acts directly on the blood and mucous sur- j
high school.
hold office. The House declined to give eral
and Reading Terminal ou t’ lli’t'rt $t.
government will build storage reser- faces of the system Send for testimonials •
■ear axle.
The board sent Mr. Scott no “threaten- this substitute
i
the necessary two-thirds voirs at the head of Maine rivers, but tbe free.
Mr. B. was never so happy as when on
F. J. CHENEY A CO.. Toledo, O.
ing letters”, but merely served on him, by the same vote, 96 to 51.
I
and up.
$1 per
will
waterways commission
the road he found some driver who
Svld by all Druggist. 75c.
probably
through the secretary, notice of the vote
Resubmission was put to a yea and nay j
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation
out
a
deal
of
informabring
nis
interesting
accepted
challenge for a brush, and of the board as printed last week, and
American, $2.50 per
vote in the House Thursday without dcI
then the dust would fly.
j tion on the subject which will be impor; which we repeat here:
bate, and was defeated 93 to 52. It came in tant to the State authorities.
and up.
jfor Salt.
It was one of these impromptu races
V ted, That Mr. Scott be requested to re- the shape of a motion to substitute the
;
which caused more than the usual exTti— only moderate rwv.l ii.»r
reputract immediately the charge of fraud made
with
equipped
laundry
resolve for the adverse report of the comtation and cunse<]»«?oc*» in
Along the Maine coast the government
nice trade*.
Owner leaving the Stale.
cite me nt on the street! Men yelled and in his letter to the legislative committee on
mittee.
Address Laundry, care
has constructed many turning basins at Will sell at once.
waved their hands at Mr. B., but he was claims in another letter to that committee, or
The American.
In the House Friday the judiciary comdivers ports.
The government dredges
going too fast and was too intent on the to consider himself dismissed as a teacher in
Charles F. McCartney farm at
mittee reported favorably on bill to create | these
baeius
as they fill with silt
the
said
dismissal
to
take
effect
school,
turniug
■ace to notice them.
high
Ellsworth Fall*
Finally, as he pulled
Apply to W. S. Mea board of trustees for the Sullivan-Frank- 1 or other debris.
It is claimed by some [ Caetnby. at the farm.
lie horse down to a jog, a boy hailed him: at the end of the present term.
Voted. That the superintendent communi- hn briige. Head and assigned Monday.
that
should
do
that
EW
work.
municipalities
LAUNCH
HULL-tt ft. overall; St*
•Say, mister, you’ve got a dead dog befeet wide.
cate to Mr. Scott a copy of the foregoing vote.
Passed to be engrossed yesterday.
Inquire of E G- DbsUlas,
The commission will investigate and relind!”
Lamoine, Me.
On the same day the committee on j port upon the question, as
As
to
the
issue
the
Scott
and
between
to
Wbat Mr. B. said has never, been corapplying
Hancock street, known rathe
bridges reported favorably on the resolve j basins in Maine and elsewhere.
Sowle hou.se.
rectly recorded. The dog wasn't dead. Royal census returns, on which the legisApply to E. P. Loro.
to extend State aid in the building of the
Ellsworth Falla. Me.
lative
on
claims
has
committee
not
reyet
He came around all right in a half hour,
j
Whether it’s a range "r a furSuliivan-Franklin bridge. Passed to be
the
school
board
has
tilled
to
Representative
in
the
sell
Burleigh
celebrated
ported,
nothing
lut never again would he submit to being
Rogers Silverware
Write for
going fast
nace—if
between
the two sessions of ConIt is a “Clarion”, it is
engrossed
do.
If
Territory
that
committee
exonerates
days
the
yesterday.
listened to a wagon a^ble.
particulars to The National Silver ComThe committee on sea and shore fisher- j gress with some hard work.
He has beeu pany, 431 Broadway, N. Y. City.
city from fraud in the matter, the action
sure to meet every requirement
1
of the school board will be fully sus- ies on Saturday, on bill to prohibit erectvisiting his office in the new marble buildBAR HARBOR AND THE AUTO.
AGENT in Ellsworth and vicinity
Made by the Wood Bishop Co*
to handle onr Perfection Policy. Good
or maintaining of weirs in the
to
dictate
of
what
is
ing
and
tained,
ing
daily,
has
likeletters,
This is the way the New York World
regardless
disposition
Baga- j
commissions. Our agents are making from |lh
wise been tramping around the
made of the resolve appropriating addi- duce river, reported same in new draft,
Bangor. Sold by
^riews the Bar Harbor a a tom jbile excludepart- to #20 per week. Address, O. L Blanchard.
under title, ‘-an act to regulate fishing in
ments doing errands for his constituents District Manager. Bangor, Me., room 2Q*«>.
tional school money.
sion law:
Bass building.
The school board takes the ground that the Bagaduee river and its tributaries, in j with his old-time industry. Incidentally
M uut Desert, with its queer prejudice
the towns of Castine, Penobscot and
he has been getting acquainted with some
Main Street.
against automobiles, is probably happier n«*w such damaging statements against the
Ellsworth.
ESantrli.
that the banishment of the machines from
good name of the city are especially un- Brooksville, and that it ought to pass, j of the new cabinet officers. PostmasterPassed
be
General
to
the island which it has long enforced by local
in
in
how
an
of
the
the
is
.Senate
an
engrossed
Hitchcock,
old-time
around 50 to look after our business
becoming
employee
ever,
city. They
yesin this county.
ordinance has been confirmed by a special are of the same piece as the statement in terday.
friend. Gov. Burleigh has had many meetSpecial inducement
this month, permanent.
C. R. Bleu St Co
law explicitly authorized by a special state
The ao: to regulate the taking of alewith him in the earlier days, when Nurserymen. Manchester. Conn.
the Augusta report to the Bangor .Wir*
ings
Mr. O. V. Alel»n-t<r. « Kxi'hansc
\
j
law.
Portland. Maine, will tell ail who art*
wives in Patten’s pond stream, Surry, was
Hitchcock
wss first assistant
before referred to, which quotes Mr. Scott
postmasterj
That such authorization was sought showed
with Asthma how he was cured after > nerw
to be enacted in the Senate yester- general, in charge of many matters
as saying before the committee at Augusta
passed
Mi years.
Before paying out your money
per&pmal >Cliffy
an unquiet feeling that the local ordinances
medicine containing Morphine and other
“that from 100 to 200 non-residents were day.
taining to postoffices of the different
were of dubious legality, but it is at least
send
for full particulars and boo*.
posdrugs,
NOTICE.
classes.
1 Was Cured of Asthma
brought into Ellsworth every year and
sible that like questions might be raised, if
will be a meeting of the Springer
Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
Gov.
used
to
allowed
to
vote
at
have
deems
it
elecworth while to do so. in retwo or three
Burleigh
every municipal
anybody
heirs at the hall in Franklin at
p. m
Nance O’Neil is announced for the head- sessions a week
j
with him about the offices April 14. Buainessof importance to the heirs.
ELLSWORTH
gard to the state law
tion”, and that “the city has been subline feature at Keith’s the week of March
L. S. Sprinoer,
I
For in a distinctly neighborhood matter mitting bogus returns as to the number of
in tne third district —securing more libWest Tremont, Me.
and in Boston this means considerable, |
like this there is a possibility that the legisla- school children for the
eral
allowances
for
the
ten
past
years”.
postmasters and
as it was in this city that Miss O Neil !
ture’s power is no greater than that of the
NOTICE.
their clerks, asking for better mail service
The whole situation, so far as the present
••MO PAY, MO WASH**''
made her start as a star which finally
township officials, and if the latter are incom- school board is
HEREBY give to my minor son.
here
and
and
otherwise adjusting
Maynard
there,
concerned, resolves itself
an
and
to
draw
unreasonable
arbitrary
!
landed her on Broadway.
the remainder of All kinds of laundry work done at abort nod**
petent
For this en^dHrin*
details
so
uis
that
the
Shall a man
offices could
postal
minority. 1 shall claim none of hia earnGoods called lorand delivered
line among vehicles of recognized legitimacy into this simple proposition:
gagement she will play an adaptation for serve
of h% contracting
who stigmatizes this city as guilty of
patrons more expeditiously.
*
.I,0/ J**y *Dy debtaBo*l,y
the state may be in like case.
M. B. CSTCY Sl CO.,
vaudeville purposes of one of the strong»■ Youno.
*fniLi£i?idAre'
The
recess
WEST BHD UBJDOB.
gave him time to discuss a lot j
Bluehili. Me., March 15. 1W9.
Just why Mount Desert hates automobiles fraud be permitted to teach in its schools?
BLLSWOBtH_^
est plays in her repertoire.
of
matters
been
with
the
Mas never
W. H. Trrus,
very clearly explained. The !
treasury authorities.
Another feature of the bill will be
at
least
two
is
shared,
however,
In
by
the
i
feeling
L. F. Giles.
big treasury building are the offices
legal hotter*.
Clarice Mayne, the English impersonator, of the
^
•ther islands, Nantucket and the hyperMembers of School Board.
supervising architect, who has
who made such a hit here a few months
borean Prince Edward. The antagonism in
subscriber.
Horace Howard Furness
of
the public building operations
charge
th« Ut>' »“<* County ol
Pull Lines of
its stronger forms seems nowadays to be an
ago that she was instantly booked fora
Fbiiadelphia.
and also the offices of the assistant secrehereby
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
insular
has
insular
and
fh"|hf’h™e““»y1r»Pi*.
one,
long
return date.
Mr. Tate, the song writer,
that he baa been duly appointed *i„s notice
exclusively
M,LS WORTH FALLS.
esecutorof
tary of the treasury, who keeps general Ihe Inal will and teatameot
AND FIXTURB5.
been one of the accepted
synonyms for
of
accompanies her at the piano.
alr*
Miss Leota Hardison, of Waltham, is
supervision over the construction work.
ANNIS LEE WIST Kit. late of said
EmImmc*(m *Mq M Ufftia CM>MV
wnenlightoned and petty.
CITY
Sam Chip and Anna Marble, a new
There
are now half a dozen
OF PHILADELPHIA.
buildMOOR.
public
ANDREW
M.
Still, if the Bar Harbor cottagers choose to visiting her cousin, Miss Alice Clough.
vaudeville combination, will be seen here
Etl3W ^
deceased, no bonds being required bv the Main 8L, (unde. DihgoClub)
take vacations from their own automobiles,
N. H. Grover and wife, ol Amherst, for the first time after a New York sucterms of said will; and that henas
appointed
and not to be disturbed by those of other were here over
Less
and
More
Sympathy
the
first part of last cess. They have a dainty little
night
Bllsworth, Hancock CounHelp
{*• HV}'°*
play
folks, there is no particular reason why they
his agent resident in said
'Maine,
llatB.
for the Isrunkard.
State
week, guests of C. A. Higgins and wife.
written especially foe them with a strong
of Maine aa the law directs,
shouldn’t have their way. The world is large',
all pereams
demands
having
against the estate of saU
On the one hand he finds himself
William Fernald and Coleman Steele, comedy element.
and about the only attraction Mount Desert
desired to present the same for
^J.c***f d ereand
H.
Also on the bill are Matthews and Ash- barred from industrial positions, ob- settlement,
erould have for an automobilist is the fact who have been employed at South Linall Indebted thereto are reincuE.Tr wudm or
ghat he isn’t allowed to go there. He could coln, Mass., since last fall, -have returned ley in a sketch, and Hardeen, the hand- ject of censure; on the other hand he quested to make payment immediately
a°*AC* Howa.o Fonhaas.
learns that he can be cured of bis adhave very little fnn if he were and wouldn’t home,
Patrick Sullivan, who has also cuff king.
March », ins,
TYPEWRITING,
Others on the bill are the Barrows-Esn- diction. Take thd Keeley Cure—it is
Stay long.
been employed there, is visit ing relative!
^—mmmmmmmmmm
AMD
v
Qgeter Co.; the Onlaw trio,.the Delaur perpetual. Begin life anew. A good
SUteen
ounce*
of per'ono^neeli^ru
Boston for a few days before returning trio; the Aaahi
GENERAL CLERICAL WORKtroupe and other special position awaits you if you are cuied. pound of promitt in
He doeth much that doeth a thing well. in;
the advertisement*
here.
his
features
be
home
to
to
announoed
later.
^
a
Keelev
*
Thomas
Kempit,
Institute, Portland, Maine of THE AMERICAS
3or. Main mod W»tor 8U 'orer Mwre
count of illness.

in the Senate

The board did not enter into the issue
as between the Scott and Royal census returns; in fact, neither were available. It
took up merely the charge of fraud made
by Mr. Scott. A comparison of the school
census returns for the past twelve years
showed a gradual decline from 1450 in
1897 to 1397 in 1907 (only sixty-two in
eleven years) and then a sudden drop to
j 1007 as returned by Mr. Scott last year.
These figures furnished, in the minds of
the school board, sufficient reason why
the city government should order a new
census.
The board called before it John
F. Royal and John H. Bresnahan, by whom
the special census was made by order of
the city government, and satisfied itself
that the charges of fraud made by Mr. ;
Scott were unwarranted.
The board thereupon took the action as
recorded, a copy of which appeared in last
week’s American—it censured Mr. Scott
for holding the city of Ellsworth up to the
I
whole State as guilty of fraud, requested
: him to “retract cis charge of fraud'1 (not
I his census figures, please notice) or con; sider himself dismissed as a teacher in the

I
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MAIN STREET FIRE.

OBITUARY.
ER

TOWN MEETINGS.

HMmrHgfWfWl*.

BORN.

,
#

TARRANT.

MRS. CHARI
Dirigo and Forsaith Blocks Burned Officers Elected and
BULDUC—At Bucks
March 19, to Mr and
Appropriations
in Hancock county came the
Mrs Joseph Bulduc, a son.
Monday Morning.
T„ relatives
Voted in Hancock County Towns.
March 18,
CONDON—At
Tuesday,
South
Brooksville, March 14, to
Ellsworth suffered another serious fire
announcement
Mr and Mrs James L Condon, a son. ( KenTRKMONT.
\ th0 death at Janesville, Wis., of Lizzie, on Main street early Monday morning,
neth Alfred.]
Moderator, L. W. Ruraill; selectmen and tflNG —At
and the daughter j w hen the
of Charles Tarrant,
Manset, March 1, to Mr and Mrs
upper floors of the Dirigo block,
assessors, L. W. Ruraill, Clifton M. Rich,
Verney L King, a daughter.
L. Macomber and wife, ; owned
by Dr. A C. Hagerthy, and the
th(. mu. James
M.
A.
D.
MAYNARD—At
Southwest Harbor, March 16,
Eugene
Moore;
Stanley;
clerk,
lived
until
her
she
Forsaith building adjoining, owned by
Ellsworth, where
to.Mr and Mrs William G Maynard, a
from
Janesville! the Rodney Forsaith estate, were gutted. treasurer, B. B. Reed; collector, Henry T.
daughter.
marriage in 1889.
Webster; school committee, T. 8. Tapley; PIERCE—At Penobscot, March 17, to Mr and
learned h?r illness extended I
The Hr*' started about midnight
Sunday, road commissioLer, H. T. Webster; consapers it is
Mrs George W Pierce, a daughter. (Biola
from tuberculosis. Before1 evidently on the second floor near the
-cr two years,
Georgians.]
stable, G. H. Bunker.
she was prominent in social j partition separating th? two buildings.
ROBINSON—At
illness
Stonington. March 19, to Rev
her
Appropriations—Schools, f 1,200; schooland MrsC W Robinson, a daughter. (Edith
loss will be a genuine tor- There is some doubt as to which
ircl,.s and her
building house repairs, flfiO; roads and bridges,
j
Linton.]
Mr.
Tarrant the fire
who knew her.
originated in. Members of the f®00;
WOOD—At Stonington, March 14, to Mr and
row
sidewalks, |300; State road, |42.50;
wife's remains to EllsMm Walter E Wood, a son. | Raymond.|
Dirigo club, which occupied the second
accompanied his were
and
current
poor,
#900;
contingent,
#900;
refloor of the Dirigo block, left the buildplaced in the
worth, where they
debt,
|300;
snow,
interest,
#70;
flOO.
MAItltlUD.
Saturday forenoon. The ing after 11 o’clock Sunday evening. At
viving tomb
FRANKLIN.
friends ill her western that time there was no indication of fire
floral tributes from
T
selectmen
Moderator,
Percy
Clark;
BLAI8DBLL—YOUNG—At
Bangor, March 19. j
numerous and beautiful, testi- there. Within three-quarters of an hour
homt were
by Rev Charles H Cutler. Miss Mina B
and assessors, W E Bragdon, E W Hasfor deceased who the tire was
of
Blaisdell.
to
Herbert
S Young,
regard
Franklin,
high
the
to
burning
fiercely.
fying
tings, Boyd W Blaisdeli; clerk, O 8 Donof Hancock.
of several orders.
The two upper floors of the Dirigo block,
wa-s member
W Bragdon; col- CLOSSON-GORDIUS-At McKinley, March
William
nell;
treasurer,
Tarrant is remembered by her a three-story frame building, were gutted,
■Jrt. by Rev F L Provan, Miss Alice Closson to
Mr.
lector, Josiah G Bunker; school commitHarry Gordius, both of Tremont.
and the roof fell in. The upper floor of
as a person of pleasing personality,
8 DeBeck; superintendent of schools, HAMBLEN—COLE—At
tee^
Mrs the Forsaith
Stonington, March 13,
her beautiful voice.
building, occupied by A. W. Percy T
j
and a iso by
by Rev C W K jhinson, Mrs Sevilla Hamroad commissioners, CalClark;
died in October, 1907, at Curtis, was burned out, and the roof of
blen to William Cole, both of Stonington.
Tarrant’s mother
vin Dyer, E B Gay; town agent, Frank E
|
spent the last ( this building also fell in. The firemen
Janesville, Where she had four
Blaisdeli; constables, C H Sprague, George
DIED.
her life, after
years with prevented the spread of the fire to the
two years of
ur. Arthur 1.. Macointier, in New, lower floors, but the tenants suffered
her

port,

life

For Stomach Troubles
When there is distress after eating or drinKing, or your food
doesn’t “set well,” the digestion is deranged and the stomach needs
A natural appetite and a perfect dito be toned and strengthened.
gestion can be assured and you will enjoy your food if you will get
a box of

|
|

ffleechamX &UU

to’many

went
Mexico] wherehishehealth.

in

the

vain

hope

Her husband did
0( regaining
her son, and then she
not long survive
her daughter in Janeswent to live with

James Hamilton, one of Ellsworth s
oldest ritizens and a veteran of the Civil
at his home on High
war, died suddenly
street Sunday morning, aged eighty years.
Mr. Hamilton was apparently at well as
usual Saturday, and was on the street in
In the evening he comthe sfternoon.
plained of feeling ill, and a physician was
called, hut it was not thought his condition was serious. Toward morning a comrade who sat up with him through the
night, noticed a change, and in a few
moments Mr. Hamilton passed peacefully

The total

loss

ia

estimated at about

|7,000, the greater part of which is covered
by insurance. There was |3,500 insurance
on the Dirigo block and |400 on the Forsaith building. The tenants carried insurance as follows, w£lch in most cases
will hardly cover tha loaa: Dirigo dub,
f#OU; Andrew M. Moor, fl,000; V. M.
Carter, |800; A. W. Curtis, fl,100. Brann I
A Co. were the only sufferers from the Are

who had no insurance.
Dr. Hagerthy has not yet determined
what disposition he will make of the
budding, but he will probably rebuild.
away.
Deceased was a native of Biuehili, but The Dirigo club has found temporary
for nearly all hi* Hfe had lived in Ells- quarters in the old Foresters hall, on the
worth, following his trade as ship car- \ third floor, above Moore's drug store.
The two buildings burned were almost
penter many years. At the outbreak of
the Civil war he enlisted as a private in destroyed by fire on August 22, 1906, but
Co. H, Ziith Maine regiment, and served were repaired. Both buildings are among
his terra, re-enlistipg in the navy. He the oldest on Main street, and have interwas honorably discharged in 1865.
esting histories. The mention of Lord’s
He leaves a widow and one son, George hall will bring back to many of the older
l\ Hamilton, of Boston. His son was residents of the city the days when this
was the principal public hall of the city,
here to atteud the funeral, which was held
yesterday afternoon, at the house. Rev. P. the place for shows and meetings of all
A. A. Killam
officiating. Comrades of kinds.
Wm. II. H. Kice post, G. A. R., of which
This building was built by the late J. S.
he had loiig been a member, atteuded in a
Lord aud Horace Jordan something over
body, and served as pail* bearers.
sixty years ago. After its use as a public
ball, it was taken by the Odd Fellows for
MRS. LT’CRBTIA WHITCOMB.
a lodge room, and was known as the Odd
Mrs. Lucretia Whitcomb died early Fellows block until the lodge built its new
Sunday morning at the home of A. W. building west of the bridge.
Ellis and wife, Ellsworth Falls.
Mrs.
The Forsaith buildiug adjoining also
Whitcomb was one of Ellsworth Falls’ had an interesting history. The room on
most highly respected elderly ladies, bethe upper floor had been used for various
uig nearly eighty-three years of age. She purposes. At one time it was the meeting
had been gradually failing during the place
a
of
small congregation which
winter, and her death was not unexpected.
formed a Universalist church, which lis'ed
Allot the children were with her at the but a few years.

Walker; selectmen and assessors, W A Ricker, Robert
Crosgrove, Bradley Morgrage; clerk, Frank
S Perkins; treasurer and collector, R O
Parker; school committee, W 8 Payson,
Pearl Danforth; superintendent of school#,
EII Carpenter; road commissioner, William Bevan; town agent, E H Carpenter;
constable, John M Vogell.
Appropriations-Schools, $1,792; high
school, $1,300; schoolhouse repairs, $1,000;
roads, bridges and sidewalks, $1,400; State
road, fee; poor, $900; interest, $250; snow,
$225.

The American

In her twenty fifth year she was married
Leonard W. Cushing, of Waltham, the
! ceremony taking place at Trenton.
The
I couple made their home in this city from
I the time of their marriage. Mr. Cushing
I to

I

died two years ago.
She was regular in her

attendance at the
i First Parish church until failing health

prevented.
She is survived by two children—Charles
W. Cushing, of Waltham, and Harry R.,
ex-Chief
of Cambridge; one brother
Freeman C. Hodgdon, of the Waltham fire
department, and three grandchildren.
—

was

j
|

at

BYRON

Successful Meeting at
Ellsworth To-morrow.
The meetings to be- held at Hancock hall
to-morrow afternoon and evening promise
to be largely attended.
Every grange in
Hancock county has been notified, and in
other ways the meetings have been extensively advertised.
The principal topic for discussion will
be “Potato-raising in Hancock county”,
and will be treated Hon. A. W. Gilman,
Maine’s commissioner of agriculture, and
O. B. Griffin, of Caribou, a successful
Outlook for

a

Aroostook# county
others.

potato-raiser,

EAST BLL'EHILL.

•

DEATH OF MBS. EDWIN

W.

BABTON.

Mrs. Edwin W. Barton, a daughter of
George G. Long, who died at West
Springfield, Mass., March 4, was a young
character.
most estimable
of
woman
Eleven years ago in Jane she went to
Holyoke as a bride from East Bluehill,
and became active in the Second Baptist
the late

and

The AMERICAN,
advertising matter was sent
out, Commissioner Gilman has sent word
that Hon. B. W. McKeen, a former secretary of the board of agriculture, who has

most

Since the last issue of

CLARK.

Sunday,

holding

of normal school.

Harry E. Kollini is at home after a suc*1™. Iteuel Mi'Oown, of Woodland, who
cessful term of school at Southport.
been spending the
fiast week at J. H.
Howard Hollins has returned to his
cM°wn's, returned home Saturday.
after a short va^*v. Nelson Heedeu and wife arrived teaching in Derry, N. H.,
cation.
't'tn Portland
Monday, called here by the
Mrs

Heeden’s

mother,

Mrs.

Maddocks.
"rs. Mary Maddocks is
seriously ill of
receiving medical
»tu,0niOni* *reOthers
Mra- w. A. Mitchell, Bert“n‘Uuoe
otafkey, Mias Helen King and ColBates.

t

the drat step toward the digesJ*^*t'a
the ,00(1?” asked the teacher.

Up
h*n<1 °* * black-haired little fellow
ir „::h0 e*°taimed with eagerness, “Bite
““•I
Bite it off!’1'
»sail****

food

will

not

be extracted or

sorbed, and impoverished

or

once.

The mighty power
invigorate and restore
perfect condition is

of Mi-o-na to
the stomach to
known every-

where.
Mi-o-na cures by building up—by
banishing the canse. For thin people
it is a great flesh builder, because it
causes the stomach to give more and
purer nutrition to the blood. It cures
sea and car sickness and vomiting of
pregnancy almost immediately. G. A.
Parcher sells Mi-o-na for 50 cents a
large box, and guarantees it to cure
or money baok.

attractive

Last

way.

week

pickerel

HARTFORD. CONS,

ASSET6 DEC. 81, 1908.
Real estate,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,

$

588,291 IS
18,740,718 40
1,210,488 88
1,8484*70 87

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

016,960.401 «0
11100 IS

64,6^766
$16,794,142 71

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.

31, 1908.

■,

$ 627,189 80
6,897,287 78
668,816 48
4,0994)69 90
5,291,484 IS

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

Aggregate, including capital and
$16,794,142 71
surplus.

CONNECTICUT
$

141,013 38
44,983 33
60,100 00
6.894,884 75
699,717 15
698,243 45
58.115 82
80,459 87

Fire Insurance

$1,000,000 00
3,618,3410$

Total assets Jan. 1. 1909,

$6,357,971 57

$8,877,517 75

306,291 $4

1,439,83927

J. D. BROWN, President.
W. T. HOWE. Secretary
JOHN A. COSMUS, Ass’t Secretary.

13,108 00

$8,664,409 75
31. 1908.
$

Company, of Hartford.

Cash capital,
Reserved for reinsurance,
All outstanding claims,
Net surplus,

E.

450,440 38
3,946,002 42
81.852 78
2,000.000 00
2.186,114 17

GARDNER & SON.

B.

Agents.

BUCK3PORT, ME.

$8,664,409 75

surplus,

YEARS CONTINUOUS BUSINESS IN HANCOCK COUNTY.

FIFTY

PLACE

E.

YOUR

INSURANCE

WITH

B. GARDNER

General Insurance

Agency,

*

&

•

US.

SON,
BUCKSPORT, ME.

I-

Real Estate Bargains.
following desirable properties may
bought on very reasonable terms—
regular monthly payments if desired.

The
be

ELLSWORTH—Deane street; new house, six rooms and bath; new
Water street; store and dwelling.
furnace; nice lawn ; stable.
Union river heights; desirable house-lots on a paying basis.

I

purchaser.
SORRENTO—New hotel and

G. A. Parcber.

Oriental
Factory

modern

Rug Works.
rebuilt -brick,
improvements.

Beautiful, curly. Huffy Burs made from old
Woolen, Tapestry. Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
Carpets Cleaned Clean. Send for circular.
L. L.

annex : thirty-six large rooms; four bath
complete ; extra closets and lavatories ; nine fireplaces ;
large and pleasant piazzas ; electric lights in all rooms; handsome dining-room overlooking bay ; plate glass ;
beautiful
grounds. Cottage, twelve rooms and bath ; five fireplaces ;
:
;
and
mountain
electric lights large piazza bay
view; fine
location. Cottage, eleven rooms and bath ; lour fireplaces;
electric lights ; large piazza; desirable surroundings; fine
location. Several hundred beautiful cottage lots in sizes to suit
purchaser; miles of shore front reserved for patrons.
SORltENTO offers every advantage to the summer tourist; communication often by boat and rail: library; church; boating; bathing;
tennis; automobiles; fine roads; nice drives; woods; delightful walks.
rooms

MORRISON, Skowhcgan, Maine.
We do a general INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE business, and
the best companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence
solicited.

Oder

All busiuess

entrusted to

us

will receive the very best attention.

The George H. Grant Co.,
El_l_S WO RTH,

MAINE.

La France Shoes solve the shoe

problems of

women.

STYLE—the latest and most approved
Paris and New York models.
FIT—that glove-like but easy snugness
found only in shoes of the finest workmanship.

-THE-

PORTLAND DAILY

COMFORT—choice, carefully chosen
materials and the exact shape your foot
requires take care of that.
SERVICEABILITY—made to wear as

be

as

glad

ONLY $3.00 PER YEAR

to charm the eye.

you

see

for

yourself—you

TO

will

came.

March

C. I_MO RANG,
Ellsworth,

Main®

PRESS

IS NOW

MAIL

1, 1909, this

only

25 cents

a

SUBSCRIBERS.

subscription price went into effect enabling
secure a modern, up-to-date newspaper at a cost of

uew

mail aubscribera to

fred Garland expects to have employment
there later in the spring.
Howard and Harry Rollins and Charles
to
and Martin Garland took a fishing trip
a fine
Burnt pond recently, and report
were not very
time, although the
hungry.

Total liabilities and

peri-

SHOE fir WOMEN
$3, $3.50 and $4.

Come and

C. L. McFarland and wife, of Trenton,
here Sunday and Monday, visiting
Mrs. McFarland's
aged mother, Mrs.
Charles Garland.
the
Alpheus Moore baa employment at
Green Lake hatchery as carpenter. Al-

COMPANY,

HANCOCK POINT—New summer cottage; living room, SOxilO; hardfour chambers
wood door ; fireplace: fine kitchen and pantry
and bath : hot and cold water ; two piazzas ; fine view of bay
in
sizes to suit
and mountains, some very fine shore lots

La France

well

were

INSURANCE

1908.

ab-

watery

blood will follow.
This condition may not be apparent
at first, but it will come just as snre
as the sun will rise again.
Any stomach ailment, including all
forma of indigestion, can be promptly
cured by using Mi-o-na tablets, a
scientific treatment unsurpassed.
It stops fermentation, belching of
gas and taste of sour food almost at

ASTNA

OP HARTFORD, CONI*.

RED" BLOOD

positiou ]

,ar£e responsibility, ***'in itself a trib- j mont Haddocks will preside.
ttle to his
The board of trade has arranged with
efficiency and industry. He
•l>vat a month in Ellsworth fifteen years Caterer John H. Lelaud to serve free a
**»o, his only visit East since going to Cal- ] supper at 6 o’clock at Odd Fellows hall to
ifornia
all from out of to*n, and to others who*
Deceased leaves a widow, one son and a desire to attend both afternoon and evendaughter. He leaves two brothers—Walter ing sessions, but who will not have time
Clark, of Ellsworth, and Curtis Clark^i to go home for supper.
of blast
Surry—all who survive of a fam- 1 All members of the board of trade are
will
* of ten children. One brother,
Capt. urged to attend these meetings; they
°ho L. Clark, was lost on the Pacific i prove of interest not only to Jarmers, but
c°wt two years
also to business men iu general, for the
ago.
commercial side of this matter is as important as the actual growing of potatoes.
'iourn BLUIWORTU.
The ladies, too, will surely be enterMr”- Margaret
MtOown, of North Ban- tained, for farmers’ wives are equally in*uri is visiting her
parents, O. W. Patteu terested with their husbands in any topic
•ad wife,
relating to the farm.
''aael MnOown and Evelyn Dewitt have
''tarried to Uastine to attend the spring
LAKEWOOD.

••sa of

vital sta-

CURES CATARRH. ASTHMA,
Bronchitis, Croup, Coughs and Colds, oi
four years old-George Long
One son,
work, Barton, survives. Besides her husband money back. Sold and guaranteed bj

native of

of

more,

tonis developed, on the birth of a daugh
ter. The child lived but a few moments
and the mother followed in two days.

Ellsworth, died
March 14, at his home in Mendo- bad wide experience in institute
and son, she leaves five sisters—Mrs. W.
cino, Cal., in the fifty-fourth year of his, will also be present.
M. Wardwell, Mrs. C. H. Wardwell. Mrs.
Also the specul field agent in this secDeath resulted from Bright’s disease
Luther Bridges, jr., of East Bluehill, Mrs.
bfter an illness of several mouths.
tion of the gypsy and brown-tail moth
Deceased was a son of the late Curtis j has been aske^ to be here, and probably Ellis Stansfield, of Kennebunk, and Miss
of Wakefield, Mass.
{-■ark, of this city. He left here thirty- j will be. He will have something to say Susie E. Long,
In her home town she was very highlyfour years ago, going to California, where about these destructive insects.
where she
as also at Castine,
regarded
he entered the
employ of a large lumber j These meetings are under the auspices was graduated from the normal school.
and in her
the State
of
concern as a boss of lumbering
board
In Springfield, in
trade,
Holyoke,
I
Ellsworth
of
the
operations.
new- home in West Spriugfield, she had
The fact that
during all his thirty-four' agricultural department co-operating.
warm friends.
years residence in California he had been ■ The president of the board, John O. Whit- many
H.
Freand
*!tti the same concern,
the
will
meeting,
a
open
ney,
a

prints

church there. She was also active in the
Order of the Eastern Star. Recently Mrf
Barton bought a new home on the West
Springfield road, and had fitted it up in a

and since the

Juniper cemetery.

Byrou Clark,

POTATO RAISING.

F-

Four of Our Lei iding Companies.

RICH

i

25c„ with tall directions

ANNUAL S TATEHENT

tistics—births, marriages and deaths—
ASSETS DEC. (SI.
DEATH OF MBS. L. W. CUSHING.
than all the other papers printed in the
Catherine Heath (Hodgdon), widow of
Real
and
estate,
most
them
it
county combined,
of
Leonard W. Cushing, a resident of WalMortgage loans,
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its Collateral loans,
for
Mass.,
tham,
fifty-eight ydtrs, contemvoraries.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash
in office and bank,
died
March
her
home
in
15, at
Agents' balances,
that city. For some time she had been
Interest and rents,
Sobtxtieenmv.
All other assets,
in poor health, although her death *was
due directly to a fall that she received on
Qross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,
March 5. She sustained a fractured hip,
and her injuries, combined with her feeble
Admitted assets,
You Will Never Have It as Long as
condition, resulted in her death.
LIABILITIES DEC.
Mrs. Cushing was a woman of wide
You Have Dyspepsia.
Net unpaid losses,
Just as long as you have dyspepsia Unearned premiums,
acquaintance, and was highly esteemed.
She was born in Trenton, Nov. 7,1826, and your food will not properly digest, ; All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
she passed her early years in that town. and the nutritious elements in the Surplus over all liabilities,

end.

Mrs. Whitcomb waa a woman of tine
character, and a ready helper in all undertakings for the good of the place, and will
be greatly missed. Bhe is survived by a
sister, Miss Charlotte Morrison, a half
sister, Mrs. Henry J. Joy, and a half ,
brother, Samuel J. Morrison, and by six1
children—Mrs. A. W. Ellis, with whom
she bad been spending the winter, and who
j
bis done much to make the last days as
pleasant aa possible; Charles M. Whitcomb I
and Howard F. Whitcomb, of Ellsworth; |
Mrs. Thomas W. Spencer and George B.
j
Whitcomb, of Boston, and Dr. Frank E.
Whitcomb, of Orono.
Fuueral services were held on Monday
afternoon at 2 o’clock at the Ellis home,
R«v. J. D. Prigmore officiating. Interment

In boxes 10c. and

A

TRENTON.

\

Are Wonderfully Effective

CLARK—At Went Franklin, March 16, Nellie,
wife of John Tyler Clark, aged 62 yearn, 11
—o
month*. 4 days.
CLARK—At Mendocino, Cal, March 14, Byron
('lark, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 53 year*,
4 months.
CRABTRKE-At Bar Harbor, March 17, William G Crabtree, formerly of Franklin, aged
HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
56 years, 6 months.
CUSHING-At Waltham, Mass, March 15.
Catherine Heath, widow of Leonard WareHARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.
ham Cushing, of Waltham, and daughter !
of the late Stephen and Sarah Hodgdon, of
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1908.
Trenton, aged 82 years, 4 months, 8 days.
i
DYER— At Franklin, March 14, Ephraim S Real estate,
$1,055,187 75
449,000 00
Mortgage loans,
Dyer, aged 77 years, 6 months.
Collateral loans.
14,500 00
HAMILTON—At Ellsworth, March 21, James
Stocks and bonds,
15,385,373 83
Hamilton, aged 80 years, 7 months, 17 days.
Cash in office and bank,
935.289 60
LUNT -At Mount Desert, March 15, Rachel, Agents’ balances,
2,598,918 25
widow of Joseph M Lunt, aged 83 years, 3 Interest and rents,
178,641 11
months.
Voted to construct a sewer on Perkins
All other assets,
13,211 86
NEWHALL-At
Sullivan, March 20, Mrs
and High streets, to cost $1,100.
Gross assets,
Elizabeth W Newhall, aged 86 years, 8
$20,629,121 98
Voted to establish four new street lights
Deduct items not admitted,
11,091 45
months, 13 days.
on High street.
STUBBS—At Bucksport, March 20, Rodney P
Admitted assets,
$30,618,023 58
6
1
18
Stubbs,
aged
month,
years,
days.
Voted to raise $300 for heating Emerson
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1908.
TARRANT—At Janesville, Wis, March 16,
hall.
Charlotte Elizabeth
Macomber, wife of
$ 1,271,892 50
Charles Tarrant, formerly of Ellsworth, Net unpaid losses,
Voted to continue the school in Emerson
Unearned premiums,
11,744.870 32
aged 47 years, 5 months, 19 days.
All other liabilities,
district.
511,893 84
WHITCOMB-At Ellsworth Fails, March 21, Cash capital,
2,0004)00 00
A committee of five voters were apLucretia, widow of Charles E Whitcomb, Surplus over all liabilities,
5,089,866 87
82
11
12
months.
aged
years,
days.
pointed to confer with the water company
Bucksport, March 13, Mrs Total liabilities and surplus, • $20,618,023 53
and report at a special town meeting to be WORTHLEY—At
Sarah Worthley, aged 61 years, 11 months,
held not later than Sept. 1.
13 days.
PHCENIX INSURANCE CO-

Moderator, William

was

j

quickly

CA8TINE.

ueavy loss irotn water ana smoke.
The third floor of the Dirigo block

unoccupied. The second floor was occuclub, whose well-ap| pied by the Dirigo
pointed rooms, with two billiard tables
tille.
j
Tbo eldest son, Frank, liviosr Corinna, } and piano, were destroyed. The stores on
ol the family. Two the ground floor were occupied by Anis the only survivor
ere living-Mrs.
drew M. Moor, electrical supplies, and
sisters of Mrs. Macomber
and Mrs. Kugene D. Brann & Co., taxidermists. The
Emma Morgan, of Ellsworth,
to whom is basement was occupied by V. M. Carter,
Oliver McNeil, of Franklin,
farming machinery. Mr. Curtis, dealer in
extended the sympathy of friends.
doors, sashes, etc., occupied the whole of
HAMILTON.
JAMES
the Forsaith building.

I

and use them according to the simple directions printed on the wrapper.
Acute indigestion, lassitude, flatulence,'‘qualmishness,” and other
uncomfortable and distressing sensations after eating, are
righted with a dose or two of these little wonder workers for a weak
digestion. In all acute forms of stomach trouble Beecham's Tills

j

friends

,

month.

DAILY PRESS issues from 12 to 16 pages a day with all the
news up to the hour of issue.
At least four hours later news is given
than in the Boston papers which hare to go to presB very early in the
night to catch early trains for Maine.
Send 25 cents for a single month’s subscription or 75 cants for three months.
ADDRESS:
The

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
I

PORTLAND,

....

MAINE.

is quite ill from the effects of
about ten days ago.

hat tubtcribert at 101
la Hancock county.
.ther papers in the County com'o sol reach so
many. The Ameri«oi the only paper printed in
ask county, and has never claimed to
is the only paper that ean propcalled a Count* paper; all the
The circulae merely local papert.
The American, barring the Bar
Hcoord • summer liet, ie larger
WKRICAN

it

r*

4
bi
ca

Be
he.
ori
re«
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B
thin

All are invited.
March 22.

Mrs.

Fred Milliken

guest

Lena Joy,

Sullivan,

of

of Mrs. C. A. Crabtree

Gleason

Foss

returned

Iront Dexter, where be has
Miss

Springer

Myra

Washington,

Friday
been employed

is

home

home

where she has been

|
!

field.

|

Sullivan, where she has been for
medical treatment. All are glad to learn
that she is much improved.

from

teaching.

C.

Stratton

course

st the

is

The school board has elected Arthur L.
of schools for the

ensuing year.
Miss Edith Foss is home from Higgins
classical institute, Charleston, for the
faster vacation.
Mrs. Lillian Stinson and daughter, Mias
Barbara, of Seal Harbor, were recent
guests of Mrs. Lula Crabtree.
There will be

a

social

f'rankun.

ho

Rev. A. W. Lorimer
Eden last week.

was

Francis

in town from

has

Preston

been

seriously

District Superintendent H. B. Haskell
conducted quarterly conference here Mon-

day evening.
The drama on the evening of March 15
a full house and evoked much favorable comment.

Maas.,

for

a

in

Somerville,

few weeks with her

daughter,

Mrs, Edward Perkins.

hiving

a

house

frame

dance at town hall

is

Springer.
Mrs. Howard (Webb and little daughhave returned from a visit with relatives at Corea.

ter

Samuel Lipsky and Shirley Bunker attended the basket ball game in Ellsworth

I Friday evening.
Mrs. Boscoe Nason is convalescent, after
a severe attack of rheumatism. Mr. Nason
is gaining all the time.
O. W. Fosa attended the dedication of
Donald and Maxwell Phelps are in Steuthe New Shrine Home at Lewiston Friday,
March 19. In the evening Capt. Foes was ben, returning with their aunt, Mrs. Juswho tin Smith, who has been spending a few
one of a Urge class of novitiates

j

travelled the hot sands.

days

Mrs. Harold Foss has gone to Melrose,
Mass., for an indefinite stay. She was
accompanied by her brother Kenneth,
who will be the guest of* Miss Ethel Crabtree at Mansfield, Mass.

H. H. Havey is in Philadelphia on business.
Master Morton is visiting his
grandparents, W. H. Moore and wife, at
Prospect Harbor.

here.

Mrs. Leslie Swan

\

Oscar

Emery, of Bangor,

is

teaching

high school.
Hiram Whitaker, of Gouldaboro,

waa

at

called to LawHALL QUARRY.
illness of |
Frank R. Moore and wife, of Ellsworth,
Friends
•pent Sunday at J. B. Maoomber’s.
are glad to hear favorable reports of hi*
Mrs. Lizzie Davis and little son are visitoase.
her mother, Mrs. Anna Harkins.
The remains of Gkrdiner
of ing
was

rence, Mass., last week, by the
her son Burleigh, ot diphtheria.

Crabtree,

Mrs. F. H. Somes is at home from Brewer
Bar Harbor, were brough t hare lor interment, the funeral being bald Saturday where she has been visiting relatives.
forenoon, from the home of Seth Crabtree, I Miss Nelson and Miss Furnias cams SatPastor Macomber officiating.
urday, and will reopen their schools toMnrchie Gordon occupied the pulpit at day.
the Methodist church at the Sunday afterMrs. Georgia Scam moo went to Hull's
noon service.
Mr. Gordon is one of our Cove last week, where she has employyoung townsmen, who baa been studying ment.
for t be ministry. He held the close attenMiss Alberta Seavey, who has been spendtion of his audience and made a favorable
ing a week at Southwest Harbor, is at

impression.
March 22.

borne.
B.

Miss Bernice Macornber is at home for a
week's vacation from Bridgewater normal
school.

WEST FRANKLIN.

r_sr
Bcw.la.rf.

Ml11

to

are

be-

oonflned

the house two weeks with inflammatory

rheumatism.

Min Hattie Savage will

soon

millinery and fancy goods shop

•>—
‘hl«

tods, berth,

btrr.vtT^*

Preparations (or Easter ooooerte
ing made by the churches.
baa been

*“

open a
the

It* .Inecrc •,apathy to tbc
"
*ht
aad family and friend..
That the charter be
d,,^
for
the
■nonrnlnp
epace of thlrt,
these resolutions be entered at
lenrth
the records, and that a copy b.
*•
eririoar of the deceased, and a
COB,
llehed in Tan Ellsworth Ambsica.
Ki-ornb 8. Tat-aim,.
Gao sob B. Fuu.ee.

derVik?
.**•

£

in

Stanley Lawrie. wbo haa been critically Lawton store.
Knowledge of man and manner. ...
John T. Finney, whose sight has been freedom
past two weeks, is improving.
ofhabitude., end JSi*
Everett Tracy is loading a car with posts greatly impaired by cataracts on bis eyes, with ll.e best company of both J,"'*
4e*H
at t he East brook siding.
C. J. Murcb will leave (or Boston to-day for surgical necessary.- IJryden.
treatment. His wile will accompany him.
loaded one with hoops list week.
His triends hope for a successful operation.
.Sbbcvturmnita
T.
Much 22.
Prohibition day rally, owing to the failSULLIVAN HARBOR.
ure to obtain an out-of-town speaker, was
Harry Patten has returned home from postponed to Sunday evening, March 28,
111, Weak and Emaciated, 1*
at the Congregstional church. The proBoston.
stored to Health by Vlnol
will consist cf music, readings and
Miss Wilson returned from Greenville gram
"Our little daughter, aix years of m.
addresses by Pastors Lincoln and BerSaturday.

with him.
Svmac.

Mrs. Henry Bean is spending the
winter with her daughter, Mrs. Boscoe

tUtm

SOUTH WK8T HARBOR.

Capt. William Herrick

Williams has gone to Concord,

m.v

PORTLAND, MAINE, CHILD

drew

Flora Perkins is

aMWawl Owe .V«w

ill the

Thursday.

Mrs. Alvin Stinson and daughter. Miss
of Seal Harbor, visited relatives
here last week.

is

pneumonia.

N. H., where he has employment.
of Waterville,
Mrs. Bertha McPbt-*,
called on relatives here Last week.

The X. E. C. club enjoyed the hospitality
Miss Vida Springer at Green Gables

Barbara,

Wilbur is 111 of

Henry Sellison
prepared.

McFarland, of Bar Harbor, is the
guest of relatives at West Franklin.
Miss Cassilena Springer, who has spent
the winter in Boston, arrived h&ne SatArthur

Mrs.

COUNTY NEW he
h

_

Mrs. Mary A. Bragdon is at home from W.O. Emery's Sunday.
Fred dark was called to Franklin last
Augusta, where she visited her son
Thomas during the winter.
week by the death of hia mother.
March 18.
The funeral of
Mrs. Elizabeth Newhall passed away
Capt. Ephraim Dver
WEST SULLIVAN.
took place at his home Tuesday forenoon, Saturday evening, at the home of Mrs.
Pastor Macomber officiating
Z. L. Wilbur spent a few days in FrankHinman, where she had spent the last
lin recently.
Mrs. Evelyn Clough, has returned to the years of a long life, being in the eightyof her age. Having been quite
Capt. and Mrs. J. K. Mitchell spent home of her mother Mrs. Elvira Clark, sixth year
an invalid for a long time, her circle of
having spent the winter in Boeton.
Sunday in Prospect Harbor.
The West Franklin dramatic club w ill acquaintance here waa not large, but the
Helen Mortimer, of Winterport, is visitwas much loved by all who knew her, for
give ita twice postponed presentation ot
ing friends and relatives here.
her kindly, patient and helpful nature.
“Willowdale” Tuesday evening, March 23.
Mrs. Harvey Thomas spent a few days
Funeral services were held Monday afterRev. C. J. Brown, ot Milbridge, who
last week with Mrs. Nellie Thomas.
noon, conducted by Rev. C. A. Purdy.
tn special meetassisted
Pastor
Macomber
B. W. Brown and son Prank, of MilThe interment will be at Lexington, Maas.
last week, left for Vermont WednesB.
March 22.
bridge, were in town ou business Thurs- ings
day.
day.

of Maine

Thursday evening, March, Zb. Music by
Kelley’s orchestra of three pieces. H. S.
Young is manager.
Miss Huel Young, a recent graduate of
Stu a’s easiness college, Bangor, has taken
• position with Lymburner 4t Hodgkins,
Bar Harbor, ns book-keeper and stenographer.
Herbert S. Young, oldest eon of C. B.
Young and wile, and Miss Mina Blaisdell,
•f Franklin, were married at Bangor Friday, March 19. Many friends extend confratuiationo.

w

ill of pneumonia
His
improved.
Percy, of Weehawken, N. J.,

this week.

Youug superintendent

McFarland has returned

past week, is slightly
daughter, Mrs. James

taking the short

University

Monroe

the

■wife.
Carl

Mrs.
from

S. C. Thorsen,

James C. Wortben, ot Melrose, Mass.,
was a week-end guest of O. W. Foss aud

poultry

returned last week from

business trip to Springfield.
O. H. Norris, of Bar Harbor, was a recent guest of his sister, Mrs. E. H. Butter-

1

n*ss

of

a

the

was

Thursday.

vis-

Miss Idylene Shute has returned to Casattend school.

HANCOCK.
Luvien Foss, of Dexter, was a week-end
guest of Millard Foss aad wife.

are

in tow'n.

tine to

~

Wert

oihor pugoo

boo

urday.

is ill.

M. Earfey and wife, of Bangor,

>IJNTY NEWS.
■

McFarland

Count* tfmoo

#

ARK.

WEST HANCOCK.
Monroe

Prmokliu Sunday by the critical illof Mr. Clark’s mother, Mrs. Nellie
Clark.
T.
March IS.

COUNTY NEWS.
For mMWoimI

sale.

iting
--"

re-

The sewing circle ia to have a sale and
school bouse1 here next Friday evening, March 26. The drama is
‘•Miss Topsy Turvy.” There will be icecream, cake and home-made candy for

of all the other paper! printed
acock county.

fcr.:.

shock

drama at tbe

rat

1

■

ceived

pott-offices

nard.

last week, during
Wednesday night
the heavy
tbe
house of
snowstorm,
Thomas Savage caught Ore and waa
burned, with all ita contents. Mr. Savage
and bis daughter Hattie barely escaped
with their lives. Mrs. Savage and daughter Uaxel were visiting at Otter Creek.
The house was insured, but of couree the
lose of the entire furnishings cannot be
covered, ae among the accumulations of a
lifetime many things ol value, dear by
association, can never be replaced.
of

A boyt’ club hae recently been organised here through the eflorta of the Bar.
Mr. Barnard.
Harmon ball has been
rented aa headquarters, and la open every
day and evening for the use of the school
boys. A code of by-laws baa been
adopted and tha following oflloera elected:
vioePresident, Raymond Whitmore;
president, Paul Sawyer; secretary and
treasurer, Jesse Mills; senior warden,
Elmar MarshaUg Junior wardens, Foster
Higgins and Raymond Homes; committee
on games, Clyde Gott, Dan Lawton, Paul
Donations of
Sawyer and the leader.
magaaines for tha reading table an
solicited.
March 22.
SrBAY.

after a severe attack of the
meegw
which developed Into
left pitifully thin, weak and eraedu.
ed. She had no appetite, and her ittm.
ach was so weak It could not
rstg.
food. She lay In this condition
|g
weeks, end nothing the doctor y.
scribed did a bit of good, and we
wu,
beginning to think she would never *

pneumonlafpj

cover.

"At this time we commenced to
ph,
her Vlnol, and the effect was man*
oua.
The doctor was aimed at
be
progress, and when we told him v,
were giving her Vlnol, he
replied, •#
is a line remedy, keep it up.’ We
tip
so, and she recovered her health up
months
before
strength
the doeut
J.
thought she could."
w. Hu,
Me.
Portland,
cures
Vlnol
conditions like this be
cause In a natural manaer It
iDcmmgi
the appetite, tones up the dlgmom
organa, makes rich, red blood, pad]
at rang! kens every organ in the
▼IWOL It laid la KUawoith
Pare Ear. Drigglat.

a

‘j

NO NEED OF
A YETEGINffl

MBMOBIAL inoivnom.

It is with sadness that ws present to Tremont lodge. No. 77. F. and A. M.. resolutions
on the death
of Brother Lewis Harmon,
whose sudden death caused us all to mourn
for one who had been a loyal member of this
order.
Resolved. Therefore, that by the death of
Brother Harmon, our order loses a valuable
member, our town a good citisen, and his
fsmily a kind husband and father.
Ketolrrd. That Tremont lodge shows its
sympathy for the bereaved family by forwarding to them a copy of these resolutions,
spreading them upon its records, and publishing them in Ihb Elusoith Ambbican.
also that we drape our charter for thirty days
in his memory.
8m W. Nosvood.
GBonos H. Fcllbb.
Euobns 8 Turn*to*.

body,'

Gao.

“We ran a Li vary, Feed and Hale gttbh,
have a city transfer and handle hard ul
■oft coal and consequently we need a god
many bones,” any Bedell Bros, of Moan
Carmel, IU. “We have need Hloan’i Lament end Veterinary Remedies for ytsn
and find they give perfect satisfictiia.
Aa lone » Sloan's remedies are in oar tan
we do not need a veterinary surgeon. Wt
an never
wilhont them and consriatioualy recommend them to all borauaJ
Colby Bros., of the Mineral City Limy,
Fort Dodge, la., write: —“I hare and
Sloan's Colic Con, Liniment and Few
and Distemper Remedy for t he past tea
yean, and ainoe 1 have been using them.!
have never had a veterinary in my ban,
and have not lost a bone from either edit
or distemper, and will any that any mu
with a bone or hones who keeps Blots'!
Liniment and Veterinary Remedies h
his barn will never have occasion to calls

The preeent fall of snow and the good
O. S. Chatman, of Hardwick, Vt., was
Phillips Eaton began her sea- sledding are like the merry widow hats
in town last week on business for the
The reading at town hall Saturday even- son's work Monday, when the schooner out of season.
Granite Co.
The “Springer fortune” is again coming Woodbury
ing, March 20, was largely attended con- Winchester was brought over the falls to
Much sympathy is felt here for Mrs.
to the front. About thirty years ago
aidering the weather and travelling. Mis s be loaded with stone.
Gertrude Gordon in the death of Grace,
Maude Andrews, of Augusta, who is a
Mrs. Sylvia Ash was called home from meetings were held weekly in this town.
talented elocutionist, gave several read- Bangor by the illness of her daughter Genealogy and family bibles proved w ith- her only daughter. Mrs. Gordon was a
former resident here.
ings which were thoroughly enjoyed, and Marcia, who has typhoid fever at the ont doubt that about one-half of this
March At.
Pebble.
•he responded to warm encores. Rev. P. home of Herbert Grindle. Mrs. Grindle town's population were going to be
Committee.
A. A. KilLam sang two solos which de- | also has typhoid fever.
“Rockyfellows” against their wills. Much
OTTER CREEK.
was paid out to send delegates to
lighted the audience, and he responded to
MBMOBIAL BBSOLUTIONS.
George H. Tracy is home from Steuben, money
Milton Walls is ill of tonsilitis and abMisses Lara Young, Hazel
an encore.
Bangor and St. Louis to represent the conResolutions adopted by Tremont lodge, No.
[ where he has had employment during the
77. F. and A M on March 4. 1909. on the death
Merchant, Amy Stratton, Carolyn Crab- i winter. His granddaughter. Miss Alma tingent here. Finally a delegate was scess of the throat.
of
our brother, Robie M. Norwood, who
chosen
at St. Louis to go to Sweden and
tree and Nellie Abbott also sang a selecThe Sunday school held a social at the
passed veterinary.”
Cook, has also returned from there, havtion. Miss Lara Young was pianist for
away peacefully at his home In ftonthwest
bring acroes the sum ot money that would vestry Friday evening.
Sloan's Treatise on the Horae, sent frn
ing spent the winter with her aunt.
Harbor
on February S, 1909.
The
make
a
million
rich.
was
ander
the evening.
the
reading
But, alas,
Springers
to any horseman.
Address Dr. Earl 8.
Miss Eliza Stanley, who is employed at
About sixty attended the rehearsal of
Bro. Norwood began in anrly life to follow
of
Pamola
he
never
and
we
are
returned,
auspices
grange.
waiting to Bar Harbor, spent Sunday at home.
Mans.
the Concert of Nations Friday evening.
the sea. and when a young man was in com- Sloan, Boston,
March 22.
be
reimbursed.
C.
|
Mias Louisa Hawkins, of 8uilivan, has ;
The ladies’ circle will meet with Mra. mand of a vessel and continued in that posiNellie R., wile of John T. Clark, died at
tion until about six years ago. when he came
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLL
been engaged as accompanist, and Miss
Cora Davis next Saturday afternoon.
MARLBORO.
her
home
here
March
three weeks
after
home to spend the later years of his life with
16,
Mothers who value thsir own comfort Ml
Helen Bartlett will be one of the soloista.
James
Smith
and
wife
went
to
SouthCleveland Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, is
his family. He was always interested in the welfare of their children. should never*
of
illness of brain and nerve
painfull
The entertainment will consist of solos,
west Harbor Monday to visit relatives.
without s box of Mother Grey « Sweet Feemasonry, being one of the oldest members of
the
Visiting friends here.
Mrs.
Clark
trouble,
grip.
following
ders for Children, for nee throughout the mar
a male and female quartette, duets, part
The lobster fishermen are all busy get? Tremont lodge, and the last few years he had eon. They bresk
up Cold*. Carr Fever**
Edvard Treadwell and wife, of Ells- songs and specialties. An orchestra will was about aiziy-three years of age. She
their gear ready for the spring flah- always been a regular attendant at Its meet- new, Constipation.Teething Ditor .Vr*. Hat
was a woman of decided convictions, an
ting
ache end 8 to much Trouble*. THKriB POfbe organized for the occasion.
worth, are visiting their son Ueolge.
ings.
DBEH NBVBB FAIL. Sold by *11 Dnf
industrious woman, devoted to her family, ing.
As a citisen and in his fraternal relations, Stores, 86c. Dow'! aeeeatf any aubaiitvt*, A
Bradbury Smith has had the telephone f and a good
Mrs. 8. □. Hemick and her son, Homer
Julius Smith, who baa been ill all winneighbor, who will be missed.
trial package will be sent FKKK to ut
room
in
was
the
he
Granite
hotel
so
kind
and
noted
genial,
for
that ;
his strict mother wbo
enlarged
Wilbur, spent last Saturday with relatives
will nddrees Allen 8. OlmdnA
She leavee, besides her husband, three sons ter with heart trouble, is able to be about
two operators may work
integrity, and his memory will be cherished Le Boy, N. Y.
mt Mt. Desert Ferry.
comfortably. } —Claud and Harry, of this town, and Fred, a little.
*
the
summer
the Hancock Point, of
During
Sullivan, and four daughters—Mrs.
Miss May Young, who has been visit- Sorrento
All the friends of Mrs. Nellie Savage
and Sullivan summer contingent
ing friends here, has returned to her makes the business too great for one Lena Collar, Mrs. Maud Goodwin, Mrs. sympathize with her in the loss of her
Idis
of
and
Mrs.
Barths
Braoey,
Franklin,
borne in Sooth Hancock.
which was burned at Southwest
operator.
They have added a ferret to McPhee, of WatervilM. She ie survived home,
Harbor last week, while Mrs. Savage and
Mrs. E. C. Alexander, who has been the forces employed a. the hotel, and at also
on*
brother
ana
two
sisters—W.
W.
by
her daughter Hazel were here on a visit.
with her mother the past few weeks, has his natural bent of “ratology” he has;
Woodworth, Mrs. Ruth French and Mrs.
March 22.
Anon.
returned to her home in Hoalton.
proved a valuable addition. Whether he Alonzo
Funeral
services
were held
Tripp.
will be used to ferret the “rubberology”
at
the
The friends of Mrs. Clara Ford will be
Baptist church, March IS. Rev. Mr.
BAK HARBOR.
on
the telephone lines is not yet anChase officiating.
giaa 10 know that she haa so far recovered nounced.
William U. Crabtree died Wednesday,
March
22.
CH’B’BB.
from her shock as to be able to sit up.
i
March 22.
Vox Populi.
March 17, at the age ol fifty-six years.
m
Miss Luella Hodgkins has gone to LaThe remains were taken Friday to FrankEAST FRANKLIN.
moine to work for James Grant. His wife
lio, the former home of the deceased,
PARTRIDGE COVE.
Mrs. Loren Brewer, of Bar Harbor, is
an
to
where funeral services were held
Saturday.
William Kellen was in Northeast Harbor visiting her sister, Mrs. Bartlett Wallace.
He leaves a widow and two daughters—
fRrSitai.
last week on business,
T. M. Blaisdell went to Bucksport March Mrs. William Small and Mrs. Johnson,
Everett Tinker ha9 gone to Northeast 20 to visit his sister, Mrs. George Erskine. both of Bar Harbor.
where
he
has
work.
Harbor,
T. E. Hooper is hauling logs to 8. 8.
Deputy Sheriffs Richardson and Madden
Mrs. James T. Grant is ill. Miss Luella Scammon's mill to have sawed iuto lum- seized
a
twenty-four quarts of whiskey
Hodgkins, of Marlboro, is at work there. ber for an addition to his barn.
last week on the way from the Maine
Mrs. Lydia Springer has gone to East
Rev. A. W. Lorimer, a former Baptist Central wharf up street on a jigger. The
Surry to visit her daughter, Mrs. Howard pastor here, now of Eden, accompanied deputies have been having rather hard
an answer
Doan’s Kidney Pills Have Done
Lord.
by his w ife, was in town this week visiting luck receutly, getting on the trail of
Great Service for People
several lots of liquor, only to find that
Mrs. Norton Tinker and son Delancey, former friends and parishioners.
a
of Northeast Harbor, spent Sunday with
Who Work in hllsworth.
Miss Vivian Scammon, who has been pome technicality prevented their seizure.
This time, however, they took a chance,
in
school
New
Most Ellsworth people work every day Edgar Springer and family.
!
has
teaching
Hampshire,
March 22.
A.
j returned home for a short vacation. She and found their suspicions confirmed,
an
in some strained, unnatural positionanswer
of
twenty-four quarts,
will return to teach the spring term in the to ;the extent
| which,- if other technicalities
bending constantly over a desk—riding on
come up,
NORTH LAMOINE.
same place.
they will confiscate as violating the pure
jolting wagons or cars-doing laborious
Zenath Tabbott is seriously ill.
The Y. P. S. C. E. was led Sunday by
j food law.
housework; lifting, reaching or pulling,
Nason Springer.
It was an interesting
Mrs. Bernice Salisbury is ill of grip.
a
or trying the hack in a hundred and one
meeting. An interesting talk was given
Miss Ulah Marshall, of Trenton, is with
answer
SALISBURY COVE.
by Mrs. Brewer, of Bar Harbor, on the
other ways. All these strains tend to her sister, Mrs. Bernice
Salisbury.
Miss Margaret Kocb occuptea the pulmission work by the ladies of Bar Harbor
wear, weaken and injure the kidneys until
Rev. A. B. Lorimer and wife were guests
pit of the Baptist church Hundity morning.
amoug tbe poor.
they (all behind in their work ol filtering of Mrs. George H. Coggins Friday.
Rev. A. W. Lorimer and wife spent sevThe Free Baptist ladies’ church society
the poisons from the blood. Doan’s KidMrs. George H. Coggins left Friday for
is preparing to give a musical* some time eral days recently iu Franklin with former
an
ney Pills cure sick kidneys, put new Calais to join her daughter Eunice, who this week. There will be vocal and in- pariabiouers.
is spending her vacation with her uncles,
strumental music, a cake-walk, recitations
About a dozen friends pleasantly surStrength in bad backs. Ellsworth cures
George and Percy Lord.
and other attractions. The proceeds will prised Mrs. Jerusha Bowden, March
<
15,
prove it.
March 22.
Y.
#
go towards spring repairs on the church. her seventy-second birthday, spending
Mrs. P. C. Carpenter, Washington St.,
March 30.
the
R.
evening with her. Mrs. Bowden has
SEAL HARBOR.
Ellsworth, Me., says; “I can spesk in the
We have pay stations
not been out of door for nearly six months
everywhere.
NORTH
terms
ol
Doan’s
FRANKLIN.
reason
of s fractured hip. Her friends
Mrs. William A. Woodworth, ol White
highest
by
Kidney Pills, as
Look
for
the
blue
bell.
are
A son was bom to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
glad to know she is slowly gaining,
they have proven of the greatest benefit Plains, N. Y., died at her home there on
*
and hope to see her out soon.
in my family. My son often came home March 6, of pneumonia. Mrs. Woodworth, Bragdon March 9.
her husband and their daughter Amy
March 190.
k.
Guy Butler and family, of Eaatbrook,
from work complaining of an aching back
have been for more than twenty years
visited relatives her* Saturday and Sunover
his
I
directly
kidneys.
finally pro- summer (guests at the Seaside Inn, Seal
TREMONT.
day.
cured a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills at Harbor, and in August have occupied their
Capt. Levi Rich has had a telephone put
Claude Clark and wife were called to
j in his house.
Moore's drag store, and he took them as bungalow on Sutton’s Isle.
directed with the result that he was soon
Miss Edith Moore, of Bar Harbor, is visQstek cIIsnmIc chssgH try strong constitutions and cause, among other evils, nasal iting Miss Ida Kellay.
LAMOINE.
gid of his trouble. He hss said to me
catarrh, s troublesome »nd offensive disease.
M. B. Young was in town Thursday.
Shirley Kellay, who has been in Bangor
■sore than onos that Doan’s Kidney Pills
Sneezing end snuffling, coughing end difficult
attending Shaw's businessa college, is
Mrs. Benjamin Young recently (ell on breathing, and the
were the best remedy he ever tried.”
disdrip, drip of
foul
home.
the iee and hurt her head severely.
charge into the throat—all are ended by Ely’s
Por sals by all dealer*.
Prios GO cents.
March 22.
The pipe olub met with F. J. Rich WedS.
Cream Balm. This honest remedy contains
Poster-Milburn Ofc, BnfUo, New Pork,
no cocaine, mercury, nor other harmful innaaday evening. The usual game of sixty■ole agents for the United States.
The
worst
cases
gredient.
yield to treatmeat three was enjoyed, and the pipe of
peace
Be mem bar the name Doan’s—and take
in a short time. All druggists, Me., or mailed
was smoked.
Steamer

—

The Answer
is

Work

important thing
consider in sending any

Weakeasl'he
Kidneys.

kind of

message.

A letter

brings
in days;
telegram brings
in

hours;

but

the

long distance telephone
brings the
instantly
Why not stop to consider

--

the value of

immediate

answer?

New England Telephone
and

Telegraph Company

1

•M other.

OSBSe VH

hy Ely Bros., M Warren Street, New York.

March It.,<
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day, and mi largely attended. Bee. A. B.
(Mar officiating. The bearer* ware her
two brothers and two friends—Albion
Closson and James Qrindle. A male quarWALTHAM.
tette rendered appropriate selections.
Howard Jordan moved out of the wood*
James L. Bannders, Jr., and J. H. Billings and wile express deep gratitade to Saturday.
friends and neighbors tor the kindness
Miaa Julia Hankin la working for Mr*.
shown them.
Mary Haalam.
March 13.
A.
Miaa Alice Clough, of Ellaworth Falla,
ia visiting relatives here.
CA8TINE.
Herman Jordan met with a loas in one
W. A. Ricker and wife are spending
of hla team borsea recently.
a tew da;e in Lewie ton.
Walter Colby, who has been spending
Charlea McCluskey left Monday mornseveral days in Ellaworth, came home
ing tor a few days in Boston.
quite ill of grip.
Mrs. Pierce ia in town for aeveral weeks,
Vernon Haslemand Marion Jordan, who
the guest of Mra. E. H. Carpenter.
have been spending their vacation at home,
W.8, Brown has been confined to the returned to Pittsfield to-day.
house several days with a severe cold.
A. Q. Jellison and wife, of Ellaworth
Postmaster C. H. Hooper has been Falla, who have been in town the
peat
confined to the house for aeveral days week, have returned home.
with gyip.
Companion court Sunbeam, I. O. F., will
Edmond Walker, who spent the past have a dance and sale at Fox’s ball Monweek with his father in Augusta, returned
day evening, March 29. Supper will be
home Saturday.
served.
Ned Brown and wife, of Bradford, are
Mrs. Arvill Jordan and George Stanley
visiting Mrs. Brown’s parents, George were called to Franklin Saturday by the
Weeks and wife.
illness of their
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BROOKUN.
ia building • barn.
Mayo
IaMC
ia wry ill of pleurlay.
George Stewart
from New York
returned
Kane
Wallace

Saturday.

Babeon baa returned from

b.

j

Male.

goibury,
of Machiaaport, ia VisMoulton Cooper,
M. Bridge*’.
iting at 11.
wbo haa been flatting
Mis9 Ada Herrick,
blend's in Bluehiil, ia at borne. ia
of Rockland,
apendFrank I. Staples,
with bia family.
tag. fee days
ia home from Bridgeport,
krapr Nutter
where be baa been employed.
Conn.,
home from Bock-

Principal Allen came
where
land Saturday,

be

spent tbepnat

of twenty-two feet will be
*An extension
of tbe Weet End
southern
end

the

budt on
dining ball Ibis apring.
wife and O. L. Flye
Henry \V. Flye and
in Vineland, N. J., to attend tbe

Neville-Banter wedding.

day gatherings at thla season have been
omit tail, on account of so much 111 neat.
Mr*. Jolla A. Card, who has bean oaring
for Mrs. Georgia Winchester during her
illness, has returned to her home in Ellsworth.
March 22.

•,«

At*»

M

lisiine.

graduating

Couaina ia

ise

a

of tbe

member

March 21.

hundred students this term.

claae.

The Union service was held in the
Methodist church Sunday evening, Rev.
Mr. Patterson giving the address. Music
was furnished by the destine orchestra.

saddened to bear
The community
the death ol Mre. H. K. Bel yea, ol East
waa

formerly paator
Machine. Mr. Belyea
af the Baptist church here.
waa

H.

C.

Mrs. Silsby Goodwin spent last week in
Eddington and Clifton.

Mias Luetta Bridges visited friends at
flargentville last week.
Mrs. Ruby Henderson, of South Bluehill, has been visiting friends in town.

Mrs. Clara Dunbar ia able to sit up
few hours each day.

Word has been received ol the death ol
jBOline \V atsou Hooper, widow ol Uilat me
*rt Hooper, at Havana, Cuba,
mine ol h r daughter Edith, with whom
Mrs.
he had lived for several years.
looptr was Ibe daughter ol the late
leuben and Eliza Watson, of this place.
Ink Kemmk.
Manh 'SI.

The Hall lumber mill began
Monday, with a full crew.

Miss Carrie Wit ham resumes her school
Emerson district to-day.

Frank W. Hutchina left Friday for
Vinalfaaven to engage in shore fishing.
Will Marks and wife, of West Penobscot, were recent guests of Ross Conner
and wife.

aold bis horse to Cape

iotier parlies.
Mrs. Rif hard Urindle, of East Bluehill,
upending a few days with her mother,
tin. F. M. Billings.
John C. Smborn and
(acting out material

Hog

to

hipped

Mi*- Mri
vho ha*

.Myron Grindal are
for a weir to be

Miss Grace D. W’ardwell returned Sunto Castine, where she will be employed
at W. A. Walker’s.

day

|

Miss Eulalia Carter went to Boston Monto spend a few days with her sister.

Mrs. Nellie Batcbeler spent a few days
last week with her brother, Hiram Carter.

If you

spending a few weeks at Sargentville.
Frank Spear, of steamer Pemaquid, who
hat been spending a few weeks at home,
returned to his work Wednesday.
are

March 15.

one

Made from richest Ohio «
in sealed tanks and cleaned
less times before grinding,
every half hour at the mills.
It n

B.

_

particular

are

about your flour, here is
just made for you.

Mrs. Bessie Carter and daughter Haael

Elmer Bridges, who has been Visiting
at Tremont, is home.
Monlton Cooper, ol steamer Pemaquid,
ia vialting at H. W. Bridges’.

j

Flour

week.

AMn» A1URE COWART, Mot,
VWMd.OU.

Akira Bridges, who has been employed
at Bar Harbor, came home Wednesday for

For Sale

j

island.

attending

Mrs.

liandtr.-. went to Belfast to visit

Eunice
an

aunt

her way home.

m

Congratulations
tod Mrs. Jiirm
da

extended

to

Mr.

S. Condon upon the birth
This is the thirteenth

all under

twenty-one years of age.

death

of

her

sist«r, Mrs.

Eunice

Tie

NORTH SEDGWICK.

gripMrs. Angie Carter has

was

'cause

held at the home Fri-

for aubm

day.

Disregarded.

March

just a natural desire tor food
<**°I appetite or stomach distress after
King indicate indigestion or dyspepsia,
i»

fitting

is a

Conary.
Miss Grace

*t«.

j*

the

-^hwt

cause

heaviest

and

trouble tbau a disorand many people daily

abuse of the stomach.
evt**youe in Ellsworth who is
r,,,n a,,y stomach derangement,
°r
whether acute or

or

Iftm^
biii!

proving.

fen9h}n
“Jetted
blip*” [toru
Idvins ?'ho
by
HmElf
Norton' Jmce®»
Btrengthen the digeshiltS®** create good digestion and asthe bowels,
hB^hi naturally regulateand
create a
nutrition,
ih^iiiinVer,ect
Ql cure of all
Kiev*
le

unhealthy

Ba*.

Mrs. E.
is

r

we

«ic.

j open

Moore,

wa6 given in the
seminary parlors Wednesday evening, in
honor of Miss Florence Stover, teacher of
shorthand and typewriting for the past
five years. Miss Stover will leave shortly

Crosby,

Russell

B. Mills and

DEDHAM.

Free advice, how to obtain patent*, trade marks,
copyrights.etc.. (N ALL COUNTRIES.
Business direct with Washington saves time,
money and often the patent.
Patent r.nd Infringement Practice Exclusively.
Write

Everett Blake is at home from Bangor.

Miss

Helen Robinson, of Holden, is
visiting Miss Marcia Burrill.
Mrs. L. R. Black, with two children,
visited relatives in Brewer last week.
Mrs. Arie Burrill and daughters

Bertha,

of

Brewer,

are

Gerguests

of Mrs. 8. P. Webber.

Two members were admitted to Mountain Kebekah lodge Friday evening.

academy

March 19. There will be
two weeks.

a

closed

vacation

of

The young ladies who attend normal
school at Castine returned for the spring

Ceuuueuciug, Oct. %, 1908.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
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6ANUOK TO BAR HARBOR.

be held in the Congregavestry by the Y. P. S. C. E. Thursday evening, March 25.
New s has been received of the death of
John Q. A. Butler at his home on the
Hudson. In former years he was a frequent summer visitor here. His wife, who
survives him, was a sister of the late Mrs.
Mary Jane Clough and Simeon Wood.
March 22.
M.

P
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Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.39
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.52
p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
1 Stops on signal to conductor,
c Stops to leave but not to take passengers
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

Passengers

earnestly requestly
before
the
are

to

procure tickets
trains, and
entering
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to

Ellsworth.

F. E. BOOTH BIT, Gen’l Pass.
MORRIS M’DONALD.
Vice-Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
General office, Portland. Me.

22.H’

SIMPLE HEMKI>¥ FOR LA CKIPPE
freLa grippe coughs aro dangerous as they
Foley s
uuently develop into pueumonia.
the cough hut
not
stops
Tsr
only
and
Honey
so that no
heals and strengthens the lungs
genuine
serious results need be feared. The harmlul
no
contains
Tar
and
Foley’s Honey
Refuse
drugs and ia In a yellow package.

j

lubatitato.

John W. Saunders, living on the Bluehill road, who has been confined to his bed
several w'eeks, is able to be about the

G. A. Faecbm*.

All those on the sick list are improving.
Moses Moon is able to be dressed. Philip
and Hiram Treworgy go out when it is
pleasant. Charles Hammond, although
still very weak, is better. The members
of Curtis Clark’s family are improving.

Eastern Steamship Company

Catherine Moon visited Mrs. M. D.
Cbatto Saturday, the 20th, it being Mrs.
Chatto’s birthday. All the usual birth*
Mrs.

FIRST CLASS FARE
Between Bar Harbor and Boston

Catherine leaves Bar Harbor at
8 a m, Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor.
Slonlnigton North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer

in,

Steamer Juliette leaves Bluehiil at 8 a
Mond.it s and Thursdays tor South Bluehiil,
♦Vest Tremont Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle,
Sargentville, South Brooksvlfle, Dark Harbor
and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

RETURNING

Pabchbb.

Tuesdays

Leave Rockland at 5.30 a m, or on arrival of
steamer from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday
for Bar Harbor, Bluehiil, and Intermediate

landings.

K. S. J.

Foley’s Kidney Remedy will care any case
of kidney or bladder trouble that is not beyond the reach of medicine. Cares backache
and irregularities that if neglected might result in Bright’s disease or diabetes. O. A.

at
United States Mat

OSes,

_I
Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and
for those who
HAVING
need assistance
the
five
care

next
may
during
vearsandare le<cal residents of Ellswi rth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care lor them at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Drummey.

Morsr, Agent, Bar Harbor.

6%

is what your money will
invested in shares of the

Ellsworth
now

if

court.

matter

following
for the action
a^HEsented
after indicated, it is

having been prethereupon hereinhereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persona interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellaworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they mayappear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth. in said connty, on the sixth daj of
April, a. d. 1909, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

NEW SERIES

A
is

earn

To all persons interested in the estate hereinafter named.
At a probate conrt held at Ellsworth, in «nd
for the county of Hancock, on tne fifteenth
day nf March, a. d. 1909. being an adjourned
session of the March a. d. 1909 term of said

Loanjiid Building Mj

opeu. Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
ments, 81 per share,

WHY PAY

RENT

cause.

when jou can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage ai d
reduce it every month? Monthly
pay ments > no interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying (or
rent, and tu about ten years you
will

Barbara Bunker, late of Sorrento, in said
A certain instrument purcounty deceased.
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition lor probate thereof, presented by Charles H. Preble,
the executor therein named.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars inquire of
O. W. Taplby, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

INSOLVENCY NOTICE.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:—Court of Insolvency.
is hereby given that the following
matter has been presented to the court
of infolvency for the county of Hancock, at a
term of said court held at Ellsworth, within
and for said county, on the second day of
March, a. d. 1909, for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated; and that it is ordered
by said court that notice thereof be published
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county t*f Hancock. once a week for three successive weeks,
that auy person interested in said matter may
appear at a court of insolvt nc^r to be held at
the probate court room, in said Ellswor h on
the sixth day of April next, at tr n o’clock in
the lor- noon, and be beard thereon, and object if they see cause.
A. H. Buzzell and Son, of Amherst, insolvent debtors.
Accouut filed by Arthur \V.

A. W. King. President.

NOTICE

ilnaurance Staltrotnls.
FIRE

INSURANCE CO.,

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1908.
Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans,
Stocss and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets.

None

$207,550*00

10,500 00
183,479 50
30,235 60
60,567 53
None
8,000 69
5i6 25

Silsby, assignee.

$500,869 57
1,955 69

Attest:
court

of said

Admitted assets,
$498,913 88
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1908.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 54,638 61
Unearned premiums,
216,241 30
All other liabilities,
9,854 .'8
Cash capital,
200,000 00
4
Surplus over all liabilities,
18,179 39

UNION ASSURANCE
CO., Ltd,
OK LONDON, ENGLAND.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1908.
Real estate.
$
883,000 00
Mortgage loans.
23,000 00
Stocks and bonds,
4,600,213 77
Cash in office and bauk,
473,451 38
Agents' balances,
818,804 60
Bills receivable,
33,432 03
Interest and rents,
71,328 06
All other assets,
8,155 59

COMMERCIAL

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

Admitted assets,
$6,849,258
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1808.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 829,244
Unearned premiums,
3,275,886
All other liabilities,
311,809
Surplus over all liabilities,
2,432,817
O.

W.

TAPLEi’,

>j

WORTH,
county of Hancock, decease

and
the law directs
All perdemands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to mate payment imWinfield 8. McCartney.
mediately.
Waterville, Me., March 12, 1909.
the

given

| sons

bonds

as

having

37
95
38
82

AMERICAN ADS

27

$6,849,258 37
Agent,

ELLSWORTH, MB.

rriHE subscriber hereby gives notict that
i
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
CHARLES F. MACARTNEY, late of ELLSin

$6,922,385 52
78,127 15 |

admitted,

T. F. Mahonby. Register
for said county of Hancock.

fPHE subscribers (hereby give notice that
JL they have been duly appointed administrators of the estate of
STEPHEN SMALLIDGE, late of MT.
DESERT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persona
having demands against the estate oi said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Augusta A. Smith.
Fbed A. Foster.
February 10, 1909.

Total liabilities and surplus,
$498,913 88
JAMES K. MOKTKLL. Agent,
BLUEHILL, ME.

Total|liabilities and surplus,

Subscribe for Thb American.

|

Banking.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

Mount Desert nml Itluehill Division

Steamer leaves Boston at 5 pm,
and Fridays for Rockland.

us

opp

j

EASTERN

Agent,

93.00.
Mrs. Lizzie Stone has gone to Rockla nd
to visit her parents.

to

AM
4 50
8 25

term Inst week.

tional

or come

1

WASHINGTON, D. C.__

..

Miss Lora Kenney, of Bangor, visited
friends in town last week.

trude and

f;iuninK

I

fit Bath Street,

last week.

house.

soon.

March

symp-

opp.

J. Eaton has been quite ill, but

convalescing.

J. W. Paris is having his main store
made.
enlarged and other improvements
E. J. Byard is doing the work.
;
Mrs. George W. Adams came from
with her
I Haverhill Wedneaday for a week
feeble.
farther, J. W. Penney, who is quite

Kut/eftmeut varb*s. For such
sizes, which sell
snaVewLWO
!*r*er
8®c* **.
G.
cor.

***

now

The ice in the river has broken up,
and it ia understood that the factory will

JOT,t° try a 25c. box o( Hexall
r?hlets, which gives 15 days’
Utev min tT1 liie end °* Giat time, your
returned to you if you are
course, in chronic cases,
■fclh r,f a:
•U,

Lewis

Asocial will

after being

SEDGWICK.

VUr

It cieun>t*s, soothes,
he&ls umI proiectu
ie
diseased tuemhrane resulting from Catarrh and drive?
war aCold in the Head quie!:!y. Restores
ue densea of last9 aud Smell.
Full size
>0 ctfc. at XXruggists or by mail.
Liquid
>«0oin Balm for u.-e in atomizers 75 ots.
.k'
-others, 5G Warren Street, New York.

An enjoyable reception

EAST SURRY.

results.

tn ,
he m

is
absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

C.

CRUMBS.

March 22.

U'lry ^xa** Dyspepsia Tablets,
ith
understanding that we
iilru. dlhl>nct
their money without
f
question
a*ter
-ty
reasonable use of
bnJ!?
id *Sni,f’ they are not oerfectly satisthe
We recommend
cu*tomers every day, and
to bear of
anyone who has not
by them. We honestly
to be without
equal. They
the prescriptions of a
devotad «U his time to the
treatment of stomach troubles.
Very Prompt relief, neutralize

Robert Wood.

Miss Retta Pert, of North Blnehill, is
with her sister, Mrs. Harry Conary, who
has had a long illness, but is now im-

serious maladies simply through

^•‘fd

at Blue-

Mrs. Joanna Conary and son Stewart
E.
spent Saturday and Sunday with Mrs.
M. Dow at Bluebill. Mrs. Dow is very ill.

are

more

stomach,
ct

strongest,

Candage isatwork

Brooka Gray is up again
confined to bis bed a week.

moderate eaters.
in
nothing that will create sick*

**

cr

bill (or

" hat
you eat but wbat you diassimilate that does you good,

l>ersons

Mace, Fay

Mary Silsby,
and

The winter term of the

BLUEHILL FALLS.

■j*0118

°1

22._R*®-

Mrs. Kufus Chatto is still quite ill.
Pierce Candage is working for A. R.

habit very dangerous to a
good general health, and insati*
is
tppetile
a sure
symptom of dia-

^18 not
*** *ii<1

few

Mrs. E. C. Sinallidge is in Portland visMrs. John
Jellison, after spending
iting her sisters. Miss Abbie Elwell and
some
months with her parents, C. E.
Mrs. Annie Allen.
I Johnson and wife, has returned to her
R. C. Abbott has been troubled lor horiae in Gardiner.
toe
nail.
an
several weeks with
ingrowing
March 20.
B.
Last week the nail was taken off, since
Mr.
Abbott
which it has been very painlul.
BLUEHILL.
expects to ?o to Bangor to the hospital (or
Miss Emily Wood has been ill some
an operation.
weeks.
The North Sedgwick dramatic clnbgave
F. H. Botler visited relatives in North
an entertainment at grange hall Monday
Castine recently.
evening. The play was “Mr. Bob”. All
I. E. Stanley attended the masonic conrendered their parts well. Ice-cream was
served alter the play. The proceeds ol the vention in Lewiston.
Miss Nellie Douglass has returned to
evening, about |30, will go toward their
new piano that waa put in the ball Monher school in Castine.

Appetite or Diitress Alter Eati>f a Symptom Thai Should Not

Appetite

two

John Evans and wile, ol Bluefaill, spent
Evan's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Abbott.

°F

Be

ill

briday with Mrs.

3tmnt lactam t*.

***

been

weeks.

Sedgwick.

funeral

L.

Mrs. Mar; Douglass is quite ill ot the

innny. cheerful disposition and always
esdyto help in any social enterprise.
Special!, will she be missed in her home,
the leaves la-sides a husband, six small
hildren under ten years of age, the
oungesi an infant of two months. She
l»o leaves a father and
mother, who were
•lied upon to part with another
daughter
)’"r- snd two brothers Prank Lb and
s»« H
Hillings, and one sister—Mrs. F.
of

and

Herbert

bouse.

March 22.

OBITUAHT.

Eunice Maud, w ile of James L. Saunders,
r.,died Wednesday evening, March 10, at
beige of twenty-eight years, alter an dims of only two weeks.
She was operated
pon f -r apts-ndicitis two weeks ago, but
rysipelaa set in, and sbe gradually tailed,
Ik end coming peacefully.
She will
greatly miaaed, aa she was ol

*-Ul°u,

a

Helen Scboppee, of Cherrytield,
the guest of her cousins. Misses

Fanny

eleventh day of Augusi, a. d. 1908, and recorded in the registry of deeds of Huncock
county, book 456. page 477, conveyed to the undersigned Fiancls Cobb & company, a copartnership compos d of William T. Cobb, N.
F. Cobb, Mary A. C. Norton, Jennie C. Butler,
P. C. Notion and William T. and N. P. Cobb,
trustees, all of Rockland, county of Knox,
ai d Stale of Maine. *Ld C. W. 8. Cobb, of 8t.
Louis in the state of Missouri, a certain parcel of real estate situate in said Deer Isle and
bounded and des.-ribed a* follows, to wit:
A certain lot or pa'cel of land, with the
buildings there n. situate iu said Deer Isle,
e-cribed as follows: Beard bounded and
on be westerly si ie of the town toad
ending from Sunset to Dunham’s Point and
at the nortneasterly corner of l.*nd of co .trney Eaton; thence westerly on line or said
Eaton s land to the snore; thence by said
shore southerly by land of H. W. Knowlton;
tbem e easterly by land of stid Knowi on to
the said town road; thence by said road to the
place of b- ginning, containing six acres, more
or less, and being the frame property devi-ed
to this grantor by Eben J. Bn wn, late of fraid
D?er Isle, deceased, by his will dated May 7,
a. d.
MAH. said will oemg approved and allowed by O. P. Cunningham, judge of piobate
for the county of Haucock, at a term of the
probate court held at Ellsworth, Maine, on
the seventh day of July. a. d. 1903.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reaondiiion thereof, we
son of the breach of the
cMm a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Rockland, Maine, February 15, 1909.
Francir Cobb & Co.
By E. B. MacallisW, their attorney.
specially authorized.
William T Cobb.
By E. B. Macallister, his attorney.
specially authorized.
N. F. Cobb
By E. B. Macallister. his attorney,
specially authorized.
Mary A. C. Norton.
By E. B Macallister, her attorney,
specially authorized.
Jennie C. Botibr.
By|E. B. Macallister, her attorney,
specially authorized.
F. C Norton.
By E. B. Macallister, his attorney,
specially authorized.
William T. Cobb,
Trustees.
N. F. Cobb.
E.
B.
Macallister, their attorney,
By
specially authorized.
C. W. S. Cobb.
By E. B. Macallister, his attorney.
specially authorized.

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly

Miss
was

WHEREAS
county of Hancock, and 8tate of
Maine, by hie mortgage deed dated the

CATARRH

The sewing circle met
with
Mrs.
Bessie Crosby last Thursday.
Wardwell, Sunday.
Mrs. Susan Crosby is visiting her
for Colorado.
Harvey Webster is suffering with lame- daughter, Mrs. A. E. Patterson, of
ness caused by an injury to bis knee while
Amherst.
J&ailioiD» anb ftttaiftbaai.
be was working in Bangor.
Mrs. Ezra
Williams and daughter
Mrs. J. M. Snow, of Bluehill, and Mrs. Ruth, of Great Pond,
spent Sunday with
Sarah Grindal, of South Penobscot, spent Mrs. Albert Mace.

newly-purchased

j

Bangor

aJjl

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Barton Brown, of Deer IiIa

reliable Ramedy

BUCKSPORT.
in

Adelbert Bridges, !
Belfast.
I who are attending the Maine Central !i
Mrs. Charles Devereux, with her little institute, Pittsfield, are spending their
son
Richard, who has been with her vacation at home.
father, Capt. Pennett Dunbar, for some
March 15.
C.
time, left to-day for Castine to occupy her

F. W. Katon, with daughter Jennie, of
Mgwick, returned home Sunday, after
pending.! few days with her parents, J.
i. Billing* and wife, being called here by
he

was

in

Hina*

<

FOR

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

AURORA.
Mrs Charles Silsby
days last week.

Mrs. Alpbonso Emerton, of North Bluevisited her daughter, Mrs. Percy

Sunday with their brother, C. M. Leach.
Miss Posey Wardwell is at the village to
stay a lew weeks with her sister, Mrs.
Mary Lee Bowden, who has recently returned from the Waldo county hospital,

March 14.

son.

Jiild.

are

A

Charles B. Nickels has been drawn to
as traverse juror at the April term of
supreme court in Ellsworth.
March 22.
Tombon.

March 15.

O.

Grocer*$

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME

Oscar Bowden and B. E. Sylvester, jr.,
throughout the afternoon and evening, are ill of
grip.
and on Thursday the severity of the storm
Capt. M. A. Eaton and sons went to Bar
was largely due to a gale of wind.
Roads
island Saturday to begin preparations for
were impassable and but little work with
their summer work, weiring.
teams has since been attempted.
March 22.

at Your

Whitcomb, Haynes & Ce.

serve

The most severe storm of winter struck
Amherst Wednesday. Snow fell rapidly

hill,

‘b»ud, trained nurse, of Bangor,
been

sawing

work in the

BKOOKBVILLE.
Willie Chatto has

a

th*

Sargent, late of Castine, in sail
county. deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will snd testament oV
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, preeented by Wm. Geo. SargenV
one of tbe executors therein named.
Abby W. Hill, Ute of Uouldsboro, in *al4
county, deceaeed. a certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Lizzie Guptili cor*
lias, the executrix therein named.
Lizzie J. Carr, late of Bucksport. In sai4
county, decessed. A certain instrpafent purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with peiitiou for probate thereof, presented by Oscar F. Fellows*
the esecutor herein named.
George W. Weeeou, late of Gouldsboro, ia
said county, deceased. First account of J Mined
W. Wescott ana ctasridue A. Wtsuott, executors, filed for settlement.
beien F. Mscomber, minor, rf Franklin, id
said county.
Htoond account 01 Henry H*
Higgins, guardian, filed for settlement.
Willard 8. i>o«. a person of unsound mindFirst ucconnt ad
of Surrt, In said county.
Isaac W. Dow, guardian, filed for settlement;
Lincoln C. Wrigbt. late of Eden, in sai4
Petition filed by Joseph
county, deceased.
E. Tripp, administrator, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, as da-',
scribed in said petiiioo.
Dyer P. Jordan, late of E)ls«or’.h, in saH|
county, oeceased. Petition filed by Charted
P. Dorr, administrator de bonis non. th t ad
order be issued to distribute among the heird
ot said deceased, the amount remaining ia
the hands of said administrator de bonis non*
up«n tbe settlement of his first account.
Juliet M. Livingston, late of Eden, in sskl
eceaaed.
Petition filed by Philip
connty,
Livingston, esecutor of the last will and testament of said deceased, that the amount of
collateral Inheiicance tax upon said estate bd
determine d by the Judge of probate.
EDWARD E. CHA8E, Judge of said Court*
A true copy of tbs original orapr.
Attest:—!'. F. Mahon by, Register*

day

Rev. Ida Garland was called to Aurora
March 17 to officiate at the funeral of Mias
Althea Jordan, who died in the Eastern
Maine general hospital at Bangor Marcel
13.

«

America*. ft newspaper published at
Bllsworth, In hU ooutf. that they may appear at a probate eourt to be held ai Kiloworth, fin said ooaaty, on the slsth uaw
of April, a. d. 1009, at ten of the ofoefi:
in th« forenoon, and be heard thereon if the?,

Ervin Sumner and family, of Brewer,
The drama “Bar Haven’’ presented on
two weeks.
Saturday evening was a success. Every are visiting at bit parents’ home here.
March 22.
B.
Misaes Beulah Kenniston, Helen Jewpart was well rendered, and showed the
amount of work done by each one. The ett and Caddie Silsby have gone to CasWEST BROOKSVILLE.
rick, who is employed tbere.
tine to school.
proceeds were about |80.
Philip
Tapley is very ill.
convocation
ol
March 22.
There will be a stated
G.
Mra. Irving Frost and children, of Bar
Ezekiel Howard was
taken to the
linnswHukon chapter. No. 61, K. A. M.,
are
Harbor,
visiting her parents, J. G.
hospital at Augusta for treatment last
NORTH CASTINE.
rue«i»> evening, April 6. The official
Dunham and wife.
week.
niil w ill be paid by D. D. G. H. P. DeMist Hattie Dunbar baa returned from
Orono.

—Minorite,

worth

Mrs. Anna Herrick and Miaa Eva have
returned from MaseacbuaeUe state farm
ahere they have been flatting Mr. Her-

oirest Perkins, ol bkow began. A banket will follow Ibe meeting. Alt com■mon» »re requested to be preeent.

heM

isfc

WEST BROOK LIN.
Elmer Bridges is viaiting his father at
Tramont.

William Closson and wife, of North
Sedgwick, visited friends in town last

AMHERST.

te^

prah*ta~*raa«

ui< conaty *1 Hnnoook,

for
day at Karate, a. d. Ma.
rriHB followiaa —aMar* harlad baa* m—
1 HnMd for Iba action tharaapon karate,
altar Indicated, It la haratey ordered that te
tie* thereof tea (Iren to all perron* in terrain*.

parents, George Stanley,
Capt. Blake has recently moved his fam- sr., and wife.
ily into the Tilden house, which he purMisses Bessie and Ur mar Jordan, who
Frank Bowden and wife, of Naskeag,
liarle'
chased a few weeks ago.
are
school at Bucksport, are visited friends in town Sunday.
attending
Misses lama Cousins and Uladya Bridget
The spring term of the normal school spending their vacation with their parMrs. Fred Page, who has been visiting
to tne normal acbool at
dnve returned
commenced Tuesday. There are about a ents, Herman Jordan and wife.
friends in town, has returned home.
of Beaton, ii
Miss Gertrude Parker,
with her parent*,
mending ber vacation
Parker and wife, at Flye Point.

-■*.
la attfeaiaf Ik.

»

Te all

PAY BEST

COUNTY NEWS.
At addin—wl

I

1

The Last Week

I

I

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO’S PIANO CONTEST CLOSES THURS., APRIL I, ’09
Only One More Week in which to Secure Coupons

I

How

This

Piano

„

Theresa M. Lunt, who has been quit*
ill, ia vary much batter.

Tinu.

I.

1

Mrs. Fred Bridges and bar tour little
girl* spent laat Tuesday with Mr*. Polly
Wentworth.

Oapt. Gard Lawson and sons Harold and
Chrl left for Rockland March 16, where
they will continue scalloping.
Karl Pomroy went to Rockland Tuesday
scalloping with his brother Leon,
who has been there over a year.

who apent the winOwl's Head, is at home. Capt.
Morphy has been ill since December, but
now seems on the road to recovery.
ter

of

A. Clark came home from Boston
to visit his family before going
to his business in Provincetown, Mass.,
where he is inspector of the work on the
W.

One to Get it?

Pilgrim's

a

cost.

Effort

A Little Extra

flay

your part

on

Get you the Piano

I

-Rid

among your friends and

acquaintances. Kemember

coupon you secure adds to your chance of

getting

that every

H. C. Perkins Is installing
in his saw mill.

credit the coupons to you, and in that way;you may secure this
tine piano.

the piano.

writes:
"1 began using Peruna last
January,
when I bad such a bad cold, and I could

get anything to help mi*.
“My nose and head were all stopped
up. so that 1 could hardly get my hreatk,
1 thought at timea thatl would auioihai,
•specially at night.
“1 have Bo trouble with that now. Tha
not

In my head baa all disappeared.
“1 know Peruna will do jnst w hat yog
aay It does. / camotpralaa Peruna toe
highly, as it has done so much tor ms.
1 hope my letter Will reach other auSei*
•rs.”
Mrs. S. J. Kounta, 1015 Scowl street,
Nashville, Tenn., writes:
“I have had a very bad congh nearly
all my life, and 1 am forty-five yean
old. I have taken almost every kind of
cough medicine that has ever heel
made, but none did me mnrh good. I
would have apella of coughing that I
thought 1 would cough myself todesth.
I took Peruna, and last whiter and this
winter I have had no cough and 1 know
that Peruna cured eae."
Boise

ATS rg

few days.
Mrs. Ida Wardwell has returned from
Bluehill.

and we are showing one of the finest lines of new spring styles
that we have ever shown in Ellsworth. Get your frieuds to make
their spring purchases now from our new stock and have them

Herman Perkins spent
Ellsworth on business.

a

a new

planer

last week in

F. N. Bowden and Otis Leach were in
Camden and Rockland on business last
week.

There is
why you should do all your buying at this store.

Every Reason

Mrs. Nella Bridges and Mias Nina Varconfined to the bouse with severe

num are

We are showing you all the latest things in our line and at
you, and besides we are giving you free piano coupons.

prices

that will

surely please

colds.

Mrs.

Buy Your Spring Merchandise

Now
Get your piano coupons and you will have a greater chance of winning this magnificent piano. Don’t delay ; come to
from
now
EVEKY
DAY
friends.
COUNTS
until
Be sure, to get all your coupons
190(*.
Bring yout
Thursday, April 1,

home.

the store to-day.
in before 6 o’clock

Mrs. Emma Goulding and

Clothing Co.,

of Rockland,
Whitehouae.

COUNTY NEWN
County Newt

tee

other payee

|

BASS HARBOR.
Alton Farley
Benson’s house.

has

moved

into Lewis

Drew’,

of

Winter Harbor,

fi* additional

Emma Thurston came over from
Winter Harbor Sunday to spend the day
with Mrs. A1 Welch.
Miss

Willis B. Watson

week for
left#last
and son Kenneth

wife

will remain bare for the present.
£rrin Dix, ol Cambridge, Mass, a
•Stive of this town, has bought Ernest
Vnrpfay’a house for a summer residence.

Capt. Deasy

Helen and Barron Watson are at home
from Kent's Hill seminary, and Hasel
Cloaaon and Helen Kelley arrived Satur-

day

from

Bucksport seminary.

Mrs. Vesta Gott, who is in Portland for
medical treatment, is improving. A successful surgical operation was performed
several days ago, and her friends hope for
She
a complete restoration of her health.
is at Dr. King’s hospital.
X. ¥. 2.
March 22.

Dr. Edward Briggs snd wife and 8. W.
Wilder and wife made a short vis* here
recently. Mr. and Mrs. Wilder are about
to sail for England.
Clifford Coggins, who has been seriously
Bluebill, came home March 21, and
is gaining rapidly. His mother, Mrs. R.
A. Coggins, was at BluehiU ten days caring for him.
ill at

V. R. Smith and wife have returned from
Boston.

James H. Soulis is building
Vaughan cottage No. 2.

an

South Surry is looking for a new posttake the place of the present
acting postmaster who has resigned. A
civil service examination will be held at
Surry, Saturday, April 21, of candidates
for the position. The compensation of the
postmaster at this office was fBl for the
last fiscal year.
Applicants must reside
within the territory supplied by the postoffice named above.
Application forma

same

master to

addition

to

The literary club meets with
Charles Hargrove Mouday evening.

Mrs.

Ralph Robinson and wife, of Thomaston,iare visiting Mrs. E. A. Hodgdon.
Misses Hazel Reynolds and Nora Sinclair entertained their friends at an
orange party Tuesday evening.
Charles Bunker and wife have returned
from Gouldsboro, where they have been
visiting Mrs. Bunker's sister, Mrs. Nathan

Kingsley.
The Neighborhood House basket ball
team won from Rockport Y. M. C. A.
team at Rockport Friday evening, by a
Fishermen are having better look. Latescore of 19 to 12.
■
■
ly some fine catches were brought in.
While working on tne Green job, Isaac
Mrs. Richardson has a rose bosh with a
Qneney was struck in the eye by a piece of
duster of fourteen blossoms. It is, just
steel or stone, cutting it so badly that the
at the time of writing, quite a contrast
sight was destroyed. He has
to

quirements of

snow

gone

banks outside.

for

Thursday,

Portland for treatment. Much sympathy
is felt for him and his family.

the
can

re-

be
the South Surry postoffice. Applications should be filed with the commission at Washington seven days before
the date of the examination.
March 22.
Tramp.
the

secured at

M’KIN LEY.

A dance is announced

concerning

examination

and full information

Friends of Mrs. Vesta Gott are glad to
hear of her rapid improvement.

with the

other page *

of D. O. Means from Bar Harbor to the
“Homestead” for the summer.

week.

Schools begin Monday, with the
teachers in charge.

tee

SOUTH SURRY.

has opened his boose. He
Misses Rice, daughters of the late
Bar
ol
and
wile,
Harbor, Capt. David Rice, with him at present.
M. A. Gott
visited friends here last week.
Lula M. Bunker entertained a party of
Mias Wavie Latty, of Seal Cove, visited friends on Friday evening before her deMrs. Etta Pettigrove last week.
parture Saturday for Northeast Harbor to
Maynard Torrey has a fine new power resume her school.
March 22.
C.
boat, built by Seth Joyce, of Atlantic.
Mrs. Anna McDonald is at home from
NORTHEAST
HARBOR.
Hall’s Cove, where she has been with her
Miss Laura Tracy has been ill the past
brother since November.

f-attlT. Wash. His

County -Ynci,

Henry Young and wife expect to go to
Bar Harbor Wednesday for the season.
Everard Yonng has removed the goods

has the

SOUTH BROOKS V1LLE.
J. S. Condon is quite ill.
John J. Bakeman is ill.
I
1

Bakeman

Bates cut bis foot quite badly

last week.

Harry

Chat to has

returned to his school

at Castine.

Mrs. Amanda

Dodge and Miss Ruth

Roberts, of North Brooklin, are visiting
Mrs. William Pick ham took her little
here and at Cape Rosier.
who
has
been
sufferdaughter_Madeline,
Frank Connors is carrying the mail
ing from abscesses in the head, to Bar
between here and North Brookaville.
Harbor hospital Friday. On Saturday
Miss Carrie Thurston, of West Tremont,
Capt. Orvia Gray went to Bridgeport,
morning she was operated on by Drs.
who has been visiting Miss Thurston and Wakefield and
Ober, and at last accounts Conn., Thursday;,to take charge of the
Miss Black, returned to her home Satur- wsb
schooner Mystic.
doing very well.
k
day. Miss Lila Thurston went with her
March 22.
Harborside grange held an extra session
B.
for a day or two.
Monday evening for the purpose of pracThe wedding of Harry Gordins and
NORTH ORLAND.
ticing degree work.
Alice Closson, of Bernard, took place at
Mrs. Minnie White wras taken ill SatThe schooner Joanna Durgin, Capt. Irvin
the home of Calvin Gordius Saturday urday.
Gray, brought a load of freight for local
Provan
Rev.
L.
officiated.
F.
evening.
Henry White, of Beverly, Mass., was merchants last week.
They are wished much happiness.
here on a visit last week.
I. F. Hutchinson and Elmer Hale

Music by Joy’s orchestra. The
last dance proved quite a success, as there
waa a fair attendance in spite of the bad
drifts.

April

1.

■

P. M.

March 22.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Dr. F. F. Larrabee spent the week-end
in

Bangor.

Ira N. Workman was a guest of his parents in Cherry field over Sunday.
a

Dr. Benjamin Williams, of Rockland, is
guest of his brother, J. M. Williams.

Frank Wakefield and son Waldo have
returned from a visit to relatives in Bar
Harbor.

Henry Hamilton

and

wife were guests

Herbert White shipped his potatoes
from Bucksport last week. R. G.
Davis,
W. F. Moore, J.
Carey helped transport
them.
Eliza Ginn, who has been in
Bangor
taking electric treatment a few weeks, has
returned home, much
in
health.
improved

George W. White, of Brewer, received a
letter recently from the widow of Lincoln
E. White, who left this place many
years
ago, confirming the report of his death,
which occurred Feb. 26,1904, at Montreal.
March 22.
B.

son

Richard,

MOUNT DESERT.

High school closed Friday

.1

have
gone coasting with Capt. Orvia Gray in
the schooner Mystic.
March 22.
C.

(or some years, bat who came to Lewiston
a few weeks ago to be employed by the
Maine Central Railroad Co.
March 20.
Jen.
WEST STONING TON.

Thomas Richardson
hone.

visiting Mrs. Ueorge

pore based

a

U. C. W.’s met with Mrs. Ids lelsnd

Thursday afternoon.
Miss Caro Fernald,
family, who have visiting relatives here.

of

Bar

Harbor, is

Leon Littlefield and
been living in Castine for the past year,
have returned to his former home here.

east

Mrs. Margaret Littlefield has returned
home here after having spent the
winter in Bluehill with her daughter,
Mrs. Carrie Hinckley.

Gilbert Hodgdon, of Oak hill, n doings
hustling business with hia motor saw.
Arthur Partridge and wife, of Bar Harbor, were in town Sunday, calling st A.

to her

Dr. J. L. Orindle and family, of NorthHarbor, were in town Sunday.

visit.

week, guests of Mrs. Aldans Frazier.

Fsnnie Hutchins, who has been confined to the house several dsvs, is now im-

A special town meeting is called for
relatives in Bangor and Kenduskeag reWednesday evening to consider the ques
She and her aunt. Miss Dells
tion of constructing a sewer along Main centiy.of
Lord,
Bangor, are now visitiiig relative
street, also to act upon an article to pro- j in Atlantic, Slass.

proving.

More wood and logs have been hauled
to market from tbiB part ol the town this I
winter than during any previous winter
for years.
March 22.
H.

BROOK8VILLE.
Kencb and wife are ill of gri p.
Mrs. Edith Young ia also ill.
Charles Cloaaon and wife, of North
Sedgwick, were guests of Albion Cloaaon
recently.
Three horses working at the Mountain
Ice Co.’s plant Wednesday, got into thF
pond, and one belonging to F. W. Sargent
Stillman

was

drowned.

from this place attended the
at South
given
Brookaville
Thursday evening, under the direction of
the Brookaville cornet band. The
program consisted of music by the hand and
Several
muaicale

orchestra of nine pieces,
by the school children.

an

March 22.

short
has been

has

new

An interesting meeting of Penobscot O. Jacobson's.
chapter was held Saturday evening. The
George 8. Parker left here Tuesday lor
degrees were conferred upon three candi- Northeast Harbor, where he is employed
dates, after which refreshments were by J. H. Soulis.
Miss Jessie Colby, who has been quite served. For entertainment, a bird contest
The ham of J. W. Somes' saw -mill will
was
ill, is able to attend school again.
given. Mrs. Killa Sellers secured toon be heard-one of the many barthe
first
for
the
prize
guessing
Mrs. O. M. FiBeld has been visiting her
largest bingen ol
spring.
number of birds, and William Bridges
mother at South Deer Isle this week.
Master A. C. Fernald, Jr., is spending s
carried oil the booby.
D. M. FiBeld, has moved his family
part of hia vacation in Rockland with his
March 22.
Woodlocke.
back to their own home, after spending
aunt, Mn. E. B. Silaby.
the winter st Mrs. A. T. Hamblen’s.
WINTER HARBOR.
Miss Ethel Fernald, who has been atGeorge Turner returned from the Maine
Parker L. Davis is recovering after ten tending a commercial college in Bangor,
general hospital last week, where he
is home for her vacation.
days' illness.
underwent an operation for appendicitis.
The F. and A. M. worked the I bird deAlfred
E.
of
Bar
Capt.
Connors,
Harbor,
A party of young people gathered at the
was in town last week.
gree on a candidate Saturday evening.
home of Ernest Perry and wife Saturday
Refreshments were served.
Capt. Daniel McKay, of Surry, was in
evening and a pleasant time was enjoyed
March 21.
Bek Wing.
Dy all
town Friday and Saturday.
Miss Isabelle Walker, teacher in schoo
Mrs. E. H. Norris will open tbe Winter
EASTBROOK.
No. 4, was called to her home at South Harbor house to the public
April 1.
Freeman Butler, who has been ill lev
Deer Isle Thursday by the serious illness
A missionary concert was given by tbe eral
of her mother.
weeks, is very low.
children at the Baptist church Sunday
March
There wss no grange Saturday evening,
22._ Mum. evening.
oo account of bad weather.
j
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. Enoch Newman, of Oouldsboro,
A. K. Dyer has gone to Somesvilla,
Samuel D. Staples, North Penobscot's is in town, the guest of Mrs. John Uerrish where he is
employed.
oldest citizen, is quite low.
and other relatives.
Nahum Hragdon and wile have moved
Blanche Grenon is home from BucksCapt. C. H. Davis, E. C. Hammond and into part of Wilbur Merritt’s bouse.
port seminary to spend her vacation.
Men who have been lumbering in Hi*
Beulah L'ach, Annie and Jennie Hatch R. M. Torrey were in Bangor Friday and
wood tbis winter, have all moved out.
j
are attending the normil school st CssSaturday on business.
()E“tine.
March 22.
Dorr and wife and other relatives
Philip
Laura Loweil is st home from Bangor
where she has employment, for a short from Bar Harbor have been iu town this
SURRY.
|

and

dialogues
\

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
Elsie Robbins ia at home for

vai

business

Miss Ella M. Jarvis visited friends snd

j

afcbntisrmnitf.

For Coughs

and

Colds

Troubled with

a cough?
A hard cold, bronchitis, or some
chronic lung trouble? There is a medicine made for just
these cases—Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. Your doctor knows
all about it. Ask him what he thinks of it. No medicine
can ever take the place of your doctor.
Keep in close
touch with him, consult him frequently, trust him fuiiy- j
J
Noajcohol in this cough medicine, j.c. Ayer CfTT^wcU

Ayer'* Pill*. Sugar-coated. All vegetable. Act directly on the liver. Gently lava
Dote, only one pUL Sold for nearly sixty years. Ask your doctor ahuut !'■

live.

a

a.

George Bartlett went to West Eden on
Monday.
Burt Laconnt, of West Tremont, has
Mrs. Charlotte Shaw is apsnding a few employment with Wesley Bartlett.
weeks with her brother, Allen Cole, of
Warren Bartlett, of Center, has been
visiting triends here the past week.
Dorchester, Mass.
Charles GrindJe and William Fettingill,
Charles Tracy, with bis son Parley, has
of Seaville, spent Thursday afternoon and
gone to Lewiston to visit his other son, night at 8. O. Leonard’s.
Harvard, who has been living in Odin, 111.,
March 22.
L.

Mias Joaie Urann, of Sullivan,
visiting friends here.

two

Mrs. M. A Sellers is still very ill.
Miss Mae Hamblen is employed at A.
A. Colby’s.

Mias

GOULDBBORO.

lor

weeks.

Bert Hutchins and daughter Rose, of Orwere in town Saturday to attend the
meeting of Penobscot chapter.

COUNTY NEWS.

Thursday.

are

land,

—.-.

Rev. Mr.

vide more school room for the primary
school.
E.
March 22.

Alvery Bowden and sister, Mrs. Willard
Bowden, spent last Bundsy in Or land with
relatives.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

of

Lilia Dunbar, of the Bluehill
is spending her vacation at

academy,

p. m., for this is your last chance to secure this present.

W. R. Parker

j

srsiK m7KINGHWOKTH,
Mtss Quebec St.,
London, Ontario]

F. W. Lunt and wife, who have been on
a trip South, arrived home Saturday, accompanied by their daughter, Mrs. O.
Tolman, and son Fred, who have been in
Boston the past month.
Owing to the bad traveling, but few got
out to the ice-cream sociable at the church
Thursday evening. Mrs. Henry Thurston
and Mrs. Waller Lunt made the icecream. Proceeds for minister’s salary.
March 22.
Thelma.
PENOBSCOT.

Use every moment of your spare time soliciting coupons

I

KINGSWORTH.

monument.

Frank Dunbar is at home for

OUR NEW SPRING STOCK HAS ARRIVED

START IN TO-DAY

*•:*

Saturday

grade $350 piano
absolutely without

Lucky

at

Mrs. Eliza Rumill, who baa spent the
winter in Bridgewater, Maas., with her
daughter, Mrs. Jason Kane, came home
Wednesday. Her many friends are glad
to have her beck.

Opportunity
getting
high-

Who will be

Mur additional

i

s/^

Basil K. Lunt, who has been visiting his
sister, Mrs. W'. A. Clark, left for the home
of his brother, K. A. Lunt, in Rockland
last Monday.

This is
Your
Last

after

I

WEST TREMONT.

Capt. Isaac Murphy,

of our contestants

the

days?

CATARRH OF HEAD
H'kiei Pt-nt-na Rthcvtd in

1

Master George and Miss Bessie Wentworth ^visited their sunt, Mrs. Addie Farrell, a* Center one day last week.

~_

Will be given to

April

Many More

seven

P««W

see

to go

Coupons can you
secure during the next

Magnificent

one

I

Oswutg »«IW

LIFE'S GREATEST HAPPINESS
Is freedom from sickness and fullness of health.
true

“L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters

lave

earned

a

The

great repu-

tation

through sixty years of cures.
old
Your father and grandfather hsed this trusty
and
g"
and
it
it
them
well.
Use
remedy
kept
yourself
it to the children. Gives quick relief for constipation.
Afl

dtalm mOmL. F."

35

c«at>

•

bottl*.

J

i

